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The Book of Gobi, Book 2:  Image and Light continues in the manner of 
Book 1.  It is loosely formed around the question, “What made the Gobi 
special?”  Yet, a shade of difference in this book is important.  It begins 
with a brief Base history and two Illinois Valley News articles about the 
coming 1945 fire season.  We are introduced to early Siskiyou Smoke-
jumpers with strong convictions.  Gradually the early Smokejumpers 
are replaced by more raucous groups, some returning from military 
experiences in World War II, some naively experiencing a coming-of-
age.  While the tone and language of the stories vary from 1945 until 
the present, the source of all stories is a certain awe, a certain respect 
for time spent at the Base.  Listen to Albert Gray, Dan Kauffman, Don 
Hostetler, or Terry Fieldhouse and you will find their experiences in all 
the other stories—they are there, most often covered by male bravado. 
A special thanks, too, to the several female voices.
As before, this book is in rough chronology.  More pictures have been 
included with Book 2.  Clarifying remarks precede some stories to include 
necessary information and to maintain a clear order.  Contributors have 
been recognized either by the first year they served at the Base or by 
their timely association with the Base.
Also, as before, all submissions have been edited for the usual reasons, as 
well as for suitable reading.  In some cases, stories have been shortened 
to maintain the defining focus of what made the Gobi special.
        JR  
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WHEN THE FIRST SMOKEJUMPER BASE in Oregon history was established at Cave Junction in 1943, the nation was fully involved in World War II. Funding was at a minimum for the fledgling program and much of 
what was eventually established had to be pieced together with salvaged materials 
and improvised facilities, and most of it was put together by the inventive and 
resourceful smokejumpers. Regardless of its rough start and shoestring budget, 
the program was able to achieve its objective of rapid response to fire calls and, 
as expected, saved hundreds of thousands of dollars in fire suppression cost and 
loss of forest products.
The program was designed to use airplanes to rapidly deliver firefighters to small 
fires in remote parts of the Siskiyou-Klamath Mountains, so it may seem odd that 
the first base was not, from the very beginning, set up at the Illinois Valley airport. 
There were several obstacles that prevented this from happening. There was no 
power, water system or any other facilities that could provide the necessities for 
smokejumper crews, and low levels of funding made it unlikely that setting up 
these utilities and buildings at the airport would happen any time soon.
The closest place to the airport where water, power, telephones, and facilities for 
providing the basics of food, shelter and sanitation was at the Redwood Ranger 
Station in Cave Junction. It was behind this building that the first smokejumper 
O r e g o n ’s  F i r s t  S m o k e j u m p e r 
B a s e
R O G E R  B R A N D T
Roger’s article appeared in the March 27, 2006, Grants Pass Daily Courier.  Roger has 
been instrumental in helping to record and preserve the history and people of the Siskiyou 
Smokejumper Base.
–Redwood Ranger Station 1945
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base was set up on a terrace near the Illinois River and a large barn used for pack 
animals.
Housing for crews consisted of temporary tent shelters, each a wooden platform 
with a wooden frame that supported the tent. Flaps on the tent could be put up 
to allow for circulation of air but there was nothing to prevent mosquitoes and 
other insects from flying in and out as they pleased.
Two other structures used by smokejumpers included a bathhouse and cook house. 
Both of these were small, rectangular buildings and it is uncertain when they were 
set up. They may have been used for pack animal crews before the smokejumper 
base was set up in the same area.
The bathhouse was a rectangular building with toilets and showers. Water was 
heated by starting a fire in a stove outside of the building. Pipes carried the water 
through the fire box and into a holding 
tank that fed into the showers.
The cookhouse was about the same size as 
the bathhouse. About half of the structure 
was used for cooking and the other half 
used for the dining room. Both the cook-
house and bathhouse were moved to the 
airport around 1948 and were in use until 
1954 when they were torn down and re-
placed with the present structures. 
Most of the structures needed for basic 
operations were already set up except for the parachute loft, the most crucial struc-
ture in smokejumping. The smokejumpers designed and constructed this building 
using wood that was salvaged from the Oregon Caves Civilian Conservation Corps 
camp located about eleven miles east of Cave Junction. One of the crew members 
had some training in architecture and was credited for designing the building. The 
building was good enough to perform its intended function but, during the war, 
equipment was scarce. It was not possible during the first three years of operation 
to do the technical repairs on parachutes and for this reason repairs had to be done 
at smokejumper base in Missoula, Montana.
When there was a call for a fire, the crew went to the parachute loft to pick up 
their equipment and rode in the back of a stake-bed truck to the airport located 
five miles south of Cave Junction. It was obvious that the response to fires would 
be much quicker if they were located at the airport but, as far as the crew members 
were concerned, the base’s location in Cave Junction was very fortunate for them. 
–Cookhouse
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This is because they were all conscientious objectors who were given room and 
board along with a small stipend for the duties they performed as smokejumpers. 
None of them came with their own vehicle for transportation. The base’s location 
near Cave junction was ideal for them because everything was within walking 
distance and when they had a chance to go into town, they spent their free time 
going to movies or enjoying treats such as milk shakes. The Illinois River ran next 
to the base  and on hot summer days, crew members retreated to the cool refuge 
of the river.
The Siskiyou Smokejumper Base is one of the great home-front defense stories of 
World War II, but to this day remains unrecognized for the danger and drama that 
was faced by crews in the earliest years of smokejumping history. All of the first base 
was torn down after new buildings for smokejumper operations were constructed 
at the Illinois Valley airport in 1948. The only building that remains standing is 
the Redwood Ranger Station, moved from Cave Junction to the airport in 1962 
where it served as an administration building until the base closed in 1981.
Oregon’s First Smokejumper Base
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P r e p a r i n g  f o r  t h e  S u m m e r
o f  1 9 4 5
As a preface to his stories to follow, Albert Gray’s photos of Cave Junction and 
two newspaper articles from the Illinois Valley News provide a fine beginning for 
this our Book 2.
Smoke Jumpers To 
Arrive Soon After 
June 1
H.C. Obye, Siskiyou forest 
supervisor, returned Sunday 
morning from Missoula, Mont., 
where he visited the camp where 
the forest service is training 
smoke jumper crews for three 
western forest regions, including 
the Siskiyou forest.
About 200 trainees are to complete the 
course, which includes taking seven prac-
tice jumps, Obye stated.  Fourteen men will 
be in the crew which is to serve this area 
shortly after June 1, and definite arrange-
ments have been made for a Noorduyn 
plane for the use of the jumpers.
The plane is to be piloted by Lawrence J. 
Sohler, who has had experience flying over 
the Siskiyou forest to drop supplies during 
the forest fires in 1936.  Sohler, accompa-
nied by Obye, piloted the Noorduyn plane 
from Missoula to Portland, where Obye 
entrained for Grants Pass.
 Jumpers Prepare for Fire  
Season
This year the 14 man squad of smoke jump-
ers arrived in the valley Tuesday and imme-
diately started preparation for the 1945 fire 
season.  Their camp at the Redwood Ranger 
Station is rapidly taking shape, parachutes 
are being aired and packed, the fire equip-
ment is being readied.
Smoke jumping has established itself and 
this year smoke jumpers are expected to 
be active in Montana, Idaho, Washington, 
Oregon, and California.  The local squad 
will function chiefly in southwestern Or-
egon and northern California.
Continued page 11, colum 1 Continued page 11, colum 2
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Interesting changes in equipment 
this year inclued ripcord jumper 
pants which literally leave the 
jumper upon the pull of the rip 
cord.  This facilitates the shedding 
of these heavy pants in event of 
a water landing.  A quick snap 
to the release device allows the 
jumper to stop this part of his gear 
before a water landing.  A new 
14 foot cargo chute which can be 
stuffed in one’s pocket has been tried and 
should prove useful in dropping fire packs. 
Not all of this special equipment will ap-
pear locally at this time but eventually will 
be standard.
The coming fire season may be a bad one. 
You can do your part in reporting fires to 
the Redwood Ranger Station or to Dick 
Sowel at the Kerby Guard Station.  With 
the possibility of forest fire equipment be-
ing used to the limit, extra precautions in 
preventing fires in the valley will be greatly 
appreciated.  Your cooperation in the past is 
evidence that extra care will be taken again 
this season.       
—IV News
–Crew Leader Jack Heintzelman and 
  pilot Larry Sohler, 1945
Heading the crew will be Jack Heintzel-
man, who has been leader of the smoke 
jumper crew in this forest for the past two 
seasons.  The crew will have its summer 
headquarters at the Redwood Ranger sta-
tion at Cave Junction.
The plane for the use of the crews will prob-
ably be ready for use in this area in two or 
three weeks.  Obye stated that there will 
probably be a Vultee L-5 observation plane 
also for this area.  The use of an observa-
tion plane allows better visibility than can 
possibly be obtained by the use of lookout 
stations, the forest supervisor pointed out. 
Some lookout stations have been replaced 
by plane service, he stated.
The jump crew’s activities will not be 
confined to the Siskiyou forest alone, but 
will extend over southwestern Oregon, 
and a small portion of northern Califor-
nia, the forest supervisor said.
—IV News
Preparing for the Summer of 1945
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S m o k e j u m p e r s  a t
C a v e  J u n c t i o n
1 9 4 3 , 1 9 4 4  a n d  1 9 4 5
A L B E R T  G R AY
‘ 4 5
WHO WERE THE YOUNG MEN who jumped from Cave Junction in those first three years–1943, 1944, and 1945?  During World War II, all men were required to register for service and to receive a classification.  If 
you were physically and mentally fit and of the right age, you were classified as 
1-A and were quickly inducted into the armed military services.
However, men who in good conscience could not participate in full military service 
were given two legal options.  They could serve as non-combatants in the medical 
corp or the chaplain’s office.  They were classified as 1-AO and 22,000 chose this 
way of service.  They received regular military pay and full veteran benefits.
The second option was open to men who by “religious training or belief” could 
not join the armed forces.  They were classified as 4-E.  They were conscientious 
                                                                    
First Row: Art Hoylman, John Harnish, Alvin Kauffman, 
Chalmer Gillen, Russ Leazenby  Second Row: Albert Gray, 
Elon Eash, Emerson Miller, Willard Krabill, Dan Kauffman  
Third Row: Donald Hostetler, Roger Frantz, Leonard Pauls, 
Ray Mast  Not Pictured: Dale Yoder
Crew Picture 1945
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objectors or COs.  Over 12,000 men were drafted under this provision and were 
assigned “work of national importance under civilian direction.”  The three historic 
peace churches–Mennonite, Brethren, and Quaker–agreed to administer the camps 
for all men assigned to them, and the churches agreed to pay all the expenses. 
The government, however, provided the work and camp buildings, etc.  They were 
known as Civilian Public Service camps or CPS camps.  The work was typically soil 
conservation, park construction, or forest fire suppression.
Much of the assigned work seemed to be of little national importance and the 
talents of the men were not utilized.  So many of the COs volunteered for work 
outside the camps.  Over 5000 men were assigned to serve in mental hospitals 
where they reformed the prior methods of handling mental patients.  Other men 
worked as dairy herd testers on farms in America.  The most difficult assignments 
were human guinea pigs for medical research.  The most famous of these experi-
ments involved men who volunteered to live on a starvation diet so our country 
would be able to provide medical care for those suffering from malnutrition in 
Europe after the war.
One of the men in camp, Phil Stanley, suggested to the US Forest Service that COs 
would make good smokejumpers.  So in May of 1943, the Mennonite Church 
opened CPS camp #103 in Missoula, Montana, at Seeley Lake.  In that first year, 60 
men were trained both in parachute jumping and fire fighting.  Seven men were 
then sent to Cave Junction to serve under the leadership of Jack Heintzelman.  In 
1944, the number of smokejumpers doubled to 120 and 12 of them went to Cave 
Junction.  Then in the last year, 1945, the training moved to Nine Mile Camp at 
Huson, Montana.  The trainers were Earl Cooley, Wag Dodge, Jim Waite, and oth-
ers.  Fourteen of us agreed to go to Cave Junction.  It was the final year of the CPS 
camps, and the base in Missoula closed in April of 1946.
The remainer of this short essay will con-
fine its emphasis to the 14 men in the 
summer of 1945.  There were actually 15 of 
us, because Alvin Kauffman came with us 
to work on camp maintenance, although 
he was not a jumper.  There were eleven 
Mennonites in the group: Elon Eash, Roger 
Frantz, John Harnish, Donald Hostetler, 
Arthur Hoylman, Dan Kauffman, Willard 
Krabill, Ray Mast, Emerson Miller, Leonard 
Pauls, and Dale Yoder.  The two men from 
–Highway 199 approaching Highway 46 and
  the Redwood Ranger Station, 1945
Smokejumpers at Cave Junction 1943, 1944, and 1945
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the Church of the Brethren were Chalmer Gillin, and Clarence Leazenby.  I was 
the lone Methodist and the leader of the group.
Over all, the men in CPS camps were a very diverse group.  Over fifty denominations 
were represented: Catholics, Protestants, Jews, Jehovah Witnesses, and others.  The 
educational level was quite high with many men who were college graduates and 
some with a PhD, MD, JD, etc.  But the small group at Cave Junction in 1945 was 
a homogeneous group–mostly Mennonite and Brethren farmers.  I however was 
the oldest and had already been a university instructor before being drafted.  It was 
a serious religious bunch.  We invited all local ministers to visit the camp and to 
lead worship services.  We had a wonderful quartet which sang gospel hymns and 
songs for the camp and for the churches. 
We came from religious families so we 
did not drink, only one smoked, and 
we seldom went to the movies.  But we 
did play cards late into the night, and 
we constantly talked about girls.  So, we 
were young, idealistic, physically strong, 
and willing to work (for $5 a month from 
the church).  We made 51 practice jumps 
and 31 fire jumps in the summer of 1945. 
We were eager to show the public that 
COs in the CPS camps were not afraid of 
the danger of war or smokejumping.  In all three years with several thousands of 
jumps, not a single man “chickened out.”  We believed in our opposition to war 
and were proud to be conscientious objectors in service to our nation.  We were 
also grateful to the nation that permitted our religious freedom and to the churches 
that supported us.
–Crew Quarters 1945
  Miller, Yoder, Holyman, Kauffman
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C r a w l i n g  A l o n g  a  B e a r  Tr a i l
A L B E R T  G R AY
‘ 4 5
ON JULY 11, 1945, DALE YODER, ELON EASH, AND I, from the side camp at Cave Junction, Oregon, jumped on a fire in the Klamath National Forest in northern California.  The area was so rough that we had to jump into 
a clearing four miles from the fire.  By the time we arrived, the fire was much too 
big for the three of us, so we were reinforced the next day by nine Native American 
Indians and forty war prisoners.  After a few more days, the fire was under control 
and the three of us, with an Indian as guide, started to walk out.
There were no trails, so the progress was slow.  The brush was too thick for easy 
penetration and too high to climb over.  The Indian became increasingly agitated. 
He told us to wail until he found a bear trail, which he assumed would be near 
the ridge.  We soon heard his call to join him.  All four of us crawled on hands 
and knees, each one behind the other and making good progress.  Suddenly, the 
Indian stopped without warning and each of us plowed ahead bumping into each 
other.  There in the center of the trail was a coiled rattlesnake making angry warn-
ing sounds at being disturbed.  Fortunately, we had an alert Indian guide, for if I, 
a city boy, had been in the lead, I’m sure I would have put my hand right on top 
of that rattler.  The snake slowly moved on as if to defy mere humans who had 
invaded its territory.
A bit later we found a marked trail and hiked 20 miles to the nearest road where a 
forest service truck took us to the Happy Camp Ranger Station.  We were told we 
could get a good night’s sleep under the stars if we just threw our sleeping bags down 
on the ground.  My aching body would have preferred a bed in the bunkhouse. 
The next morning we returned to Cave Junction and with much exaggeration told 




ON JUNE 4, 1945, SQUAD LEADER JACK HEINTZELMAN met his new Smoke Jumper Crew at the Grants Pass railroad station.  Jack selected the crew from the green recruits who trained in May at the Missoula headquarters. 
The men had little previous experience only a desire to be an airborne fire fighter 
and to experience the glory of an exciting summer in the mountains.
Jack loaded us in the crew truck and hauled us to our new base in Cave Junction. 
We were issued tent tops and bedding and hauled down the hill to the tent frames 
on the bank of the Illinois River.
We enjoyed working in the timber, clearing and cutting brush and trees, especially 
at different mountain peaks and having lunch on the snowy ridges.  Jack took 
great pride in demonstrating our ability to build fire line around local fires when 
called upon to help.  He would often tell the locals to stand back and let his Hot 
Shot crew throw a line around the fire.
My first fire jump was on August 5th.  An afternoon lightning storm came over 
the valley.  As our three man crew circled above the valley, we could see smoke 
plumes billowing below.  Our fire was below the ridge of Squaw Peak.  A cat faced 
tree was struck by lightning and a wind was showering embers down on the dry 
brush and tinder below.  As the three of us surveyed the blazing inferno, we felt 
mighty small.  We relied on our training and went to work.  We were lucky to 
S u m m e r  o f  1 9 4 5




build the fire line the right way at the right time so we were able to control the 
blazing inferno by dark.
Late that night, another lightning storm came through.  It felt like the mountain 
was shaking.  The three of us felt mighty small as the contained fire still raged in 
the darkness.  As we prepared our sleeping bags on the ridge, we could see a crown 
fire raging across the valley on Horse Mountain.  We wondered if we had our bud-
dies on that fire.  Luckily, Dale Yoder, the only experienced Jumper, was in charge 
and kept the crew at a safe distance until the ground crew took over.
The next day, we mopped-up. It was dirty grimy work.  The thrill of fire on the 
mountain was gone.  It was a long walk down the mountain to a road where there 
was lots of activity with fire crews walking to numerous small fires in the valley.
The rest of the season started to be routine and the glory of fighting fires started 
to fade into hard work.  At the close of the season, we were sent to the China Flats 
Camp near Powers to slash over freshly logged timber.  The rainy season came on 
and we kept on burning the wasted timber in the blue sunshine.    
In November, the rain started in earnest and soon the snow appeared on the peaks 
and every morning moved closer to camp.  By the end of the second week, the 
snow had covered our camp and the dry stream bed below our camp turned into a 
roaring torrent of white water moving down the mountian.  Our season was over 
and we were being released from the Forest Service.  As we were all discharged and 
the draft was over, we returned to our homes in many different states.  This was 
the end of a wonderful summer experience.
Summer of 1945
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WE HAD A SLOW FIRE SEASON with only 13 fires.  One Sunday after-noon in July, there was a big lightning storm with strikes all over the place.  Three of us went out about evening with Art Hoylman on one 
fire and Willard Krabill and I on another.  A big dead snag was burning.  We put 
a line around it and then cut it down with a crosscut saw.  There was a bed of hot 
coals, so we cut a little while and then came out to cool our feet.  After the snag 
fell, we put all the fire out and slept in our sleeping bags.
After awhile a packer came in to pick up our packs.  He had a fit that we dropped 
the snag in a small area of reproduction (small trees, one to two feet high and 
growing from seed).  In our training, they said to save the reproduction.
After daylight, we hiked out but we had trouble staying on the trail.  We would 
come to a clearing and hunt for the trail on the other side.  We couldn’t see how 
the packer got in at night.  We hiked to a road and got a ride back to the station. 
That day the rest of the crew went out on fires.
One fire got big in a hurry, so they called in more help.  We needed to supply the 
fire camp with food for about 50 men.  We took a quarter of beef, a case of eggs 
(not one broke!), all kinds of large cans of food plus five-gallon cans of water and 
dropped them from a chute.  Our men were the crew leaders.
On August 15, five jumpers flew to Twisp in northern Washington.  Their plane 
needed servicing and all of their men were out on fires.  Krabill, Hostetler, Harnish, 
Mast, and Gillen left early in the morning.
G e t t i n g  B a c k  t o             
C a v e  J u n c t i o n
D O N  H O S T E T L E R
‘ 4 5
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Our pilot said if we could get high enough we would fly over Crater Lake.  That 
was really something to see.  Later on we saw Mt. St. Helens (she didn’t blow her 
top until much later).  Then we saw Mt. Ranier and Mt. Baker, all sticking up like 
sore thumbs and snow capped.
August 15 was the day the war with Japan ended.  John Harnish and I went out 
the next afternoon on the Russian Lake Fire on the Baker National Forest near the 
Canadian border.  Over into Canada was a large fire with a mushroom cloud like 
an atomic bomb.  Several days that summer, fires from Canada darkened the sky 
in southern Oregon.
The spot to land was some distance from the small fire (about the size of a football 
field).  The drift chute landed on a high ridge.  When I got below the ridge it was 
very windy, blowing down the valley.  I turned into the wind but went right past 
the landing site, missed a smaller one and landed on one about as big as a chute. 
Harnish was in a small tree, his feet just off the ground.  I lifted him up to help 
unhook his chute.
In those days, we left our chutes and picked them up 
later.  We got our fire packs and headed for the fire. 
It was dark when we got there, so we worked until 
midnight.  I told John to rest and I would work until 
3:00 AM.  He then worked until 6:00 AM.  Our food 
was K-rations.  By 1:00 PM, we had the fire out and 
headed for our chutes.  We stopped by a small creek, 
ate more K-rations and rested.  Bt this time, we had 
gotten our chutes,  it was dark when we arrived at the 
fire site.  We could have easily gotten lost.  But a man 
from the lookout tower hiked in and had a small fire 
going.  He is the one who reported the fire and saw 
us come in.  Later on, he took a load of our things to 
the trail where there was a surveyor’s cabin, and left 
them there.
The next morning (and more K-rations), we went down the valley.  We were climb-
ing over blown down trees everywhere, and we couldn’t see how the other guy 
made it after dark.
We left our packs there and that afternoon hiked 16 miles in four hours to the 
beginning of a lake.  There, a man with a raft and pole took us across the large 
lake.  We walked around the dam to a small town and rode a narrow gauge train 
15 miles to a ranger station.
Getting Back to Cave Junction
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The next day the ranger drove us to Bellingham, Washington.  We got there about 
noon.  It took about two hours for lunch, and then we met our pilot and flew to 
Portland, Oregon, for the night.  Going past Seattle, we saw the Boeing plant with 
the B-17s and B-29s.
The day after, we arrived at Cave Junction and the pilot buzzed the camp.  That 
plane had a big motor and really roared.  The guys came running out to see what 
was going on.  The rest of the crew from Washington came much later on a bus.
Serving as a smokejumper was a great experience for me.  A few years later smoke-
jumping became quite common in Western states and even Alaska.
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It was a quiet day at the airstrip for practice jumps, and because of the slots in our Irvin chutes, we had forward speed whichever direction we faced.  They were dropping two of us per pass, so my friend, Russ Leazenby, let out first with 
me close behind.  When our chutes opened, we were facing in opposite directions, 
hence traveling in opposite directions...allowing me to see Leazenby through the 
apex of his chute as he passed under me.  Since our instructors hadn’t mentioned 
any possibility of this happening, many unknowns passed through my mind in 
those few seconds.   Would I be stomping around on this big pillow, or would I slip 
off to one side, or would either or both chutes collapse?  This much I did know: 
he was taking air as he passed under me.  Fortunately, we cleared each other and 
landed (crashed) at the same time.
Now I understand why the guy below with the bullhorn was yelling, “Pull the right 
guide line—PULL THE RIGHT GUIDELINE!!!”  In Sunday School, they taught us 
to obey the “voice from above.”  This time, listening to the “voice from below” 
paid off!!
PS: I did get a “picture perfect” grade on my landing.  Isn’t that what PP stands 
for??
M i s s o u l a ,  M o n t a n a        
J u m p  # 1
L E O N A R D  “ N I C K ”  PA U L S
‘ 4 5
Remember, in the beginning years, training was conducted in Missoula 
after which Jumpers were dispersed to their various bases.
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TWO OF OUR FELLOWS, Art Hoylman and Don Hostetler, had jumped on this fire in the morning.  Evidently, a wind came up, and with the fire coming up a draw, added to their problem.  Hence, the fire got away.  They called 
for help and were coming up the hill when they dropped Emerson Miller and me 
in the afternoon.
The landing target resembled a “bald head,” with a bare (shale) spot surrounded 
on three sides with  brush and big boulders.  The fourth side was a draw with trees, 
dirt and pine needles, plus a downhill slope.  On the  far end of this “bald head” 
was a rock reef the size of a house and tapering off into  the brush  and boulders.
It turned out to be my Waterloo.
Miller lucked out when his chute opened, the riser slapped him upside the head, 
sending his helmet tumbling.  (His was the experimental helmet with elastic 
bands replacing the buckle straps.)  Fortunately for him, he missed the landing 
site and landed on the downslope among the trees, and did his hit and roll with 
no injury.
H o r s e  M o u n t a i n – T h r e e  M i l e s 
A b o v e  C a v e  J u n c t i o n
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–“...a bare (shale) spot surrounded on three sides with 
   brush and big boulders.”
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When my chute opened I was directly over this rock reef, so I could either let the 
wind carry me into the brush and boulders, or I could plane against the wind and 
try to clear the reef.  I chose the latter.
 My plan was working fine until  just before I hit: I decided to absorb the landing 
shock by letting up on my risers so as to “chin”  myself again upon impact. Wrong 
move!  The wind caught my chute and slammed me backward against this rock 
reef, banging my head hard enough to put a dent in my helmet half the size of my 
fist, pulling my buckled mask over my nose up to  my forehead, and also fracturing 
my left elbow.  With my nose bleeding and my left arm numb, my chute wouldn’t 
deflate with only the tugging of my right arm.  Fortunately, Miller was okay, and 
soon came charging over the top of the hill and got me back on my feet.
Once we were back together with Hoylman and Hostetler, we spent the rest of the 
day and all of the night working on spot fires, awaiting a hiking crew that was 
coming in the next morning from the Oregon Caves...whose truck we used to head 
back to the camp and to the doctor.
Call it providence, divine protection, or just plain luck!  Had I been wearing Miller’s 
helmet that’s still out there somewhere in the buck brush, I’d be writing this mighty 
cross-eyed —if at all!
H o r s e  M o u n t a i n – T h r e e  M i l e s  A b o v e  C a v e  J u n c t i o n
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WELL HERE I AM, back in Cave Junction, 1947, my last year.  I noticed right away that our tent city had been moved up close to the Parachute Loft, Office, and the equipment shed.  They also built an Outhouse 
close by so we did not have to walk down to the old one which was still at the 
old site, next to the  Mess Hall.  Oh yes, I forgot to mention that the training area 
was also next to our tents.
About half of the crew we  had  in ‘46 returned.  The new jumpers were going to 
be trained here rather than at Missoula.  Although there were others, the only new 
guy I can remember now was Bob Nolan.  We were all involved in the training of 
the new jumpers.  Also getting the airfield in shape.  That’s what we called it back 
then.  It became the GOBI after my last year.
After the new bunch became Smokejumpers, they joined us in the daily chores we 
had.  We also trained them on the various chores we did at night.  Like showing 
them the best places to eat, to drink, and how to move Cave Junction ten feet to 
the right every Saturday night and then moving it back again (to keep the locals 
happy).
So now, let me get back to the Picnic.  Cliff Marshall, our foreman, was trying to 
come up with better ways to improve the many things we did when jumping on 
a fire.  And one of those changes was to drop hot food to a large group.  Say like 
6 or more jumpers.  It sounded great to us.  It beat eating the C-rations that we 
had to pack!!
 P i c n i c                       
( S m o k e j u m p e r  Ve r s i o n )
E D  A D A M S
‘ 4 6
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Well, about two days later Cliff got about 15 of us together and said we’re going 
to make a fire jump on an unknown drop zone about 50 miles away.  So while we 
were getting our gear loaded on the truck, Cliff got some old Army food contain-
ers together and turned them over to our cook, informing him of what we were 
going to do.
A half hour later, we were on our way to the airstrip.  We only had one Noorduyn, 
so Steve Ayers, our pilot, had to make two runs.  I was on the second run with the 
rest of the group, but Cliff was the only one I remember that day.
The jump was very routine, no problems.  Cliff was the last man out of the plane. 
As I was gathering my gear, I saw that he was going to land on the other side of 
some bushes, about 20 feet away.  I could not see what he was about to land in, 
but I heard a loud splash and a whole lot of cussing.  I did  not see it on my way 
down, and I don’t think Cliff did either.  It was a very small creek about 2 feet 
wide and about 1 foot deep.  The bushes covered the creek, and were very hard to 
see until you got real close.  I almost burst out laughing, but I knew better!  Cliff 
Marshall was not the kind of guy you laughed at!
He did not see me, so I got the rest of my gear and left very quietly, heading away 
to the spot we were all to meet.  
When I saw the guys, I told them about Cliff and they all agreed that I did the 
right thing.
After the last drop, Steve flew to get the food.  I don’t remember how many con-
tainers there were or how many cargo chutes were needed.  But we were soon to 
find out.  The food was being cooked while we were still at the base.  So I think 
it took about 3 hours from the time the food was put into the containers until 
we saw the Noordyn returning.  Remember, the cargo chutes in those days were 
gunny sack cloth, and about 10 feet in diameter.  Well there were 2 chutes, with 
2 containers on each chute.  And they fell hard!
To this day, I cannot be positive what food we tried to eat!!  The cook had put all 
the food in those round CARDBOARD containers.  After 3 hours inside the metal 
containers plus inside the cardboard containers with HOT food in them, need I say 
more.  I thought I saw what looked like meat loaf, but it might have been meat-
balls when it left the kitchen.  There were other things, but I’ll leave it at that.  It 
was a mess to try to eat, whatever it was, but when you’re hungry, what the hell, 
enjoy.  After a few bites and looking at each other, we started laughing our butts 
off.  Even Cliff joined in, wet pants and all.
P i c n i c
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PART OF THE FUN AND GAMES at the Cave Junction forest station was the old swimming hole on the Illinois River just behind the Ranger Station.  We had an old car tire on a rope which hung from a  large limb on a huge fir tree 
on the bank of the river.  The sport of the day was to grab the tire and to swing out 
over the river and to let go, with a splash to follow in the river.  The point was to 
see who could get out over the river the farthest.  There was a problem however. 
A large boulder was in the river and it was hazardous when you let go of the tire 
and dropped into the water.  We could not get the boulder out of the river by hand. 
We needed another tool.
Seems there was an old tool shed that had various old tools and trash in it.  Also 
some very old dynamite.  The dynamite was so old that the nitro glycerin was 
dripping from the box.  We decided  if we could get the Ranger to be rid of the old 
explosive, we could use it to solve our problem of the rock in the middle of the 
river.  So, we convinced Cliff Marshall to ask the Ranger to let us dispose of the 
dynamite in a “safe and secure manner.”  Of course, we did not disclose what we 
really had in mind for the disposition of the dynamite.  
T h e  B i g  B l o w
D I C K  C O U R S O N
‘ 4 6
                                   An actual photo of the Big Blow.
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Cliff came back and said that the Ranger OK’d the project, except that he wanted 
the entire shed cleaned out.  We hadn’t bargained for that, but it was going to 
be part of the deal.  We went to work and cleaned out the shed.  We were a little 
careless in handling the dynamite.  We got the nitro on our hands  and without 
washing them, we brushed the hair out of our faces, as the day had been so hot. 
We all suffered from severe headaches for the next day.
‘Doc’ Middleton (James Middleton) got some electric blasting caps, and there was 
Hell Box in the shed which, to our surprise, still worked.  Two of our conspirators 
got into the river with the dynamite and swam out to the rock.  They dove down 
and placed the explosive at the base of the rock.  They then strung the wire from 
the blasting caps up to the shore where we hooked it to the old Hell Box.  We 
pushed the plunger.
What an explosion!  We almost made a new channel for the Illinois River.  Water 
went up in a column at least 50 feet.  There were dead fish floating all over the 
river.  As it happened, the Ranger had gone to the Forest Service headquarters in 
Grants Pass that particular day.  So, he wasn’t aware of the “Big Blow.”  Cliff Mar-
shall sure was.  We were very, very successful in getting rid of the offending rock. 
We all swam happily ever after.
T h e  B i g  B l o w
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T THE WAR WAS OVER!  (This was 1945 and the war was WWII.)  In early 1946, the veterans were returning home and getting ready to go to college on the GI Bill.  Among them was my close friend, Andrew (Hank) Henry. 
He spent that first summer Smokejumping, and I spent it on  a commercial fishing 
boat.  At that time, the Smokejumper camp was in Cave Junction, down on the 
river behind the Forest Service facility off Old Highway 199.  
During the summer of 1947, Dick Kater and I joined Hank as smokejumpers. Several 
Jumpers that year were ex-paratroopers, a pretty rugged group of guys.  One was 
Pete Rosen.  The game  to play along the Illinois River was “King of the Platform.” 
The idea was to shove everybody else off into the river.  Pete was getting the “heave 
ho,” but he grabbed at the tree as he was going off.  It swung him around head 
first into the shallow water.  He came up with a 3-inch gash in his scalp.  Never a 
whimper out of Pete.  Well, we put a compress on the gash and all piled into my 
little car and headed to the Emergency in Grants Pass.  It was like a Norman Rock-
well painting.  The doctor stitched-up Pete without the benefit of Novocaine.  Pete 
didn’t even wince.  The rest of us were standing around in  a circle with our mouths 
open.  After that display of invincibility to pain, we all headed to the nearby bar 
and toasted Pete with questions like, “How’d you do that, Pete?”
We were kind of mellow when we got back to camp.  As we rolled  in, there was a 
telegram waiting for us.  “Bring Pete Rosen back to the hospital.”  They had taken 
W h a t  M a d e  t h e  G o b i       
S p e c i a l ?
R AY  L A H R
‘ 4 7
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an x-ray of Pete and he had fractured a vertebrae.  Back we went and they put Pete 
in a brace.  No more jumping for Pete that year.
We lost track of Pete.  He lived back in Delaware.  But for those who knew Hank, 
he passed away a couple of years ago.  It may have been the delayed effect of the 
beer and pickled pigs feet at the Owl Tavern in Cave Junction.
W h a t  M a d e  t h e  G o b i  S p e c i a l ?
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I LOOK ALTERNATELY AT THE PHOTO of the Siskiyou Smokejumpers taken in 1947, and then again at the accompanying July letter I received.  Scrawled at the bottom is a note, “Terry–I know you have a story in you.”
Despite these words of encouragement, I decided after considerable reflection that 
I don’t have a story, just a bunch of disconnected bits and pieces; some humorous, 
some boring, and some gripping.  Clearly, a lack of patience blocks any attempt on 
my part to knit this haphazard collection into a compelling story.  But a sideways 
glance at the fifteen faces in the group photo spawns a moment of regret.
On a spring day, early in 1947, getting to the Siskiyou Smokejumper Base in Oregon 
on the June 1st hire date suddenly began to look like a remote possibility.  The 
Forest Service notice of hire had come from Grants Pass several months earlier, my 
application readily accepted due to the two previous seasons as a suppression crew 
member.  However, on that warm spring afternoon, breezing home from Santa 
Monica Junior College, along the Coast Highway just south of Topanga Canyon, 
there was that patch of loose gravel on the curve at Castle Rock.  The Harley slipped 
neatly from underneath and dragged me, trying to kick loose, along the shoulder 
of the road.  Helmetless, the top of my head burnished a fair stretch of exposed 
O n  B e i n g  O n e  o f  t h e  “ K i d s ” 
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stones on a rock retaining wall.  Upon seeing me bleeding profusely and crawling 
to the floundering bike in order to choke the ignition, a sole witness walking on 
the other side of the highway, screamed, threw up her arms skyward, and quickly 
disappeared down the stairs on the other side of the highway.
During the following couple of months, I failed to share any of this precious news 
with the Forest Supervisor’s Office in Grants Pass and by the end of May things 
looked quite promising: the limp in my right leg had practically disappeared and 
the brush on my scalp had grown to camouflage most of the scar.  The trip north 
seemed to be nearing a reality–not on the twisted bike however.
In the late 1940s, there was still a passenger rail service between Los Angeles and 
Grants Pass.  I would have been disappointed upon arriving in Southern Oregon 
had I known the rain there was only the preview of the unusually wet fire season 
ahead.
Lyle Hoffman and I, both eighteen years old, were the only “kids” on the jumper 
crew at Cave Junction that year.  Most, if not all of the other jumpers, were veter-
ans having recently returned from  the European or Far Eastern theaters.  Many of 
them had experienced heavy combat; a number had been in the 101st Airborne.
For only eighteen, I’d had a fair amount of practical forestry experience.  In 1944, 
I lied about my age, saying that I was 15 in order to get work at the forest tree 
nursery on the slopes of Mt. Wilson in Southern California and then, later, fight-
ing fire on the Angeles and Shasta National Forests the following two seasons. 
But still, in 1947, considering the life experiences many of the older jumpers had 
been through, I pretty much fit the image of one still pretty “wet behind the ears” 
measured by both experience and by personal appearance–just a kid.  This became 
painfully clear during the first few weeks of training when it became routine follow-
ing evening meals for the Jumpers to head up to the Owl Tavern in Cave Junction 
to have a beer and to play a game of pool.  Lyle, looking older than his age, had 
little trouble accompanying the others; but as “cool” as I attempted to appear, I 
invariably was asked to leave the tavern only to spend the evening at the town’s 
soda fountain.
In the course of the summer, both Lyle and I took a fair amount of teasing from 
the older jumpers.  It seemed always good natured though, an effort to embrace us 
youngsters and to draw us into the group.  Whether or not the others sensed my 
embarrassment at being routinely kicked out of the Owl, I did get a small measure of 
satisfaction the morning the roster went up for the first practice jump.  I overheard 
a couple of older jumpers “explaining” to Lyle that the reason he had been placed 
B e i n g  O n e  o f  t h e  “ K i d s ”  i n  1 9 4 7
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after me on the jump list was that there had been some concern expressed that he 
might “chicken out” on this first jump, unless he knew I’d already jumped!  Even 
though I knew in the moment that Lyle was being fed a crock by these two kindly 
mentors–his strong potential as a Jumper had already become established during 
the two weeks of training–hearing the teasing somehow salved my self-imposed 
feeling of misfortune at becoming the crew’s “tavern reject.”
If my understanding is correct, Lyle went on to skydive for years after that season 
in Cave Junction.  My sole parachute jump after the final Siskiyou summer of 1950 
was in response to a challenge by a Central California crop duster in 1957 to ride 
up on the wing of his Stearman.
Smokejumping was clearly still in its infancy during those latter years of the 1940s. 
Although there was a high degree of attention and seriousness attached to rigging 
and parachute safety, perhaps because so many of the men had experienced a heavy 
dose of war, there was plenty of space created for horseplay and good natured fun. 
Part of what helped set the tone at the Siskiyou Smokejumper Base during those 
years was that many of the jumpers seemed to be in the project just for a lark, not 
because of an abiding interest in resource conservation.
My son, Paul, began Smokejumping in the early 80s.  He maintained his connec-
tion with the base at Missoula for almost 20 years, becoming one of the “elder” 
Jumpers there.  It was through my conversations and occasional visits with Paul 
that I developed an appreciation for the growth of the Forest Service Aerial Project, 
particularly concerning the professional level of those at the Smokejumper Base.
So, what led to that earlier momentary sense of regret?  I unfold again a photocopy 
of the Siskiyou Jumpers in 1947.  Studying each face, I realize the source of that 
regret: A lost opportunity, that of knowing each of those good men individually, 
in a deeper human sense that was encouraged by the relatively superficial “Jumper 
culture” of the time. And I wonder how each one, in retrospect, would portray that 
summer of 1947 at the Siskiyou Smokejumper Base in Southern Oregon.
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EVERYONE HAS A DAY IN THEIR LIFE that they will never forget.  This is a day I’ll never forget.
Cliff Marshall, the Smokejumper foreman, called for all the smokejumpers to 
assemble in front of the old parachute loft, down below the Ranger Station.  He 
stood on the porch and addressed the Jumpers.  He asked for one volunteer to 
jump with him to rescue a woman who had been seriously injured when bucked 
off a horse on a steep mountain trail.  The horse and rider rolled over 3 times, 
down a rocky bank, according to the other women, breaking the rider’s ankle and 
crushing her hip.  Of course, we all volunteered.  I was picked.  Little did I realize 
what an adventure lay ahead!
While I was gathering up the parachutes and jump suits, Cliff assembled a cargo 
chute with first aid supplies, a stretcher, and other necessities.  He called the airport 
and told Don Moyer, the pilot, to warm up the airplane.  At this point, I tried to 
talk Cliff into taking more jumpers, as they had all volunteered.  He said no to this 
suggestion and insisted that the two of us could handle it!  What a big mistake 
this turned out to be.
R e s c u e  J u m p  i n  t h e      
K a l m i o p s i s  Wi l d e r n e s s
J u n e  1 6 ,  1 9 4 8  a n d  B e y o n d
B O B  N O L A N
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–Bob Nolan
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At this point, I had no idea where were going or how far we had to carry the injured 
woman.  I just assumed it must be a short distance, since Cliff had assured me that the 
two of us were all that were needed.  Boy, was he ever wrong!
There were nine women in this group of riders.  They called themselves the Rough and 
Ready Ramblers.  Grandma Banta was the leader of the group.  This was the sixth day 
of their venture into the wilderness. (Grandma Banta’s grandson, Lou Banta, became 
a Smokejumper in later years.)
Grandma Banta operated a pack string for a number of years, packing supplies into 
miners for winter.  She was a pretty tough gal.
During the flight, Cliff showed me a map with a 
large X marking the spot where the injured woman 
was.  The map showed a place called Hawks Rest. 
It was located on a mountain ridge dividing the 
Chetco and the Illinois River drainages.  On further 
study, I discovered we faced at least a twenty-plus 
mile pack out to the nearest road.  I pointed this 
out to Cliff and suggested he have the pilot bring 
back at least four more jumpers.  He refused.  I had 
been around Cliff long enough to know that he 
didn’t like taking advice from anyone.  Once he 
made a decision, no one could change his mind. 
But this was absolutely ridiculous, as we soon 
found out.  Only the two of us to carry an injured person on a stretcher over twenty 
some miles in the wilderness—boy, was I mad at Cliff over this, but there was nothing 
I could do about it.
We spotted the women and their horses on top of the ridge at Hawks Rest.  Cliff threw 
out a drift chute and found a real strong wind blowing in from the coast.  Because of 
this strong wind, he decided to drop the cargo chute at a much lower altitude than we 
would jump.  He did a good job on spotting the cargo chute as it landed right where 
the women were gathered.  The plane then gained altitude for our jump.  Cliff did 
such a good job on the cargo drop that he didn’t want to waste time.  Not dropping 
another drift chute, big mistake!
I went first with Cliff following.  The strong wind carried me over the top of the divide 
and down a real steep draw.  The ground was so steep that I wasn’t getting any closer to 
it.  The farther down the draw, the taller the trees became.  I turned my chute around 
and pulled down hard on the risers to slow my drift down the canyon, hoping I would 
hang up in one of the trees.  My chute finally hung up in a tall fir well over a mile 
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R e s c u e  J u m p  i n  t h e  K a l m i o p s i s  W i l d e r n e s s . . .
below the ridge top.  I got out my jump rope and made a letdown—we all used 
100 foot letdown ropes at that time.  When I got to the end of my rope, I was over 
twenty feet above the ground.  There was nothing but a pile of big boulders below 
me.  There was no way I could drop twenty feet into those boulders.
Even if I only sprained my ankle, I would be of no use to Cliff in carrying the 
stretcher.  I spotted a large, high patch of manzanita brush up high on one side of 
the draw.  I decided to see if I could get enough swing at the end of my rope to land 
in this brush pile.  With a hundred feet of jump rope and 30 feet of parachute, I 
could get a pretty good swing going.  By pumping my legs and body, I finally got a 
real high swing going.  I just hoped that the swing would not pull my chute from 
the tree.  If it did, I would really be in trouble.  I finally got enough swing to reach 
the manzanita.  Now I had to time my release so I would land in the middle of the 
brush.  About the tenth swing, I let go and landed perfectly in the middle of the 
brush. This was by far the softest landing I ever experienced.  It was like landing on 
a large coil-spring mattress.  The only problem: I was embedded in the middle of 
the brush.  I tried pushing with my feet, but I couldn’t move my body.  I was only 
bending the brush back with my feet.  I decided I had to get turned over on my 
belly so I could pull with my hands as well as push with my feet.  It was a struggle 
getting turned over as I had sunk down from the impact of landing.  By using my 
hands to pull and my feet to push, I managed to get to the edge of the brush, but 
I could go no further.  I had no more brush to pull on.  My first thought was to 
call Cliff for help.  Then I remembered I had a pair of tree climbers in my jump 
suit pocket.  My hand could barely touch the ground, but by jabbing the climbers 
into the ground, lifting my body up, and pulling forward on the climbers, I was 
able to make forward progress.
Once free of the brush I took off my jump suit and placed it at the base of the tree 
I had hung up in.  By now, Cliff was probably wondering what happened to me, 
but he made no attempt to come looking for me.  I headed up the draw as fast as I 
could go, non-stop.  Cliff was visibly upset.  His greeting to me was, “Where have 
you been, Nolan.  I’ve been here over an hour waiting for you.”  When I tried 
to explain what happened, he didn’t want to listen.  All he said was, “Grab the 
stretcher and let’s get going,” giving me no time to catch  my breath.  I suggested 
to Cliff that a couple of the women should come along with us to help out.  He 
said, “No, we don’t want them!”  The riding group then continued their journey 
down into the Chetco drainage.
The injured woman was Opal Hill, 33 years old of Cave Junction.  The women had 
been giving her whiskey to drink to ease the pain.  Upon leaving, they gave her 
the rest of the fifth to take along with her.
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The first leg of the trail was all downhill, about 2 miles to where it crossed Hawk 
Creek.  When we reached Hawk Creek, we realized that we had no canteens to 
carry any water.  Since the bottle of whiskey was nearly empty, we filled it with 
water.  We later dropped it and broke the bottle.  We had to make the rest of the 
packout without water.
After a short rest at Hawk Creek, we started up the other side of the canyon.  The 
trail was real steep and had many switchbacks.  We carried her on the stretcher 
with her broken foot forward, as it didn’t hurt as much with her foot elevated.  I 
had the back of the stretcher with her upper body and going up the steep trail, I 
was carrying 90% of the weight.  The second time I told Cliff I had to stop and rest 
because I couldn’t take another step, he was upset and said he thought he picked 
the best man in camp but sure made a mistake when he picked me.  That didn’t 
set to0 good with me, and I told Cliff I wanted to trade ends on the stretcher.  It 
wasn’t very long before he wanted to stop.  I could have carried the stretcher to 
the top without stopping.  The guy in the back had all the weight.  From then on, 
we traded ends.  Another problem was that we could not set the stretcher on the 
ground as it caused great pain to Opal’s crushed hip.  The one in back had to hold 
up the stretcher while we rested.  We sometimes found a rock to elevate the back 
of the stretcher.
As if we didn’t have enough problems already, another one cropped up.  Opal 
had to relieve herself a few times.  This is where the women would have come in 
handy, but Cliff had said that we didn’t need them.  One of us had to hold her by 
the armpits while the other pulled her pants down.
Just before sunset, we heard the airplane coming.  I thought sure they came to 
drop more Jumpers.  To our disappointment, it just circled over us and flew away. 
We had no communication devices with us of any kind, not even streamers to lay 
out.  We had no choice but to trudge on.  At least we were on a flat ridge with no 
more hills to climb.
Then another problem showed up.  It got dark on us, and we had no flashlights. 
There was no moon that night, and it was pitch dark.  We lost the trail numerous 
times.  One of us had to hold up the back end of the stretcher while the other 
tried to find the trail.  One time while I was in front, I tripped and fell down and 
sprained my ankle.  Not too bad, but it sure hurt walking with the stretcher.  I 
suggested that we stop for the night and wait until daybreak.  Cliff would have 
nothing to do with this, and he insisted that we go on.  My ankle was swelling 
up and hurting more.  My balance wasn’t too good either.  Finally after a break, I 
informed Cliff I wasn’t going another foot.  We were off the trail more than on it, 
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and we weren’t making much headway.  We still had many miles to go.  He didn’t 
like this one bit, but there wasn’t much he could do about it!
About an hour later, we heard voices.  We got up to look and saw a row of headlights 
coming our way.  It was a ground party coming in to relieve us.  Boy was I ever 
glad to see them!  When they reached us, we found out we were over fifty feet off 
the trail.  When the airplane had circled us earlier, they knew we were not going 
to make it out before nightfall.  Luckily, a ground crew was organized.
There were nine men in the group, each with a head flashlight and they had can-
teens of water which were badly needed.  Making up the group was George Morey, 
Assistant Ranger John Kihs, Richard Baily, and Steve Stevens from the ranger district. 
The Smokejumpers were Chuck Foster, Lyle Hoffman, Richard Courson, Bill Green, 
and Herb Krissee.  With this number to carry the stretcher, they never had to stop 
for a break.  I had a hard time keeping up with my sprained ankle.
The fresh crew carried the woman the last few miles to the Alberg Mine Trail at 
the Rough and Ready Creek crossing where a Forest Service truck carried her to 
O’Brien and Highway 199 and finally to the Redwood Ranger Station where an 
ambulance transported her to the Grants Pass Hospital.  
George Morey, the Assistant Ranger, who led the ground party figured that Cliff 
and I carried the stretcher for 11 miles.  The Forest Service packer Hugh White and 
Smokejumper Terry Fieldhouse rode in to retrieve our parachutes and jump gear.
Bill Green and I were squadleaders under Cliff Marshall, the foreman.  I had always 
done things Cliff’s way without question before this episode.  Now I figured I had 
earned enough experience and “know how” to start making constructive sugges-
tions.  My first recommendation was to issue longer letdown ropes and preas-
sembled cargo chutes with adequate rescue supplies including water and lights so 
we wouldn’t have to scramble at the last minute and probably forget something 
in the rush.  These and other constructive suggestions I made were ignored.
Fast forward to June of 1950.  Cliff called for all Smokejumpers to assemble in front 
of the new loft building at the airport.  Now what?  Another rescue jump?  This 
new announcement changed my life forever!
Cliff informed us he wasn’t going to allow any of us to make any more free fall 
parachute jumps during the fire season.  The reason for this was he didn’t want 
anyone to be injured and not available for fire jumps.  I was the only one at the 
base with my own free fall parachute, but other Jumpers were using my parachute 
to make free fall jumps on weekends.
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This was totally okay with me.  I could understand his concern.  I told Cliff I had 
committed myself to jump at an air show in Ashland that coming weekend.  After 
that, I would put my chute away.  They were advertising this on the radio and in 
newspapers.  Cliff informed me that if I made the jumps, he would have to fire 
me.  I told Cliff if that was the case, I quit right now.  He was shocked at this and 
said I couldn’t quit now, who would train the new Jumpers?  I told him that was 
his problem and walked off, went to the barracks, loaded my car, and drove off.
On the way through town, I stopped at the local tavern to have a beer and figure 
out what I was going to do now.  I sat at the bar contemplating what I had just 
done.  I loved being a Smokejumper and regretted quitting, but Cliff never left 
me much choice.
At about this time, a couple of loggers I knew walked in and sat by me.  They wanted 
to know what I was doing in the middle of the afternoon.  When I informed them 
I had quit, they couldn’t believe it.  They wanted to know what my plans were. 
“Hell, I don’t know,” was the only answer I could come up with.  They had an idea, 
“Why don’t you buy a logging truck and haul logs for us?”  They said they had 
a lot of logs to be hauled and couldn’t find anyone to haul them.  I said I knew 
absolutely nothing about hauling logs.  They said no problem.  They would teach 
me.  Since I had no other plans, I said okay, I’ll give it a try.  The very next day, I 
was hauling my first load.
On that very first load, I soon found out why nobody in their right mind would 
haul their logs.  They had to use their own logging tractor to pull the truck up a 
very steep, long hill to their landing where the logs were.  After loading the truck 
with big fir logs, they said they would ride along with me to the sawmill.  Down 
the hill we went in low gear.  The motor was really winding up, I was pushing 
hard on the truck brakes, but it didn’t slow the truck much.  One of the loggers 
said to pull on the trailer brakes.  I didn’t know where the trailer brakes were.  The 
truck of logs was starting to jack knife.  One of the loggers grabbed the lever on the 
steering column and pulled it down.  They both jumped out of the truck, afraid it 
might jack knife.  The trailer brakes brought the truck under control, and I made 
it to the bottom.  The only problem was the trailer tires were completely flat.  To 
properly use trailer brakes, you’re supposed to pull down and let off at intervals 
so the tires aren’t sliding on one spot all the way down the hill.  So much for my 
logger friends teaching me how to drive truck.  This and other facets of logging I 
learned the hard way.
I took to logging like a duck takes to water.  In a few years, I had a going logging 
operation with tractors and yarders.  I finally found my true calling.  There wasn’t 
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a day I hated to go to work.  Every day was a different adventure.  I logged for over 
forty years and looked forward to each day of work.
I married a local high school girl.  We have two children, five grandchildren, and 
ten great grandchildren.  And I’m still able to do a full day’s work.  What more 
could a man ask for?
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IN 1948 AT THE END OF ROOKIE TRAINING, we decided to celebrate with a beer party at the Forks swimming hole.  Most of the crew was there, including Cliff Marshall, the foremen.  Cliff had his foot in a cast and was on crutches. 
We had been there a while and were feeling the effect of the beer.  Cliff was lean-
ing heavily on the crutches at the river’s edge.  All of a sudden, I walked up and 
kicked the crutches out from under him.  Of course, he fell face first into the river. 
Whatever possessed me to do that, I don’t know—but I did.  The other Jumpers 
were shocked that anybody would do that to Cliff Marshall.
Some of the Jumpers had to help Cliff out of the river.  Believe it or not, Cliff just 
laughed and said he’d get even with me.
A couple of Jumpers, Bob Snyder and Bob Sweet, left early and on the way out 
felled a number of trees across the road.  Since we had no ax or saw, I hiked up to 
the Ranger Station and borrowed a cross cut saw to open the road.
That was life on the early Gobi.
P a r t y  a t  t h e                 
F o r k s  S w i m m i n g  H o l e
B O B  N O L A N
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IIN AUGUST OF 1947, the entire Smokejumper camp was mobilized to help fight a large forest fire on Moore Timber Company property near State Line. We started building fire line about 4:00 PM and were relieved by loggers at 
7:00 AM the next morning.  We hiked down to a large meadow near the highway 
where Forest Service trucks were to pick us up and take us back to camp.  After 15 
hours of building fire trail, we were pretty tired.  We were all lying in the meadow 
getting some rest when a big black Cadillac drove up.  Out hopped a man dressed 
in a suit and tie and in no uncertain terms proceeded to order us back to the fire 
line.  He stated he was Mr. Pack of Moore Timber company.  Bob Snyder sprung up 
from his resting place and said, “It looks to me like you’re Mr. Pack of Less Timber 
Company now.”  Pack hopped in his Cadillac and drove off in a cloud of dust.
A few years later, I logged for Moore Timber Company.  I told Pack I was in that 
group of firefighters a few years back.  He laughed and said, “Boy, that guy sure 
put me in my place.”
M o o r e  T i m b e r  C o m p a n y  F i r e 
B O B  N O L A N
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THE 1947 SEASON WAS A BAD YEAR for Smokejumpers.  Only half of the crew got to make a fire jump.  I was one of the lucky ones.  Four of us jumped on the Prospect Peak Fire in the Trinity National Forest.  The other Jumpers 
were Danny On, Bill Green, and Terry Fieldhouse.
The fire was in a burning snag near a ridge top.  After felling the snag and putting 
out the fire, we built a fire line around the perimeter.  We then headed down the 
mountain.  We eventually came across a nice wide trail about halfway down.  We 
weren’t sure which way to go on the trail. The trail was running on a level plane so 
we couldn’t decide which way would lead us downhill.  We left it up to Bill Green, 
the veteran squadleader, to decide.  He decided to go to our right.  After hiking a 
good 3 or 4 hours, the trail started going uphill.  Bill decided then that we must be 
going the wrong way.  So we turned around and headed back to where we started. 
Because it was the weekend and we were drawing overtime, we loved it.
The trail led us to a Forest Service guard station.  They took us to Red Bluff and put 
us in a hotel room.  The temperature that day reached 112 degrees in Red Bluff, 
and it didn’t cool off that much at night.  
F i r e  J u m p  w i t h  D a n n y  O n




We noticed a small crowd standing on the street corner near the hotel.  We had to 
go see what was going on.  To our surprise, they were frying an egg on the sidewalk. 
The news media was there taking pictures.
The room had no air conditioning.  It was so hot and stuffy in that room that we 
couldn’t get any sleep.  We took the sheets off the bed and soaked them in the 
shower.  We then put them over us.  We had to do that about three times that 
night.
Danny On’s parents lived in Red Bluff and operated a laundry and small restaurant. 
Danny took me with him to visit them early the next morning.  They fed us a large 
Chinese meal for breakfast.  Danny was a fairly large person, about 6’2”.  I was 
surprised his parents were so small.  After breakfast, we were taken to the airport 
and flown back to the Gobi.
Danny On is the one who named the base “the Gobi.”
F i r e  J u m p  w i t h  D a n n y  O n
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One Saturday Afternoon
CLIFF MARSHALL BECAME FOREMAN at Cave Junction in 1946.  He had been a decorated first sergeant in the 101st Airborne in World War II.  Cliff was a big husky guy.  Before becoming a Smokejumper, he fell and bucked 
timber with a cross cut saw in northern California.  He also boxed professionally 
for awhile.  He told me he quit boxing when he broke a guy’s neck and paralyzed 
him.
One Saturday afternoon after pigeon hunting, Cliff and I stopped at the Owl 
Tavern to have a beer.  That time of day the place was packed with loggers and 
people standing three deep at the bar.  We had been in the tavern before the log-
gers showed up, so we had a stool at the bar.
One way for some loggers to get a seat was to tap someone on the shoulder and 
when the unsuspecting guy turned around, the logger would throw a haymaker 
punch, knocking the guy to the floor.  The logger would then take the seat.  This 
happened pretty regularly.  Of course the logger was usually careful who he picked 
on.  There was a long mirror behind the bar, enabling you to see what was going 
on behind you.  Cliff nudged me, figuring this big guy behind us was about to tap 
one of us.  We both doubled up our fists, just in case.  Sure enough, he tapped Cliff 
C l i f f  M a r s h a l l  S t o r i e s     
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who was ready.  Cliff whirled around and knocked the guy across the pool table. 
He pounced on him and hit him a few more times.  He then grabbed him by the 
feet and dragged him outside where he could beat the hell of of him.  
I thought he was going to kill the poor guy.  Cliff told the logger that if he ever 
saw him again he would finish the job.  The guy must have believed Cliff, because 
no one ever saw him again.  Cliff was a hero to the other loggers.  This guy had 
been doing this pretty regular.  He was a big raw boned guy about 6’4” and 275 
pounds.  Everybody was afraid to tackle him.  Cliff now gained the reputation as 
the toughest guy in town!
A couple of weeks after this episode, Cliff and I were sitting at the bar across the 
street having a couple of beers.  Another big, burly timber faller came up to us at 
the bar and told Cliff he wanted to fight him to find out who was the toughest guy 
in town.  Cliff told him he didn’t want to fight, he just wanted to enjoy his beer. 
The guy left for a few minutes then came back.  He insisted that Cliff fight him. 
Cliff again said no.  By this time a crowd had gathered around the bar, trying to 
egg Cliff on.  Finally Cliff had enough and said, “OK, let’s go.”
Out into the middle of the street they went with the bar crowd following.  They 
stood in the middle of the highway, trading punches like two bulls.  Anyone of 
those punches would have done in the average man.  The whole highway was 
blocked with the large crowd.  
This went on for a few minutes until someone hollered that the cops were com-
ing.  Everyone headed back to the bar.  As soon as we got inside, Cliff informed 
me that he had lost his false teeth.  I rushed out to the street and found them in 
the middle of the road.  When I returned inside, I found Cliff and the guy at the 
same table laughing and joking over a beer.
Arm Out of Socket
In the fall of 1947, there was only Cliff Marshal and me at the base.  There was a 
cable strung between two trees about 60 feet off the ground used to hoist jumpers 
up to practice letdowns.  Cliff wanted to put up a new and larger cable.  The one 
in use had been up there since the base was established.  Cliff had a bad shoulder 
that sometimes slipped out of its socket.  More than once, he had me pull hard 
on his arm to put it back in place.
Cliff climbed up the tree to remove the old cable clamp.  He had to jerk hard on 
the cable to free it from the tree.  He gave it a big jerk and his arm came out of its 
C l i f f  M a r s h a l l  S t o r i e s
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socket.  He was in great pain and needed help.  I hurried into the loft for a pair 
of climbers and went up the tree to help.  I got on the opposite side of the tree, 
grabbed his arm and jerked hard several times before it went back into place.  Cliff 
had been putting off taking care of this problem.  After this episode, he decided to 
have the operation to fix it.  He never had any more problems after that.
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IN EARLY 1947 ON A SATURDAY NIGHT, about half of the Smokejumpers, mostly veterans, closed the tavern about 2 AM and headed back to camp with cases of beer on their shoulders.  They were pretty drunk by this time and marched in 
line down the middle of the highway, singing military marching songs as loud as 
they could.  When they arrived in camp, someone suggested they build a warming 
fire, as it was getting cold.
They started with a small fire, but soon ran out of things to burn.  The tent houses 
had wooden platforms at each entrance.  These were soon added to the fire.  We 
were pretty drunk by this time and wanted to keep the party going.  We needed 
more fuel for the fire.  The tent houses had 12 inch boards about four feet up the 
sides.  Soon most of these boards ended up in the fire.  When the beer ran out, we 
all went to bed.
You can imagine what the camp looked like when the foreman, Cliff Marshall, 
showed up Monday morning.  He was mad as hell, but what could the guy do!  He 
couldn’t fire half the Jumpers.
What he did do was send some of us out to cut a large load of firewood.  Wonder 
why!
T h e  B i g  C a m p  F i r e
B O B  N O L A N 
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IN 1947–48, WE USED TO DROP SUPPLIES  by parachute to some of the remote lookouts.  Cliff Marshall, our foreman, selected me to fly with Don Moyer in the Noordyn to drop supplies to the lookout on Pearsoll Peak.  We were about 
halfway when the oil line erupted, spewing oil on the windshield.  The Noordyn-
began loosing power.  Don Moyer said we had no choice but to bail out.  I told 
Don to jump first, and I would bail out right behind him.  
Don wasn’t dressed for a jump in the wilds.  He only had loafers for footwear, 
shorts, and a T-shirt.  I wanted to jump the same time he did so I could help him. 
When Don didn’t jump, I went to the cockpit to see what he was waiting for.  He 
told me he had turned around and was going to try to land in one of Q-X’s fields. 
Q-X was a ranch nearby, along the Illinois River.  He said he’d jump only as a last 
resort.  I said, “To hell with you, I’m bailing out.”  I went back to the jump door 
and almost jumped, then I saw treetops not fifty feet below.  Damn, I wasn’t pay-
ing attention to how fast we were losing altitude.  Don cleared the mountains, 
made a left turn, and landed in a field tearing out fencing along the way.  I’m not 
exaggerating about being only 50 feet above the trees.
As the Noordyn came to a stop, I jumped out and ran, thinking it might catch fire 
and blow up.  Don made it out of the cockpit and fell to the ground.  I ran over, 
grabbed him by the feet, and dragged him away from the airplane.  
Don was really shaking and actually babbling.  I thought he might be having a 
heart attack.  There was an irrigation ditch nearby.  I took off my shirt, wetted it, 
and put it over Don’s head.  This brought him around so he could talk.  The first 
thing he said was that he was never going to fly again!  And as far as I know, he 
never did.
P l a n e  D o w n
B O B  N O L A N
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IN 1947 AND 1949, THE SMOKEJUMPERS were called upon to do a lot of trail maintenance on the forest.  Danny On, Chuck Foster, one other Jumper, and I were detailed to clear a trail.
The trail started where Rough and Ready Creek crosses the Alberg Mine Trail, near 
O’Brien.  The trail went from there to the backside of Josephine Mountain, to 
Canyon Creek, and on to the Tennessee Mountain Road near Kerby.
We carried a crosscut saw to buck any windfalls across the trail, pulaskis, and shov-
els.  By that afternoon, we were going down the trail on the backside of Josephine 
Mountain.  Danny On was in front, carrying a pulaski.  As he rounded a bend, he 
came face to face with a black bear, as it came up the trail.  To our shock, Danny 
raised his pulaski and charged the bear yelling loudly in Chinese.  The bear reared 
up on its hind legs, then turned and ran down the trail with Danny and pulaski 
in hot pursuit, and Danny still yelling in Chinese.  The bear went over the bank 
and rolled into a ball, rolled clear to the bottom, landed on all fours, and took off 
running.  It’s probably still running.
D a n n y  a n d  t h e  B e a r
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In 1947, THE COMMUNITY held a big dance every Saturday night out at the Bridgeview Grange Hall.  Since none of us had a car at that time, we couldn’t attend these dances.  Our camp cook, an elderly lady named Faye Arrants, made 
a deal with us.  She would haul us out to the dances if we all agreed to dance with 
her.  We took her up on this, and five or six of us would pile into her car and off 
to the dance we went.
Sometimes she would make numerous trips to accommodate all of us.  She never 
sat out a dance.  She was the envy of all the other women, young and old.  All these 
young, handsome Smokejumpers dancing the night away with her.  One night her 
car wouldn’t start, so we pushed it by hand the six miles to her home.
B r i d g e v i e w  G r a n g e  D a n c e s




WHEN I ARRIVED IN CAVE JUNCTION in 1947, the local people didn’t really care much for Smokejumpers.  First they had the conscientious objectors then the veteran, ex-paratroopers,  marines, etc.  Most of these 
veterans were heavy beer drinkers.  A habit they picked up in the service.
Thinking back, I guess we gave the locals good reasons to dislike us.  I’ll tell about 
one instance I was involved in.
One Saturday night, about six or seven of us were drinking beer in the Owl Tavern 
and getting drunk.  Chuck Foster, an ex-marine, joined us and said there was a 
large party going on at a local girl’s house on a street behind the tavern.  Someone 
suggested we join the party.  We all chipped in, bought a few cases of beer, and off 
to the party we went.  When we got there, we just barged in the front door and 
started dancing with the girls.  Some of the local boys didn’t appreciate this and a 
few fights broke out.  Someone blindsided me with a ‘sucker punch’ that floored 
me.  He then jumped on me and began pellmelling with his fists!
I finally managed to throw him off and get to my feet.  But he was out the door 
before I had a chance for revenge.  By then, the local boys had left and we took 
over the party and the girls.  They loved it, I think.  But their parents sure didn’t.
Soon after, I started dating one of the high school girls.  One of her male classmates 
wrote this in her school annual, “I thought you were a nice girl until you started 
going with that dirty old Smokejumper!!”  I married that girl and we have two 
children, five grandchildren, and ten great grand children.
S m o k e j u m p e r s  C r a s h  L o c a l 
P a r t y
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IIT WAS THE SPRING OF 1948, and I was working the high steel in Port Eliza-beth, N.J. I came home for a weekend and there was a letter for me from Cliff Marshall. He offered me employment as a Smokejumper at the rate of $119.00 
bi-weekly.
Two days later I was on the Greyhound bus heading west. Six days later I got off 
that big grey dog in Cave Junction. The “bus station” was the street in front of a 
little store in the center of town.
I went into the store and inquired how to get to the Smokejumper base. No one 
answered. There were three or four people in the store, and they all kept their 
distance. Do you think five nights and six days on that big dog without a shower 
had anything to do with their actions?
Finally someone spoke up and said there was a ranger station at the south end of 
town, and maybe they could help. I put my sea bag over my shoulder and trudged 
to the ranger station. There they said “Go to the end of this parking lot, there you 
will see a path, follow the path down the hill and you will see the camp.” “And 
watch your step. It’s a steep hill,” they added. It was.
After sliding halfway down the hill, I came to a dirt road and the camp. The Loft 
building was first; fifty feet further was the office, a ten by ten shack along the 
road. Back maybe a hundred yards off the road were five or six tents scattered 
among the trees. Each tent had four cots, a wooden floor, and wood sides forty 
eight inches high, with a single drop light in the center. An outhouse was off to 
T h e  G o b i  1 9 4 8
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one side and further back. The training area was off to the right facing the road. I 
don’t remember any running water in the camp area.
Continuing down the dirt road you crossed a bridge and an irrigation ditch. Then 
you came to a screened in shower house and the mess tent. Directly across the 
road, next to the river, Bill Green, his 
wife and two daughters lived in a group 
of four tents. The floors of the tents were 
twelve inch planks with quite a gap be-
tween them. The first pay day took about 
two months to happen. It was standard 
practice to pry up the planks and look for 
change that had fallen through the cracks. 
Bill Green said that in ‘47 one tent crew 
decided to do it the easy way and stuck 
a couple inches of dynamite under the 
floor. It lifted the planks, all right. That bunch spent half the weekend repairing 
their tent. I don’t know if they found any change.
We were in our tent one night when a commotion broke out in the next tent. 
Bob Nolan, squad leader, dashed out to see what was going on. The four in that 
tent were having a discussion about what it would feel like to be hung. One brave 
fellow put a rope around his neck, stood up on a chair, and tied the rope off to a 
ceiling brace. With typical Jumper curiosity, one of his tent mates pulled the chair 
out from under him “just to see what would happen.”  Nolan arrived just in time 
to hold him up while his tent mates cut him down.
As training progressed, one of our favorite forms of cheap entertainment was to 
line up those on crutches (at least two men), wait for the cook to ring the triangle, 
and then have a “cripple race” to the mess hall.
When pay day finally came around, it became more common to spend the evening 
uptown ... weekends especially.
Unknown to me, Bob Nolan and Cliff Marshall had made a rescue jump earlier in 
the spring. A local group had been on a horseback trip in the back county when 
one of the ladies had an argument with a horse. The horse won and she got a 
broken leg. Bob and Cliff jumped in and carried her out to the nearest road. Both 
Nolan and Marshall were ex-paratroopers, one 82nd Airborne and the other 101st 
Airborne. Naturally, they tried to outdo each other. I heard that an ambulance 
could not have gotten her to the road as fast as those two.
–‘Rigger’s’ favorite position.
T h e  G o b i  1 9 4 8
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So I was in the Chit Chat after the first pay day, having an adult beverage, when 
the waitress put another drink in front of me and said, “This is from the lady at 
that table over there.” About an hour later it happened again. By that time I had 
enough nerve to go over and ask why, as she appeared to be with her husband. She 
said, “Your name is Bob and you are a Smokejumper, right? Don’t you remember 
you helped carry me out of the back country?” Evidently she didn’t remember faces 
but did remember the name. I tried to set her straight but after she accused me of 
being “too modest,” and it happened again the next Saturday night, I gave up and 
had at least one free drink every time she saw me for the rest of the season.
By 1949, I had become friends with a few of the locals. A fellow called Buzz was 
one of them. He asked Bob Sweet and me to “give him a hand” in the evenings 
taking care of a fireworks stand he opened a week before the Fourth of July. His 
store consisted of a 6’ by 8’ tent with a folding table out front. Our “helping him 
out” was “whenever you guys come to town in the evening, go on down there and 
put some fireworks on the table.”  When we weren’t there, the stand was closed. 
Soon the kids in town were hanging around whenever we were open. They would 
pick up a piece, “How much?... Too much!” and put it down, so we would give it 
to them on sale at half price.
In a few days every kid and a lot of grownups had fireworks. This made the Forestry 
people unhappy and the stand was closed.
There were two bars in town. There was the Owl Tavern, and directly across the 
street was the Chit Chat. The Owl was where you went when you finished your 
work day, in your caulked boots and Levi’s. The Chit Chat was where you took 
your lady on Saturday night. If you went in during the week you took off your 
caulked boots and left them outside.
The night before the Fourth of July the whole town got rowdy. There were parties, 
singing, and fights inside and outside the Owl. In the Chit Chat everyone was well-
behaved, people enjoying the holiday. Suddenly there was a loud explosion at the 
door. The culprit was seen running across the street back to the Owl. Buzz took the 
challenge. Soon there was a big BOOM in front of the Owl! This went back and 
forth for a little while when suddenly the door to the Chit Chat flew open and a 
cherry bomb came flying in! Buzz was standing at the bar. It exploded just behind 
him. He jumped and spilled his drink. He lost his sense of humor, shouted “I’ll fix 
those SOB’s!” and left.
About 10 minutes later there was an explosion that rattled the glasses on the back 
bar. Buzz had gone down the street to the hardware store (He had keys?), cut a 
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couple of inches off a stick of dynamite, rigged it up with a cap and fuse, and set 
it off in front of the Owl. It broke a window in the building next to the Owl, scat-
tered gravel for 50 yards, and ended the war for that night!
Paul Kovaloff (CJ 48) came to me one Saturday morning and wanted some help 
with a “little job.”  There was a lady that lived just outside of town with her two 
teenaged daughters that Paul was trying to impress. There was a big old pine tree 
in her yard that she wanted removed, so he volunteered. We took what we needed 
from the tool shack and went to the house. The tree was what loggers call a “School 
Marm.”  The trunk went up 15-20 feet and split, then you had two trunks for an-
other 50 feet. One trunk leaned away from the cabin and the other leaned slightly 
toward it. Paul said he would take one trunk down and I should take the other. He 
put the spurs on and up he went. That was when I realized why he wanted help. 
If you dropped that second one, it was going to hit the house.
Paul dropped the first leg and came down. He was strutting around and the girls 
were really impressed. “Your turn”, he said.  “No way!” I replied.  Paul and the lady 
of the house insisted that it had to come down. While this was going on, about 12 
to 15 people had gathered to watch the show. I kept refusing to do it, explaining 
why, but comments of “chicken” began to float around.
In the meantime, the afternoon wind began to come up. Finally I put the spurs on 
and told them “OK, you asked for it.” Up I went. I decided that if the wind kept 
up, and I left a Dutchman in the undercut, I might miss the cabin. Everything was 
going along just fine, it began to creak and crack, the trunk stood up straight, and 
just as it reached the apex–the wind quit! Back around the trunk I went. I looked 
down and people were running in all directions like a flock of chickens with a 
hawk coming! Well, down it came, took down the phone and power lines, tore 
the porch off the cabin, and some of the crowd didn’t stop running until they 
were out on the road.
The repairman for light and power in Cave Junction was also the manager of the 
theatre. He came to repair the damage and gave a lecture on what not to do. The 
lady of the house never did thank me for cutting that thing down, and I don’t 
think Paul was ever invited back there either.
Just south of the Gobi there was a little store/gas station called O’Brien. In the 
back room was a jukebox and a ping pong table. Some of the Jumpers began to 
hang out there. They didn’t sell beer, but didn’t seem to care if you had a couple 
of six packs out in the parking area. In the parking area was a 20’ by 20’ wire fence 
enclosure with a black bear in it. In the center was a dead pine about 20 feet high, 
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just a trunk with the stubs of 3 or 4 branches near the top. Now, this bear had 
learned to like soda. Most people who stopped would uncap a bottle of soda and 
hand it to him. He would sit on his haunches, grasp the bottle in both paws, fall 
on his back and drain the bottle. Bob Sweet and I happened to be parked there one 
day working on a case of Olympia when we had an idea. Why not share with our 
friend the bear? Now, these were quart bottles! Well, old bear downed the first one 
without taking a breath, sat there and thought it over, then came back to the fence 
for another. So we gave him another quart and he did the same thing! Bob and I 
debated for a while and decided that since he was such a friendly bear he could 
have just one more, but that was it. He was going through our supply faster than 
we were. After that third one, he began to wander around the cage and looked a 
little unsteady, so Sweet and I decided to spend the rest of the evening somewhere 
else. We learned later that after we left, old bear climbed up that tree, sat down on 
one of the stubs of a branch, wrapped his front legs around the trunk, and stayed 
there for 30 hours.
Through the grapevine, Sweet and I were informed that we would not be welcome 
in O’Brien for quite a while. Seems they found the empty bottles in the cage, and 
as usual the Jumpers got blamed.
Orv Looper and I were in town one Saturday morning, hanging around the bus 
stop, waiting for the mail to come, hoping for our paychecks to arrive (always an 
irregular event). The bus pulled in and a tall, husky kid dropped off and asked where 
the ranger station was, saying he was looking for a summer job. We were short a 
few men, as usual, so we told him he could 
get a job with us fighting fire. We didn’t 
tell him you got to the fire by parachute. 
We took him out to camp, found him a bed 
and fed him.  By the time he found out the 
details, he was all for it and went to work 
and training Monday morning. He was 
called Sandy, and was a real good man. Later 
that summer Sandy, myself, and two other 
Jumpers whose names I can’t recall, were 
the only ones on the Gobi one afternoon. 
Everyone else was on detail somewhere else. 
The Rough & Ready Mill was just across the road, the same as now. The mills all had 
open ice cream cone burners at that time. In early afternoon, Sandy came running 
into the Loft yelling that there was a fire at the mill. The four of us grabbed pulaskis 
–Last training jump: Myers, Speaker, Moffet,             
  Riza, Snyder, Westphal, Kovaloff, Cole, Admiral,     
  Sweet.
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and shovels and went after it. Conditions were bad. The afternoon temperature 
was around 100, wind around 15 mph, extremely dry and plenty of fuel.
We ran to the head of the fire and started to work. In a short time we were being 
outflanked on both sides and the fire had spotted behind us. Time to run! We fell 
back about 1/4 mile and started a new line. In less than an hour we were in the 
same situation and I thought we might lose Sandy. He wouldn’t leave when I first 
called to him to run so he had to run through some flames.
We were too stubborn for our own good. We weren’t going to lose that fire! So we 
fell back and started again. Understand, it was just the four of us, no mill crew, 
no groundpounders, nobody but four lonely Jumpers and one a rookie on his first 
fire. So for the third time we had to turn and run. This time we came to the Illinois 
River. I thought we finally were going to win. There was about 150 feet of sand and 
rock on each side of the river and 150 yards of open water in the middle. There 
was also a boat chained to the shore, but no oars. My plan was to take the boat, 
cross the river which would stop the fire, and we could control whatever spot fires 
started on the other side. So we broke the boat loose with our pulaskis, got it into 
the water, and started to paddle across with our shovels and pulaskis. Before we 
got halfway across, it was burning on the other side; not only burning, but with 
the increased wind across the river, it crowned and took off.
We turned the boat downstream and left the area. When we got a safe distance 
away we left the boat on the bank and started walking back to Gobi. We hadn’t 
gone more than half a mile when we came to a dirt road. On the road was a State 
fire crew and engine going slowly along, squirting water on some wooden fence 
posts that were burning! We went on back to the Gobi. This is when the Rockdale 
Road was evacuated and the fire was finally stopped in the evening by a line cut 
by Cats.
As one of the results of this fire, the owner of the Rough and Ready Mill looked 
me up and I became very good friends with him and his wife. When I wasn’t on 
standby, he would come to camp Friday evenings and haul me away for the week-
end. He had no son, and wanted me to learn the business. I have often wondered, 
“what if?”... but at that time other things seemed more important.
Bob Nolan has told the story of the first jump into Sequoia National Forest. It’s 
because of his ability as a spotter and squad leader that the jump was so successful. 
This is the rest of the story.
After spending the day mopping up, we went to fire camp on the ridge over the 
river. Steaks had been dropped in and we were all lounging around the campfire. 
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About 9:30 PM, word came on the radio 
for us to hike down to the Kern River, but 
not attempt to cross! It was an easy walk, 
with a trail all the way and all downhill. 
We got to the river and saw some people 
on the other side hollering to us to stay 
where we were. Soon someone arrived on 
a horse, leading two other horses. He fer-
ried us across the river, two at a time. We 
couldn’t believe what we saw on the other 
side. By that time it was midnight. There were large picnic tables in place, lamps 
were lit on the tables, and they were covered with bags of potato chips, bowls of 
pretzels, cold sodas and cans of beer. It was all set up for us and the cook brought 
bowls of trout from the stove to the table! All this 22 miles from the end of the 
road! All of this was thanks to a gentleman who was an exec with Standard Oil of 
Southern California and who camped there every year for a few weeks with a full 
staff. He said “I saw you fellows jump this morning, so I had the boys catch some 
trout for you. Just tell the cook what you want for breakfast, and I will have him 
up at 4 AM to get it ready so you can eat before you ride out,” and he did.
We started out the next day at 6 AM, and it was great just riding along with the 
horse doing the work. However, some of the Jumpers hadn’t been on a horse be-
fore, and ended up walking the last four or five miles. Somewhere in the last few 
miles, we came into a large area of giant sequoia logs lying on the ground already 
cut into 20 to 30 foot long sections. A lot of them were so big that when we stood 
on top of the saddle, on top of the horse, we still couldn’t see over them. The story 
our packer (who was the District Ranger) told us was that they were cut down in 
1849. During the Gold Rush there was a great demand for lumber, so a group got 
together and ordered a complete sawmill from back East. They could only work 
that high country during the summer, so they sent a logging crew in to fell the 
timber while they waited for the mill. The mill arrived and they packed it in, and 
started up the next summer. It operated just four days and burned down. Those 
logs had been lying there for 100 years and were still as sound as the day they 
were cut down.
So we came back out to the trail head, a truck picked us up and hauled us back to 
Porterville, and that is the story of the first jump into Sequoia National Forest.
One Saturday night in the Chit Chat, actually on Labor Day weekend, Bill Padden 
and I and a few other Jumpers were there when our old friend Buzz came busting 
–Sequoia Crew 1949
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through the door. “Fellows,” he said, “I need your help. My mom is up here from 
Frisco. I bought her a horse and a cowgirl outfit for the parade tomorrow and the 
horse just ran off. Please help me find it!” Well, we were Jumpers, so we wouldn’t 
have any trouble finding a dumb horse especially on a Saturday night after a couple 
of hours in the Chit Chat.
So Buzz, Padden, one other Jumper and I , set off to look for the horse. Of course, 
no one had any idea which way the horse went. But Buzz said it was a smart 
horse and would probably stick to the road. So we got in Buzz’s car and went rid-
ing down the dirt road from Buzz’s house. After a couple of miles we decided the 
horse hadn’t gone that way, so Buzz decided to turn around on this one lane, two 
track dirt road. There was a big bump and before we knew it, the car’s rear wheels 
were in a 3 foot ditch, and the hood was pointed toward the moon. There was a 
lot of cussing and shouting, engine roaring, and tire spinning going on. We didn’t 
realize it, but directly across the road, 100 feet back in the woods, was a cabin. 
Suddenly the lights went on, the door opened, and out stepped someone with a 
shotgun! He informed us very emphatically that if we didn’t vacate the area NOW 
he would make an attitude adjustment on all four of us. Right Now!! There are 
three Jumpers flat on their bellies in the ditch, and Buzz in the middle of the road 
picking up rocks and screaming “You Y X*@#!! Okie, get back in there before I rock 
you to sleep!” With that, he runs right at the shotgun carrier, throwing rocks all 
the way. The door slams shut, the lights go out, and the Jumpers come out of the 
ditch and back on the road. We decided we should go back to Buzz’s house and 
get his mother’s car.
We finally returned to Buzz’s and started out in the other car in the opposite direc-
tion. We got a mile or so down the road and Buzz decided to turn around.  Are you 
ready for this? Same ditch, different car. Oh well, another long walk back to the 
house. Buzz was heartbroken. His mom came all the way from Frisco and wouldn’t 
get to ride in the parade. 
Amazing to us, we hadn’t walked  1/4 mile when there was the horse standing in 
the middle of the road! We had just driven past there 15 minutes before. It was 
now past midnight, and of course we had carried a supply of beer with us, so we 
decided to ride the horse back. Four people and one horse.  It didn’t work. Three 
of us could get on, but as the horse walked one gradually slid off over the tail; then 
the odd man would get on. We finally got back to the house. As we got close, Buzz 
was shouting for his mother. She finally opened the door and he rode the horse 
right into the kitchen. We left and went back to the Chit Chat. In the parade the 
next day, there was Mom, in her new Cowgirl outfit, riding that horse.
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The final word on Buzz.  A few weeks later, Buzz had a party at his house, which 
was just up the road on the Caves Highway. The Tourist Information building that 
is there today is across the road from where Buzz’s house was. Anyhow, he had a 
party, and decided to have a battle with the Roman Candles left from the Fourth 
of July ... inside the house. Everyone got out, but the house burned to the ground. 
That was the last I heard of Buzz.
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B O B  “ R I G G E R ”  S N Y D E R
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Rigger’s series of pictures is a fine record of getting to and from a fire 
jump on the Chetco in 1949–and accents the ingenuity that was 
second nature to Jumpers.
Fire call.  Spotter locates fire.  Jumpers suit up.
Roger Wolfertz and crew loading up.
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Fire is put out.  Gear is left to be packed out. 
Jumpers begin to walk out.
Jumpers walk down to the Rogue River.  They see a boat on the other side.  
Roger Wolfertz swims across and brings the boat back.  They all row across.
Arrival at the District Ranger station for transportation 
back to the Gobi.
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I DON’T REMEMBER WHO was on this jump with me.  I know there were at least two others, and I believe Nasty Nolan was the spotter.
I know we got the call from California, somewhere north of Eureka.  Seems we 
circled for half an hour before we finally saw a wisp of smoke.  I got the location 
marked good and the spotter kicked us out.
The jump spot was on top of a ridge, with the fire a short distance up the far slope 
from the creek at the bottom.  From the jump spot, it was an open shale slope down 
to the creek, three or four hundred yards.  That was the fun part.  Every step we 
took, we slid 20 or 30 yards until we got down to the creek.  It was like downhill 
cross-country skiing!
When we reached the creek, I asked the rest of the crew to wait there while I 
scouted the location of the fire.  I hadn’t seen any smoke since I left the door of 
the plane.
So I started up the hill and it was steep!  I was pulling myself up by anything I 
could get a hand on.  I came to a big slab of rock.  The base was in the hillside, a 
piece about the size of a dining room table coming straight out, then dropping 
vertically about 8 feet to ground level.  I pulled myself up the hill, alongside, and 
up on top of the slab to use it as an observation point. As soon as I straightened 
up I thought, “Who dumped that mannequin out there?”
P l a n e  C r a s h
B O B  “ R I G G E R ”  S N Y D E R
‘ 4 8
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As it sorted out, the smoke reported was from a plane that crashed, exploding 
upon impact.  The mannequin was the charred, sunken remains of one of the pas-
sengers of the Cessna 180 out of Fresno.  A doctor and a captain in the Air Force 
were on a scouting expedition for the coming deer season.  They were flying up 
this drainage which gained altitude and narrowed.  Finally, with  no room to turn 
around and no power to gain more altitude, the plane stalled out and came down 
through the canopy, leaving no hole.  The only evidence was the doll-like bodies, 
the engine to one side, and a few small pieces of melted framework.  The entire 
scene was invisible from the air.
Our instructions on jumping were to remain on the scene until we were relieved. 
I went down to the creek and rejoined the crew.  They had found a two-quart ther-
mos, full of coffee and in perfect shape!  We proceeded to sit down, have coffee, 
and wait for relief.  About two hours later, a ground pounder showed up, said we 
were relieved, and our best way out was following the creek.  He told us that along 
the way, we would meet a crew with horses and the coroner.
So we took off, went until dark, and stopped and slept along the creek.
In retrospect, I believe someone knew a lot more than we did.  We were never 
dropped a fire pack, our equipment retrieval had been all arranged, we had no 
rations, no fire pack, not even a headlamp.
So we camped until dawn, started out again, and soon met the coroner and the 
rescue team who told us we were only one more hour from the pick up point, and 
so we came out.  One of the most unusual jumps ever.
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IT MUST HAVE BEEN EARLY IN ‘49, because we were still in tents and using the old loft down by the river.  And Looper (Orv) was involved.
It was Sunday night, and I was still in camp.  So I was either broke or hadn’t gone 
uptown yet.  Bob Nolan came in and asked if I would give him a hand in the loft 
for a few minutes.
We got there and he said he was packing his personal chute and that he needed 
help.  It seems the next day, Sunday, he was going to make a practice jump at 
Grants Pass airport, because he had a commitment to make a publicity jump for 
them the following weekend and he wanted to get a feel for the field.
He had packed his chute by putting paper napkins between each fold.  He had 
cleaned the mess tent tables of all available napkins.  The chute was bulging so 
much that he couldn’t get the rip cord pins into their retainers.
H o w  N a s t y  N o l a n  A l m o s t 
Wa s n ’ t  N a s t y  A n y m o r e
B O B  “ R I G G E R ”  S N Y D E R
‘ 4 8
Bob Nolan, local ‘chutist’ expert, who will 
make a delayed jump into a fifty-foot circle 
in the center of Cave Junction this Sunday 
morning.         –IV NEWS
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So we used my expertise to kneel on the chute, squeezing it together while he 
inserted the pins.  As a reward for my talent, he invited me to ride along the next 
day.
Now somewhere along there Bob asked Orv to join us.  Maybe Orv was already in 
the Jumpers, or maybe Bob and Orv were friends before that, I don’t know.
Now understand, Nolan was already a professional Jumper, had been so for awhile, 
and did become the National Champion!  So we arrived at the airport and the word 
started floating around, “That guy is going to jump, yeah.  Now!  He’s going up 
in that plane there.”  So a little crowd collected.  Then the takeoff, the slow climb 
to altitude, then a little speck leaves the plane, and falls, and falls, and falls...and 
Orv and I scream, “Your reserve!  Reserve!  Reserve!”  We can see his arm jerking, 
but nothing happening.
On the far side of the field, there is a line of pine trees, Maybe 100 feet tall.  As 
Nolan’s body disappears, we see a flash of white.  Orv and I are already running. 
He beats me there by a nose.  We break through the brush; and all around, the 
ground looked like a snowstorm had just passed, with all of the napkins.  Bob is 
laughing like a maniac.  Orv and I don’t know whether to hug him or kill him.
Turns out the pins were in there so tight that he couldn’t pull the ripcord.  To add 
to the problem, he went out with 500 feet less altitude than he had asked for.  He 
said he decided to try to pull the cord one more time and then go to the reserve. 
He also said he didn’t see any difference between the opening shock and the land-
ing shock...they both came at the same time.
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ORVILLE AND I TRAINED TOGETHER as rookies in 1949 along with his brother, Larry. The brothers stood out as a couple of pretty rugged locals, skilled with tools and machinery and lots of woods experience. Thus began 
a 56 year friendship with Orville. Here are a few things I remember about him.
I jumped with Orville on quite a few fires. He was the ideal jumper to be with on 
a fire. He was a hard worker and fun to be with besides being a really good tree 
climber. Our boss, Cliff Marshall, didn’t like us to yell as we exited the airplane 
so, of course, on a fire jump with Cliff spotting, Orville and I really yelled as we 
jumped. On the ground, Orville laughed and said that the worst thing that could 
happen was we could be fired.
He owned a big motorcycle, a hog, and the C.J. cop didn’t like the way Orville 
drove it. To plead his case, Orville somehow got the local judge, Mrs. Small, to ride 
with him on his bike and roared past the parked cop. No problem.
He also owned a big four-door Packard, and he drove it like he was in a hurry. 
Our pilot, Ed Scholtz commuted from Grants Pass in his Stinson Voyager airplane. 
Orville challenged him to a race from the base to Grants Pass, car versus airplane. 
The race was close and the guys riding with Orville will never forget the trip.
One time, the forest road crew left a Caterpillar tractor at the base over a weekend. 
We had been moving a lot of rock by hand so Orville decided to “borrow’ the Cat. 
O r v i l l e  L o o p e r
A L  B O U C H E R
‘ 4 9
–Orville Looper
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After a time, a cable that lifted the blade broke. The road crew never left any gear 
around the Smokejumpers again.
Orville became an instructor and spotter. When training rookies, he was a hard 
taskmaster, bound and determined to get everyone up to snuff. He helped those 
who had trouble doing certain things and chewed out those who could do it but 
were screwing off.
One winter, I was invited on a deer hunt with the Looper brothers. Of course 
there was deep snow and it was out of season but all of us were short of money 
and meat. I didn’t shoot anything, but they did and we spent part of the night 
butchering and wrapping.
We jumped a two man fire in Region 5 and, while fighting the fire, Orville tore 
the crotch of his Levis out. We hiked out and we were to be hauled back to C.J. in 
an airplane. Orville flipped a coin to see who rode in the front seat and, as usual, 
he won. The pilot turned out to be a woman, so I got the coveted seat. On the 
way home, I commented a few times on how nice the front seat was and Orville 
threatened to cut out my tongue, or worse.
Orville, myself, and a jerk named Red shared a room in the old barracks. Late one 
night, some Jumpers broke into our room to harass Red. Orville came flying out of 
bed, really pissed off and the guys left in a hurry and avoided Orville for a couple 
of days. When Orville was upset, you knew it.
He was a very good spotter. One time a pilot wouldn’t fly the way Orville wanted 
him to. Orville went forward and yelled at the pilot, “Fly this SOB the way I tell 
you to or get out of the damn seat and let me do it!” He did it Orville’s way. The 
pilot was ex-military and wasn’t used to crew members chewing him out. He took 
his complaints to Jim Allen. Guess who won. I had the same trouble with the same 
pilot, but Orville knew how to get results.
One evening in 1950, Orville and I each 
had dates. The four of us met in C.J. and we 
traded cars for the evening. Orville and his 
date parked and were spotted by some C.J. 
Jumpers. They thought it was me so they ran 
over, yelled and jumped on the rear bumpers 
and thought it was really funny until they 
saw Orville tear out of the car cussing a blue 
streak. They left in a hurry and blamed me 
for getting them in trouble with Orville. –Al Boucher and Ovrille Looper
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During one winter, I went ocean fishing with Orville and Larry Looper. I can’t re-
member if we hauled a small boat or rented one. I do know 
the charter boats wouldn’t go out of Brookings, because the 
seas were too rough. The Loopers said we came to fish and 
that’s what we were going to do. It was kind of rough just 
off shore. I wore a life jacket. There were no fish and com-
ing back through the surf onto the beach, we all got wet. We 
spent the night in a lean-to and caught a sackful of sea trout 
off the beach the next day.
One summer, the local C. J. cop was harassing some of the 
Jumpers and they talked to Orville about their troubles. Or-
ville found the cop in the Chit Chat one evening talking to 
the locals. Orville lit into him, telling the cop in some colorful 
language to knock it off or answer to him. The cop was smart enough not to stand 
up to Orville. The bar patrons enjoyed the scene. Problem solved.
Early one Sunday morning in 1952, I was awakened by Orville and told to suit up 
for a fire on the Shasta-Trinity. Oh no! I had been asleep for about one hour and I 
had a king-sized hangover. I had met my future wife the night before, made a date 
with her, and then celebrated with Phil Clarke and Capp Rowley. Of course they 
weren’t high on the jump list. I begged Orville to bypass me. Suit up! Four of us 
in the Twin Beech, Orville spotting, I was really hurting. I knew that Orville, my 
friend, my old roommate, would rescue me. I’ll never forget the smile on his face 
as he pushed me out.
In 1954, I rode to work with him. He wouldn’t take money for gas (280 gallons). 
Ruthie repaid him by baking pineapple upside down cake, his favorite. He always 
got to our house early.
In 1957, Region 5 opened the Redding Smokejumper Base with Orville as foreman. 
All the Jumpers for C.J. and Redding trained at C.J. When it came time for Orville 
to be transferred, we had a luncheon in his honor and presented him a gift from 
everyone. He was speechless for a moment until I spoke up and said, “Now aren’t 
you sorry you called all of these guys dumb SOBs?” He stuck out his chin and 
replied, “If I called them dumb SOBs, they are still dumb SOBs!” Everyone hated 
to see him leave.
When the Alaska BLM Jumper base was looking for a foreman, both Orville and I 
applied. We were finalists and some BLM brass came down and interviewed us. No 
real contest, Orville was selected. He told me later of his hobbies in Alaska, includ-
–Orville Looper 1949
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ing stockcar racing on ice, curling, and hunting everything that moved. After he 
transferred to Nevada BLM, I stopped to see him and he showed me a closet full 
of trophies he had won in Nevada for dune buggy racing and hill climbing. He 
never did anything that he didn’t do full bore.
All of us will miss him. He was a good friend and a man and a half.
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TO AVOID...DANGERS, you were taught to pull a slip, which involved climb-ing three of the 28 suspension lines holding you to the canopy, until the great bubble of silk was pulled half over on its side, dumping much of its 
air, so that you would fall faster—and straight down—instead of drifting with 
the wind into whatever terror awaited you.  The theory was that after falling far 
enough to get under a hazardous drift, you would let out on the slip slowly in 
order to put the chute back into normal shape for a landing.  Five hundred feet 
was minimum altitude for any slip—to allow room for the vital restoration of the 
shiny cloth dome.
Things that made a slip jump tough were these:
1. The sheer physical difficulty of climbing hand-over-hand up three slender       
 cords of slippery nylon—with gloves on, and with 60 pounds of gear freight- 
 ing your body.
2. The higher you climbed on the lines, the more slack was left in them.  Big,  
 dangling arcs swung along your front, ready to tangle with your legs or boots  
 or any of the lumpy projections on your reserve chute—and perhaps let   
 down into the trees back- or head-first if you got hopelessly snarled.
3. The faster fall meant you had to keep a sharper eye on the bristly ground      
 below, to see that you didn’t smack into it letting out the lines.
P u l l i n g  A  S l i p
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This is an excerpt from Starr’s Smokejumpers, ‘49 Brothers 
in the Sky.  It highlights the early practice of ‘slipping.’ 
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4. The odd cobra-hood shape of the distorted chute caused it to twirl as it fell,  
 carrying you around with it.  You had to be careful it didn’t twirl faster than  
 you did, and twist up into an impossible-to-unravel skein of death.
Because of these difficulties, the practice slip was made not from the usual 1000-
foot fire jump altitude but from 2200 feet, to give novices time to operate.
The day I made my slip jump was a sunny Tuesday in July, a Tuesday I’ll always 
remember.  I had been slightly injured on my first leap of the seven training jumps 
all parachute-firemen candidates must make to qualify.  Hence I was behind the 
other trainees by almost a week.  This day was calm and beautiful; and Foreman 
Cliff Marshall, a husky ex-paratrooper top-sergeant, decided to clean up all the 
stragglers in his training program while the weather held.  This meant that the 
other man due to fly with me that day would be making two parachute jumps, 
and I would be making four.
The second one for both of us was to be the slip jump.
The plane was a single-engine Norseman, rugged aerial workhorse of the North 
Country.   With a door off you were right out there in the blast from the very 
take-off.  After gaining altitude and hooking on our static lines, we moved to the 
doorway, the other man leading off.  Obedient to Cliff’s spotting, he stepped from 
the suddenly quiet airplane at 2200 feet.  We circled and watched him struggle in 
vain to haul up the lines into a slip.
I sat there creaking in my gear, eyes riveted through the roaring door of the plane, 
tensed up and puzzled, because I knew Jack, a logger most of the year, was a far 
stronger man than I, and he was failing.  Jack, who Marshall had given very little 
offset for drift in anticipation of a good slip, was sailing 
far beyond the jump-area pasture out over the trees, out 
and away into a dismal, dangerous landing in a bend 
of the Illinois River below.  After a tense tight-circling 
moment, with Jack’s chute bellied full of current that 
was trying to drown him in a deep pool, we watched 
him drag himself out onto the bank and finally give us 
a belated okay signal.
My turn next. I crouched in the doorway, with one foot 
out on a little aluminum step hanging there in space. 
Marshall, in his goggles and emergency chute, checked 
my static line and a dozen details of my harness rig.  He 
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lined up the approach with signals to the pilot, as the engines throttled down to 
a mutter, gave me the slap that meant “On your Way!”
I stepped out and felt that strange down-rushing sensation of my body being 
sucked toward earth.  The backpack cracked open with its old reassuring ecstasy, 
and I was soon checking the shimmering nylon canopy for fouled lines.  All clear 
above.  Oriented on the jump-zone below.  Okay, this is a slip jump.  Better start 
to climb.
I singled out three lines from the splay coming in above my right shoulder and 
started taking little 6 inch bites on the collected strand, knuckles on top before 
breaking over.  The gloves were gripping fine (God bless Bill Padden for loaning 
me his good pliable ones); but I soon could feel every foot getting harder.  The 
skirt was sagging, buckling, beginning to come down.  Come on Jenkins; you can 
do it.  Dominate this monster!
Suddenly the chute started to spill air.  I could feel it begin rushing past my ears till 
there was nothing but a tremendous hissing sound, getting louder every second. 
Better look down to see how fast the earth is coming up.  Well, it’s coming up all 
right, but there is still plenty of time.  Look, the ground is beginning to wheel 
around too.  That means your chute is doing the wheeling.  Better keep your eye 
on it.
I looked up, to see that the chute was a great bucking banner in the sky, rumpling 
and booming as its tortured half-self cried out at this distortion.  The twirling mo-
tion had started all right, and the slack lines were inching farther below my feet 
with every hoist.
Finally, I reached a place somewhere just below the climactic point that takes the 
greatest effort, but I could climb no further.  The burden on the arms was fantas-
tic—like hanging onto a runaway sail that had somehow been torn into the sky by 
a hurricane.  My head was bobbing up and down, scanning the wheeling canopy 
above and the rising earth below—the mountains and timber, and the beautiful 
green meadow and brown snaky river, and the gray highway slashing away through 
the trees.  My heart was churning with excitement and my stomach rigid with 
fear, but somehow through it all I felt wonderful—and knew I would never live a 
more breathtaking moment than this.
The earth was rising as if in a vast invisible zoom lens, my arms were aching but 
triumphant at having conquered the slip; the hiss in my ears was drowning all but 
the booming reports of the nylon that flapped so fiercely 6 feet above me.  Better 
let go now.  I can eat into that final five hundred feet in a hurry at this rate.  Care-
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ful of those slack lines.  Don’t catch on that boot stirrup.  Paying them out is easy 
and fairly fast if I’m careful.  I’m on a normal jump now.  Swing into the wind and 
plane a little for the landing.  That’s plenty to reach the center of the meadow. 
Now face around to come in frontwards.  Feet together, arms overhead.  Limp as a 
sack I whump into the firm grass and collapse into a happy mass of tangled cord-
age.  Slip jump completed!
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I WAS ASKED TO WRITE SOMETHING INTERESTING and unique about the really good old days at the Siskiyou Smokejumper Base. Actually, though, I’m not sure about the “interesting” part, and we certainly weren’t particularly “unique” (as 
an example, I was a typical garden variety rookie - a couple of years in the Army 
of Occupation, a summer working on the Tongass National Forest in Alaska and 
then barely completing the first year of college without being expelled). On the 
other hand, I have been genuinely impressed over the years to read in our quarterly 
magazine of all the folks who went on to memorable careers “AG” (After Gobi) 
- medical doctors, lawyers, a judge, scholars, professional foresters, an astronaut, 
an internationally renowned mountain climber, ministers, etc.
Few of us in those days even owned cars. After tuition and books, we got $75 a 
month on the GI Bill. So it was our Smokejumper income that got us through the 
long winters until the next fire season. A couple of the guys in ‘49 or ‘50–I can’t 
remember which–bought an old jalopy they christened the “Green Monster.”  When 
they fired that thing up, you could hear the engine all the way to either Grants 
Pass or Crescent City, depending on which way the wind was blowing down the 
Illinois Valley. If there was room to pile in, you could hopefully get all the way to 
town to drink beer.
Most of us rookies, certainly including myself, were pretty “average” at best, but 
there were exceptions. Orville Looper quickly demonstrated his leadership poten-
tial, and this of course was long before he went on to a distinguished professional 
Smokejumper career. We all greatly liked our squad leaders even though they ran 
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our butts off, especially during the training phase prior to the first jump. These were 
guys who had been WW II paratroopers before they became Smokejumpers. And 
we admired our pilot, Eddie Schulz, who had flown C-47s over “The Hump” in the 
CBI during the war. He was not afraid to take the Noorduyn down in between two 
rocky cliffs if that’s what the Spotter wanted. By contrast, the R6 Region Pilot, who 
filled in sometimes when things were busy, made sure he stayed up there in the 
stratosphere where he and his airplane were more comfortable–to hell with us.
The Big Boss, the late Cliff Marshall, was an imposing man, and we greatly respected 
him. He never talked about himself, and it was years later before I learned that he 
had made all the big combat jumps during the war, beginning with Sicily, then 
Normandy, Market Garden, etc. He was a quiet man, certainly, but I found him 
a little frightening just the same. He reminded me of my old Army Top Sergeant 
who started off each day with a hearty breakfast of nails and ground glass.
Howsoever, I did have one “unique” experience and that’s what I hope you might 
be interested to hear about. We had a cook at the base, a real gentleman whose 
name I have over the years unfortunately forgotten. He saw to it that we all ate 
like kings and so we liked him even better than we did our bosses - a whole lot 
better, now that I think about it. When the Korean War started in the summer of 
1950, he and I were called back into the Army. We were both ordered to report to 
Fort Ord, California, in early September.
Well, anyway, “Lucky” Scalf and I jumped a little two-manner in the Sequoia Na-
tional Forest in late August. For reasons not germane to this war story, we were 
late getting back to The Gobi, the consequence of which was I would be three days 
AWOL reporting into Fort Ord. So, Squad Leader Dick Courson, who had been a 
WW II Marine Paratrooper, but at this time in 1950 was a law student at Willamette 
University, wrote a monumental epistle to the United States Army on Forest Service 
Letterhead in which he obliquely implied that Lucky and I had saved the whole 
damn Sequoia from crowning out. It may be said without exaggeration that this 
splendid document foretold Dick’s future as a practicing attorney, a Umatilla County 
District Attorney, and his subsequent appointment by the Governor of Oregon as 
a District Court Judge. I clutched the letter to my heart and was on my way.
Some fuzzy-faced 2nd John at Fort Ord read Dick’s letter with a face reflecting both 
wonderment and serious scepticism. But he apparently decided that I wasn’t worth 
the time and effort of a Court Martial, so he waved me on, whereupon I spent the 
rest of the war as a staff writer in Army Public Relations producing various bits of 
military propaganda and generally wasting the taxpayer’s money.
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So finally we may now get back to the story of our wonderful cook. He had invited 
me to visit him when I got to Fort Ord. But what he had not told me was that he 
was a WW II combat infantry officer. So when I showed up at his Orderly Room, 
some sergeant pointed him out to me on the parade ground. And here he came, at 
the head of his Company of 200 soldiers. His Ike jacket was covered with ribbons, 
and medals, with insignias on both shoulders. And there I stood, a mere dogface 
in an ill-fitting uniform that some supply clerk had guesstimated might possibly 
more or less match my dimensions. 
After he sent the troops to their barracks, he came into the Orderly Room where we 
had what must have looked like a somewhat extraordinary meeting. The enlisted 
personnel there probably thought I was some long lost close relative. But except 
for the change of clothes, he was the same fine person who had seen to it on the 




IT WAS THE BEGINNING OF THE 1950 SUMMER TRAINING and we “vets” of a week or so of Smokejumper training were wondering why one of the Newbie’s hadn’t yet arrived, or how he got permission to arrive late, or how he could 
catch up with our training. “Probably a friend of Cliff Marshall or Harold Bower-
man.”
Have you ever noticed that some of us, at best, are rather strange looking? Well, 
this guy, Bill–Bill Unsoeld, (later to be dubbed “Willi” by the international climb-
ing community) was just that. He had spent the past week on sunny Mt. Shasta 
instructing a Forest Service mountain rescue group. His face, not exactly handsome 
in the best of conditions, was burned, peeling and had a dried onion look.
Though not an attention seeker, he was a natural storyteller who entertained ev-
eryone by recounting his earlier misadventures. His hitchhiking to the east coast, 
catching a freighter and working his way to Europe, climbing the Matterhorn solo, 
working his way east to India where he spent the snowbound winter in a cabin with 
a Buddhist monk, and finally teaching mountain climbing to the Indian army.
A typical Smokejumper summer followed his arrival with activities like building 
construction at the Gobi, trail maintenance, and even an occasional fire with some 
of them being the drive-to kind and some the jump-into kind.
It was early August when Bill and I were deployed to a fire west of Mt. Shasta. After 
some thirty hours of working the fire a ground crew relieved us. I promptly laid 
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down and died like any normal human being would do. Bill, however, had to go 
check out a big monolith we had spotted from the air. Eight hours later he returned 
after finding the monolith and claiming that someday he would have to return 
to explore some of its more difficult routes. Later we had our first helicopter ride 
which took us to civilization and real food–French bread and cheese. Everything 
was closed except for a small grocery store.
At summer’s end it was off to OSU where Bill seemed to major in mountain climb-
ing and minor in Physics–getting A’s in both. At the dorm the residents could not 
leave before 6 a.m.–way too late if leaving for a climb. How to remedy that? Rappel 
out a second or third floor window at 3 a.m. of course.
After graduation came more climbing and more formal education culminating with 
a PhD in Philosophy. While teaching Philosophy at OSU there came an invitation 
to climb Mt. Everest, which Bill did, and the rest is history. His spirit of adventure 
continued as he held positions with the Peace Corp, Outward Bound, and Evergreen 
College. He continued climbing even with the loss of nine toes from frostbite on 
Everest. It was on one of the Evergreen adventures that it all came to an untimely 
end when he and some of his students died in an avalanche on Mt. Rainier.
It has been said that we are all unique but that some are “uniquer.” Perhaps so!
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A FEW OF THE GUYS WERE BEHAVING OURSELVES at the old (Hoot) Owl Saloon.  The juke box in the back of the room was playing a popular tune. When out of the night that was at least 50 degrees above, and into the din 
and the glare there walked a logger just down from the hill and he was loaded 
with raccoon–yes, Raccoon!*
Now this long drink of water was six feet plus and his left shoulder was filled and 
loaded with a large full grown boar raccoon.  It wore around its shoulders a dyed 
green leather harness-like leash that was decorated with a single row of either 
diamond rhinestones or bright cut shiny metal pieces–I can see it still.  It’s funny 
how memory works–of all the things about this TRUE story that I remember the 
clearest, it is that darn harness and leash with the hand loop at the end.
So this tall logger bellied up to the bar and ordered a beer.  He was just across from 
where we were at one of the booths.  Now both the logger’s back and the coon’s 
fanny were facing us.  One of our group of 5 or 6 (now I’m not sure who, but I 
think his initials were “Rigger” Snyder) reached over and tried to burn that coon 
on its rear.  As usual his aim was off and his cigarette hit that big boar coon right 
dead on his dear family jewels.  Now that coon made a noise (not real loud) that I 
have never heard before or since.  It was a cross between a roar and a scream and 
off that shoulder he came.  As he jumped he sprayed diarrhea-like poop.  Boy, did 
it stink, it just missed our booth, going to the left.  The coon hit the bar surface and 
immediately reversed its field–no doubt due to the lack of traction and the noise 
of dropped bottles and over-turned draft glasses.  He went up that logger’s front, 
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around his neck and down his back.  He hit the floor (rough) and with better trac-
tion started out but there were too many boots and legs.  So again he reversed his 
field and up that logger’s legs and back he went–now we know coons have claws 
and big coons have big claws.  He left holes in jeans and rips in a plaid shirt, as to 
the logger’s shoulder again he went.  All this while the logger was frantically trying 
to reel him in on the leash–he would have made it too–except for the loop around 
his neck from the coon’s first sortie.  The coon was over the shoulder and made 
another jump to the bar and damn the beers–full steam ahead! About the time he 
hit the end of the now shortened leash, Ray the owner and bar keep, who was at 
his duty station behind the bar, pulled up one of his reported two (one toward each 
end of the bar) short, thick, leather covered billy clubs and bellowed–“Get That 
Damned Animal Out of Here!” Now Ray wasn’t quite as tall as the old man, Cliff 
Marshall; but I don’t know of anyone who ever that successfully jumped either one; 
sure as hell not me! Oh! yea, when Ray slapped the bar, the poor coon reversed his 
field one last time and with a leap landed with all fours, on that logger’s chest and 
belly.  So the logger immediately headed for the front door.  All the while trying 
his damnedest to get that coon off his body and the leash from around his own 
neck.  The last time I saw them, they went out the front door: logger, leash and 
coon.  That damn shiny green leash!
*My apologies to Robert Service and his “The Shooting of Dan McGrew”; it was 
just too good to pass up.  
All other questions concerning the Owl Saloon, its personnel, etc. must go to Rig-
ger Snyder.  He is much more familiar (in the broadest sense of the meaning of the 
word) with these than I am–he knows what I mean.
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THE SISKIYOU SMOKEJUMPERS OPENED THE 1951 season with all func-tions located on the Gobi for the first time. Cliff Marshall was the foreman, Looper, Snyder, and Hinkle were squadleaders. Bill Padden, Buz Florip, and 
Del Mar Jaquish were the only experienced jumpers returning. Four new jumpers 
were recruited and trained early, and the rest of us, twenty in all, started training 
in early June.
Training for our group was highlighted by the hemp rope on the shocktower, and 
the walk-in and walk-out to a Jumper fire in the Siskiyou NF. We were convinced 
that body position was critical, and that two pairs of socks were better than food.
The jump training was probably routine, if any training supervised by Orville 
Looper can be considered routine. No serious injuries, and the new tails on the 
chutes made spot jumping doable.
Now, fully trained, we waited for the fire season. The Gobi itself was a work in 
progress so there was plenty of labor performed as we waited. Finally, in late July 
a large–crew fire in the Umpqua NF gave twelve of us a chance to excel!  Then, as 
we had been told to expect, fire season really arrived about the first of August. We 
all started rotating through the jump list on a weekly basis, and it was soon a case 
of whoever was on base was the next Jumper out! The twenty-four new Jumpers 
soon found themselves working two-, three-, and four-man fires on their own, 
or crewed-up with Missoula and Chelan Jumpers who came in to help. We were 
working hard, learning a lot, and maybe just a little too confident.
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On August 26th, Bob Newberry, Gordon Cross, Dick Allewett, and I, returned from 
the Pony Peak fire on the Klamath NF, to find the Gobi overrun with help from 
Missoula, Chelan, and most of the Forest Service brass from the Region. But what 
really was different was a chartered jump plane parked in front of the loft. It was a 
1928 Fokker, sporting a bright yellow and black paint job, and looking like a refu-
gee from WW 1. We learned, that in spite of externally mounted control cables, a 
plywood covered wing, and a narrow fuselage, the Fokker was considered to be a 
good jump plane. The ability to slow to less than 100 m.p.h., and the substantial 
exit step with high sides to block the wind, were in its favor.
After a day off, spent eating and doing laundry, my name was back on top of the 
jump list on August 28th , and the fire call came. Three Missoula Jumpers, Dem-
mons, Chambers, Anywash, and I, were loaded into the Fokker for a fire in the 
Rogue River NF, with Looper doing the spotting. We had plenty of time to check 
out the Fokker enroute, and discovered that we could stand in the fuselage and 
look into the insides of the wings. Those wings were not only plywood covered, 
the spars and ribs forming the wing were made of wood also. We could see the 
pulley mounted control cables working as the pilot moved the controls. Made a 
slow trip pass quickly, and we soon arrived over the fire.
A lightning strike on a ridge top, maybe an acre of burn on the ground, no wind, 
no flames, only smoke. Looper picked a broad saddle, upwind of the fire and al-
most flat, as the jump spot. No rocks and only a few small scattered fir trees, could 
not be better!  I’m in the door, a Missoula jumper on the cargo bags behind me. 
We will drop on the first pass and the other two Missoula Jumpers on the second. 
Looper gets us lined up, butts his head against my helmet and says, “Show these 
guys how we do it,” and gets a nod and a grin in reply. My first demo jump!
A final heading correction, the Fokker slows down even more, cut the engine, a slap 
on the back, and I go. An easy push up and out, very casual, very cool, and I hook 
the heels of both boots on a heavy bead welded across the front of the step. I hear the 
rubber bands snapping as the lines are pulled from the backboard, and somersault into 
and through those lines as the canopy opens. Low airspeed means almost no opening 
shock, and that’s fortunate, because I’m suspended with my right knee at eye level 
about six inches from my face. The right riser runs from the shoulder, under the right 
knee, with the lines extending to a dimpled right front canopy. All other lines are clear, 
with only a slight oscillation, and some canopy flutter noticeable. Lifting the knee and 
straightening the leg does nothing, the canopy pulls and keeps the riser in position 
under the knee. The rest of this descent was a series of adrenaline fueled actions and 
reactions in what seemed like slow motion, and went like this:
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Okay, I’ll grab the riser with one hand on each side of that knee, pull and hold the 
canopy, straighten the knee, lift the leg free, and enjoy the ride...the riser slides from 
under the knee, across the calf, and the lines catch on the overloaded right leg pocket, 
(personal gear bags were not around yet)...take a breath, move the hands to each side 
of the calf, heave, straighten the knee, and the canopy collapses...turn loose of every-
thing, the canopy fills, and nothing changed, except, the leg is held more straight up, 
and the oscillations are increasing...decide to try pulling on both front risers to balance 
the effect on the canopy...with a hand on each riser I can lift both legs together and 
distribute the weight evenly...grab each riser, slowly I lift both legs, with no sudden 
moves, left knee up to face high, and the canopy collapses...let go of everything, the 
canopy fills.
Probably better just ride this thing on down...the left leg will touch first, no problem...
except the oscillations are worse now...swing high to the left, back higher to the right, 
fast and high to the left, and the chute collapses...canopy fills after a noticeable inter-
val, and the oscillations continue...can’t take a chance on that happening close to the 
ground...swing left, wrap the left arm over the reserve chute, swing back right, right 
hand on the reserve handle and ease the short pins free...bury both hands in the navy 
surplus silk canopy and swing back high to the left...the main canopy collapses, heave 
the reserve canopy into the open space above and to the left... both canopies catch air 
and inflate completely.    
Two good canopies, no tangles, no twists, only a slightly more upright posture caused 
by the reserve chute, and no more oscillations...drifting slowly backward toward a 
couple of immature fir trees with branches clear to the ground...look like giant Christ-
mas trees...bump squarely into one of those trees just below the top, no penetration, 
just slide down the outside like snow off a steep roof .... left foot hits in the duff first, 
then the butt, and I’m down...canopies collapse on opposite sides of the tree.
Stand up, unfasten one side of the reserve, twist and hit the single point release, out 
of the harness, and step clear of the mess...dig into that so-and-so leg pocket and pull 
out a signal panel, wave the panel overhead, get a dipped wing from the Fokker in 
reply...helmet off, stuff jump gloves and reserve handle inside–that handle is mine!–off 
with the jacket and pants .....
Standing there with weak knees, trying to light a cigarette with shaking hands, I 
watched the Missoula Jumper trot over to check me out, and thought, maybe that 
demo did show them “how we do it Gobi style.”
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IT WAS A LIGHTNING STRIKE IN THE SISKIYOU-KLAMATH MOUNTAINS in August 1951.  Glen Sheppard and I  were the first stick out, clearing the Noorduyn, and getting to the strike by 9:30 AM.  By noon, we had clearance 
to head out, some 10 or 15 miles.  We were lost on the trail, but at about 7:00 PM, 
we spotted a castle in the forest ahead.
At first we couldn’t believe what we saw–a real castle.  We approached the structure 
just before sunset with dogs barking.  The caretaker came out to greet us and said 
he knew we were Smokejumpers.  He was glad to see us.  He, his wife, and their two 
daughters, 13 and 15, were the only occupants.  He worked for Hearst properties 
which had built the castle.   It had been delivered by rail, then horse-and-team.  A 
trail was the only access to the property.  
We made a full report to Marshall.  But he never accommodated a return trip.
We were up and out at daybreak and found the Forest Service people by noon. 
Never have been able to find the castle.  California State Forestry has confirmed 
such a castle, but not its location to date.
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 The sky was teal blue, 
Trailing a lightning storm. 
  Vapor off the runway– 
Heat waves of deform.
   We were a little edgy  
At the breakfast that day.  
 Hot chocolate precluded 
Smoke streamers assault gray.
 The alarm ricocheted  
Off the hanger floor.   
 A fistful of firefighters 
Short out the door.
     I was happy to find  
My name on the roster.  
 Beneath Danny On’s,  
It lacked some luster.
 Strapped in our harness 
Helmet in hand,   
 We raced to the Noordyn 
 For no-man’s land.
 High in the spiny crags  
Forest green turned brown.  
 We located where   
The bolt touched down.
 Tight amongst the crags 
Laid a narrow brushy slope.  
 Not much of a target,  
Offering us little hope.
 How beautiful  life was  
As we floated away.   
 Believe it or not,  
Danny and I even got paid.
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JIM ALLEN,THIS IS FOR YOU. It’s the debriefing I should have provided to you (and Orv) some 52 years ago.  No excuse, other then I just didn’t feel com-fortable barging into the Boss’s office and telling you guys how great it was. 
As I look back over those 52 years, that detail is still one of the most rewarding 
adventures I could have had. 
1954 – Now that was a good year (!). I graduated from college, discontinued a train-
ing regimen that had dominated my life for so long, saw some new and wonderful 
country; I was re-united with old friends, made some new friends, raised a little 
hell, bought a used Harley, rode it back to Quantico, fell in love several times, got 
engaged once, got disengaged twice, survived a serious car wreck and two cycle 
wrecks (also serious), hitched a ride to Medford on a logging truck with Bob Lewis, 
joined the Marine Corps (even more serious), took in the Jacksonville Jubilee (with 
Jim Oleson), for a change I didn’t catch poison oak (!),and spent a long night  try-
ing to convince Newberry that it would be the better part of wisdom not to yank 
a dangling earring out of some dude’s ear at the logger’s bar.  I was also dispatched 
to suppress fires in New Mexico (R-3). If I hadn’t participated in the New Mexico 
detail, most of the above probably would not have happened, and I may have 
grown up to be a very dull person. 
Jim Allen called me one wintry day in late February and asked if I could be available 
for an early season fire detail to Silver City (New Mexico).  I can guarantee you, it 
was a short phone call, as I had only three words to say: “Yes, hell yes (!!).” 
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–Jim Oleson, Bill Buck, Bob Woods, 
  Danny On 1953
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There were three of us detailed from the Gobi to take part in that inter-regional 
operation: Jimmy Wright, Bob Crick, and myself. I reported directly to Missoula 
(Aerial Depot) for a three week “Refresher Course.”  The base was a short walk from 
the Bus Station, and, before I knew it, there I was, sitting in the Mess Hall with my 
new jump mates. Hey–this was good duty, you walk on board and already they’re 
feeding you (!).  All of a sudden, my life changed completely–there I was, cut loose 
and witnessing such a great big world. To top it off, you get paid to jump out of 
air planes.   I’d jumped the previous year (1953), but I was still plenty “naive, and 
wide-eyed.” Or as my compadre Bob Crick exclaimed, “Wild-eyed and grabbing 
for the bed post.” 
Having reported directly to Missoula, I missed out on any orientation about the 
mission, so I didn’t understand all that I knew about why Region One would 
actually sacrifice three positions, on a short crew (of eighteen). These were slots 
normally occupied by their own Jumpers, and I’m sure there was keen competition 
to “make” the Silver City Crew.  This was a once in a lifetime opportunity, and 
one that I intended to absorb absolutely and completely–every bit of it.  To my 
knowledge, this was the first year that Region One had shared this experience with 
any other Region.  We knew that we’d have to out perform what was expected of 
us, if we were to be welcomed back.   I can guarantee you that no one out walked, 
out worked, or out enjoyed that great detail more than those three men from the 
Gobi, in 1954. In my opinion: it was a complete success, in every possible way. 
      The first of May (1954), eighteen Jumpers left Missoula’s Aerial Depot in a 
Lockeed Lodestar with Ken Benesh (our pilot) and John Williams (A&E Mechanic). 
The Lode Star, supposedly, hadn’t been used as a Jumper aircraft in the past, and it 
was being evaluated at that time (along with us new guys). There had been some 
question about exit speed and the opening (canopy) shock I believe. 
It didn’t seem like such a long flight from Missoula, even though we made a slight 
detour to take a loop around Mt. Shasta enroute. Little did I realize that I would be 
spending the night up there (on Shasta), later that summer. That’s when several of 
us decided to climb Mt. Shasta one Saturday afternoon.  The moral to this story is: 
If you do happen to walk past the Gobi parking lot, after breakfast on a Saturday 
morning, don’t climb into the first car whose raucous occupants yell, “Come on 
lets go!” You never know where you may spend the night.
      I had some reservations about landing in New Mexico, I’d always heard it was 
mostly desert, and really hot down there.  When we landed at the Grant County 
Airport  (I remember like it was just yesterday), I knew that there would only be 
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one shady spot in that whole world, and it sure wouldn’t be under a “shade tree.” 
We off-loaded the Lode Star and threw our “Beamless Seamless” sacks into the wing 
shade and immediately flopped down. Well, that is, one of us did–the rest had to 
first dispose of their “barf bags.” It was necessary to get quickly acclimatized, if your 
lungs were to survive in that suffocating air.  Coming out of the northern climes, 
and suddenly dropping out of the clouds and stepping out into New Mexico–in 
broad day light–was more than a mere cultural shock.  New Mexico was damned 
hot.  As far as you could see it was just hot, dry, windy, brown and barren.  At least 
we rode to town in the back of a “stake bed,” thank the Lord I didn’t have to ride 
in the cab.
      The town of Silver City, was a great place for Smokejumpers. We enjoyed Mexi-
can food for the first time, and many times thereafter. The town had a population 
of about 6,000 people in those days. Copper mines and cattle ranches, the Forest 
Service, and a small Teachers College were the primary sources of employment. 
The barracks was only a block from “downtown,” and until we became acquainted, 
and found the Casa Loma Night Club, about all we had to do after supper was to 
“hang out.”  I think it took the “locals” a while to get use to those “weird guys” 
in town.  
Prior to 1954, the Jumpers were located in Demming, New Mexico, which was 
some 45 miles south of Silver City. One of the more interesting features of this 
new arrangement was that the parachute loft and our bunkhouse were part of the 
Gila Forest Warehouse in downtown Silver City.  I would be less than forthright if 
I failed to mention that “Madam Millie,” the sole owner and proprietor of three 
whorehouses, in the western states, had her “Silver City Branch” located just a 
few yards from our back fence.  This, of course, led to more fictional yarns than 
factual endeavors. The beer (50 cents) was always cold at Millie’s, and some of the 
early risers (like Max Allen, Herb Ortley, “Paper Legs,” and Hans Trankle) would 
go over and drink coffee with Millie  (in the kitchen). However, I do recall a few 
of us paying a courtesy call one evening, seeing as how we were brand new to 
the neighborhood.  It was an intriguing evening, especially when this plump and 
buxom brunette with red high heels, slowly descended the staircase, and prior 
to reaching the landing, she threw one leg over the banister and made a sociable 
inquiry: “Any of you boys wanta do the Bedspring Boogie?”  Less you form the 
wrong opinion, remember:  Gobites are a proud lot, and wouldn’t just subscribe 
to the debauchery of Millie’s place.
      On our first jump, I discovered Malapai rock. Malapai comes in all sizes and 
shapes. It’s mostly brown in color, and takes the physical characteristics of an an-
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gular  “conglomerate.”  Malapai had to be the reason that the pulaski was invented. 
It occurs throughout Arizona and New Mexico all along the Mogollon Rim, espe-
cially within the Pinyon, Juniper and Ponderosa Pine timber types. The Gobi has 
innumerable large and tough ol’ rocks, but none as treacherous and cunning as 
that dang Malapai. Anyways, my chute caught a pole sized (a short Pine tree) tree 
on our first jump.  The shroud lines and the tree both “gave” just enough to allow 
me to sit on, and bounce up and down on, one of those damned Malapai rocks. 
When those deals happen, the one thing you don’t do is report an accident–not if 
you want to retain your spot on the “jump list.”  However I did fashion a canvas 
doughnut  (pillow with a hole in the center) to fit under my “girdle” to protect 
my tailbone, in the future.   It worked just fine.  One of the boys broke his leg, on 
his first jump. My only other injury occurred when “Big Andy” (Roland Anderson) 
and I jumped a fire on a narrow, “sawed-off,” hogback ridge in the Gila Wilderness. 
It was one of those deals when the winds are so “hot” and “squirrelly” that safety 
is less then marginal. But with lightning and fires everywhere, you finally load up 
the aircraft with Jumpers and you circle around and around, and work your way 
in after the storm cells pass, and you drop streamers until you get two to stay on 
the same ridge line. On that occasion I pulled the Achilles tendon in a heel. But it 
could have been a hell of a lot worse.  I was the second man on a “two-man stick.” 
As I looked back, Andy was clinging to the top of a skinny little pine tree, his chute 
was in the brush below him, and his tree was whipping and bending almost in 
two. Unfortunately there wasn’t a pine tree for me to grab. Anyway, that’s when 
I hurt my foot.  We had some great jumps on the Gila, and some interesting fires. 
The forest personnel were a pleasure to be around.
The Southwest, and its people, made a lasting impression on me, so much so, that 
we (Roberta and I) returned and spent most of our lives there.  Equally impres-
sive, were the individuals that made up that early season detail to the Southwest 
in 1954. What a privilege it was to be one of them.  Anyways, that’s the end of 
my debriefing.   
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I PULLED TO THE RIGHT SHOULDER OF ROUTE 99 overlooking the Illinois Valley in southwest Oregon. There in the distance, about twenty miles to the north, I detected the gray-white wisp of smoke rising from the sawmill just 
south of Cave Junction. Off to the left of the sawmill, I could just make out a dry 
stretch of desert-like country that marked the old lakebed that defined the area 
where I was headed. Yes, sure enough, I could just make out a portion of asphalt 
runway that marked the location of the Siskiyou Smokejumper Base, Illinois Valley 
Airport, Siskiyou National Forest. The GOBI!
I was thrilled to be back. Down there were many of my friends from my rookie 
year. For sure Jim Allen (NCSB-46) and Al Boucher (CJ-49) would be there and the 
indomitable Orv Looper (CJ-49), together with Squadleaders Jack Harter (CJ-51) 
and Rod Newton (CJ-51).
Yep—I felt right at home once again. It had been a long fall and winter at school 
at WVU (West Virginia University), where I had just completed my third year in 
forestry school. All of the theory was fine, but I was glad to return to the real ac-
tion. With a brief look around, I savored the familiar odor of the dense stands of 
ponderosa pines and the very faint smell of smoke rising from the valley below. 
For sure the long months at school had paid off—I was home!
Driving on I could see the surrounding mountain peaks and observed them to 
be covered in snow. They were really not that high, and the thought crossed my 
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mind that the Siskiyou had had a hard winter. This might portend a very slow 
start to fire season.
It wasn’t long until I could make out the buildings next to the airstrip. Sure enough, 
there was the faded red and black twin Beech (N 045) parked on the tarmac. That 
meant that Ed Schultz was in residence. It would be good to see him again. He 
was a superb jumper pilot with tons of experience. I trusted him to a fault. He was 
responsible for carrying me on many a jump and he never failed and neither did 
N 045.
A left turn off of Route 199 and I was there. Sure enough Jim Allen greeted me with 
a smile, a warm handshake and a quiet, calm welcome back. Much the same was 
offered by the rest of the crew I knew so well. I set myself up in the bunk house 
and stopped by the mess hall to say hello to the ladies that took such good care 
of us three times a day. I got into my jeans and boots and checked into the loft 
to draw my gear and sign some payroll stuff. Then it was off for a run with the 
rookies through the rocks and scrub brush of the Gobi. Damn, it felt good to be 
back in the saddle!
In the ten days that followed, four or five of us returnees went through refresher 
training lead by Jack Harter or Rod Newton. Then it was jump time. So one bright, 
cool and windless morning, we loaded aboard the Beech and hit the silk. To my 
surprise we landed, rolled the chutes and headed back to the airport to do it again. 
Jim said he wanted us ready, just in case.
Well, the next ten days were filled with morning “calla hoopies,” work about the 
base (I painted two sides of the loft) and other menial tasks. We may have had 
another jump sometime during that period, I don’t remember. I also had time 
for less demanding endeavors at Oregon Caves National Monument visiting my 
girlfriend. 
Fire season sure was getting off to a slow start. My initial thoughts back on the 
mountain were coming true. All the storms that passed through the region were 
“wet” or had no lightning in them. Then, one evening, Jim Allen gathered four of 
us in the mess hall and related a conversation he had had with a District Ranger 
on the Umpqua Forest. The subject of the call was to see if the SJ Project would 
be interested in a jump on his district to clear three miles of frequently used trail 
that was used by deer and elk hunters with pack animals. Now, the trail portion in 
question was located in a very remote section of the forest and positioned high up 
on a ridge, some distance from water, so it would be a dry camp. It was estimated 
that the job would take seven to ten days because the trail area would have to be 
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“swamped” out wider than normal, due to the use of pack animals. Further, it was 
in an area of very tall Douglas fir and sugar pines. The only “safe” drop zone would 
be into the trees because the ridge line, though open, was very rocky. 
I always knew that the 200-foot letdown ropes were good for something!!
OK, let’s go for it. Painting buildings was never my forte. The jump was set for 
the next morning, so we busied ourselves with preparations. We packed food and 
water (lots of water), got our tools together and other essentials to last us for up 
to ten days. Four Jumpers working a trail for that length of time can consume lots 
of food and water.
In the morning we loaded the Beech with our cargo and quickly found out from 
Ed Schultz that with four Jumpers we would be overloaded. (Where was the DC-
3 when we needed it?) Well now, two runs to the Umpqua was not on the tally 
sheet. If we wanted more of this activity during slow fire periods, we would have 
to keep the cost down. Therefore, we could take four Jumpers and whatever we 
could, so as not to over-gross the aircraft. If memory serves me right, we kept all of 
the water and off-loaded a lot of food. Boy, this is going to be some picnic. Maybe, 
just maybe, the Beech would swing by our camp on the way to another destination 
and drop off some of our food (it never happened).
We loaded up and taxied to the runway end. Ed was driving and Al Boucher was 
in the right seat and acting as spotter. We were really jammed in tight, and I could 
tell that N045 was at or near gross. Ed checked out the engines and taxied to the 
very end of the runway. Thankfully, there was a breeze blowing, and it was a rela-
tively cool morning.
Ed poured the coal to the twin Wasp engines, and we began to roll –and roll—and 
roll. Finally, the tail came up and we lifted off in a very flat climb. Ed kept the 
power up for longer than usual as we eased out of the Illinois Valley and turned 
on course with the Beech purring like a kitten. God, I loved that airplane.
It was about a one-hour hop to the jump area and, we had some time to enjoy the 
cool air at altitude. Once over the intended jump area, we got a chance to view the 
trail and surrounding area. Big trees for sure!! Al climbed out of the right seat and 
wiggled his way through water cans, tools, food packs and Jumpers to the open 
door. Ed lined up on a run for a streamer drop to check the wind. I remember Al 
saying,” Make sure you have your 200 foot ropes.” Then it was time to go. I was 
number three, so I would be in the second stick. First two were away and Ed gunned 
the Beech to regain some altitude. It was my turn and Al put me as number two. 
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I have often wondered why he put me in that position for I was the bigger of the 
two of us. At six feet one inch and near 200 pounds, I had a hard time as number 
two and an even harder time getting a good exiting position out of the small Beech 
door. Thus, I had become accustomed to sliding out the door legs still folded under 
me and trying to make the best of it.
(As an aside I talked to Al at the 2004 Reunion in Missoula this year and he still 
couldn’t give me a good reason for putting me number two.). The last words from 
Al were,” Hang up, that’s your only option.”
I got out the door with some effort and got a decent position and opening. I checked 
the orange and white 32 foot canopy and turned towards the trail area. Yep, Al was 
right, no landing spot here. I picked out what looked to be a very tall sugar pine 
and set up for it. A couple of relatively quick 360’s and I had the tree bore sighted 
right where I wanted it. No forward drift–tree between my boots–I’m set. I went 
through the upper branches and looked up to see my canopy cover the top of the 
tree. Not bad, so far, as I crashed through the limbs. Canopy is hanging and I can 
see the ground. There were some of the biggest boulders down there that I have 
ever seen. It was really good to be “hung up.”
There was a resounding “crack” and a rush of green limbs as I passed through them. 
Damn, the canopy broke free and I was headed for those boulders below. All I could 
think of was to keep my feet together, head up and hands on the risers, stay loose 
and don’t reach with my feet. I landed between two huge rocks in a perfect vertical 
position, but with a tremendous jarring thud. How I managed to wind up between 
those two rocks, wedged in like a wooden shim, I will never know. Nevertheless, I 
had the wind knocked out of me and I couldn’t speak. Here I was–jammed between 
two huge boulders, holding onto my chute risers, not touching the ground and 
unable to speak. My jump partner, not seeing me hanging in a tree, came looking 
for me. On sight he must have thought I was dead or seriously hurt for he called 
to the other guys to inform them I was hurt and to inform the plane.
I really wasn’t hurt, just stunned by the impact and couldn’t speak. After a time, I 
regained my breath and was able to communicate that I was alright. All I needed 
was help getting out of this wedge situation I found myself in.
Later in the day, after we had collected our gear and made camp, I had time to 
reflect on my experience. The good part of this event was that I was unhurt, and 
I didn’t have to retrieve my chute from that monster sugar pine. The bad part 
was that I came close to serious injury and the chute would have lots of patches 
decorating the canopy.
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It has been 46 years since this event and some of the facts are foggy, but I vividly 
remember someone saying at the brief in the mess hall the night before the jump, 




AT THE CAVE JUNCTION LAST JUNE, there was a roll call of CJ Jumpers no longer with us, at which point we were asked to share our memories of those we knew. Two of those were Gid Newton (CJ 55) and Benny Tucker 
(CJ 59). Beyond Benny’s softball pitching ability, no one shared any memories. I 
expected others to come forth and lacked the composure to do so myself at the 
time, but I would have you know something of my old pals.
Gid was a most unusual guy, gentle, soft spoken, sweet.  You wondered how he 
got involved with the rest of us. He was special to Jim and Emily Allen. He was the 
only Jumper I knew whom they trusted to babysit their precious daughters. Most 
Jumpers would teach your children to drink beer, and the more creative would 
teach them to make beer, but not Gid. He was responsible, which led to one of my 
most cherished practical jokes.
Jumpers strongly believed that no virtue should go unpunished, and so it was 
with Gid. One hot summer evening after work, the rest of us were headed to the 
Chit Chat for beer. Gid declined to join us because he was on top of the jump list 
and wanted to be sober and prepared. When we got back from closing the tavern, 
he was sleeping soundly. We reset his clock to 5 AM; got half dressed in our work 
clothes, and then roused him. We convinced him we had tried unsuccessfully to 
wake him earlier and told him we were to fly to McCall at first light to back them 
up on a big bust. He leaped out of bed, quickly passed us all in getting dressed, and 
tore out for the landing, at which point we got undressed and went to bed!
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Gid was one of many Jumpers who joined Air America at the start of the Viet Nam 
war. He was killed in an airdrop out of Vientiane, Laos in 1963.
His name, along with about 150 others, is on a plaque at the University of Texas 
commemorating those who gave their lives in that cause without benefit of uni-
form. They cannot be added to the Viet Nam War Memorial. I would like to get 
his name, and the name of the other Air America employees, onto the Memorial. 
I find it ironic that this most responsible and honorable of men would now be 
found unfit to be remembered fully and publicly.
On the lighter side, there was my friend Benny. Someone at the reunion remem-
bered Benny’s diminutive stature and compared him to the fabled “Mouse”, me-
morialized in this publication by his friend Troop. Compared to Mouse, Benny 
was a giant of a man at about 5 foot 5 inches. He did have a wicked softball pitch, 
that’s true. But he also had a wicked sense of humor and inventive wit. He knew 
that at his size that could get him hurt, so he used guys like me at times.
Benny thought up an ingenious trick to pull on Dick Groom (CJ 59).
Dick was a big guy given to mischief himself, although he preferred perpetrating it 
to being victimized. He was a macho dude who was overly equipped with testos-
terone and never backed down from a challenge. Clearly a virtue to be exploited, 
in Benny’s mind.
Benny had a 1954 Mercury that we used to call a hardtop convertible and that 
he had rigged up with glass pack mufflers. It could get very loud. We invited Dick 
to go cruising in Grants Pass one summer evening, knowing he would insist on 
sitting on the outside passenger side, with me in the middle. As we cruised by a 
market with a display of watermelons on a rack in the parking lot, Benny suggested 
that we lift one of them, to which Dick agreed. When we pulled in, Benny parked 
about 20-30 feet away from the rack. Dick was uneasy about this distance but 
couldn’t put himself to snivel or back down. He jumped out, ran over and picked 
up the biggest melon in the rack, and started laboring back to the car. At this point 
Benny revved the Mercury up to the maximum decibels and peeled out of the lot, 
drawing the owner and several customers out to see what all the racket was. There 
was Dick, standing with his melon looking wistfully after us, just knowing that 
we were going to stop and rescue him at any moment. He was wrong about that. 
When he realized it, he ran through the crowd, put the melon back on the rack, 
fought his way free from them, and ran down the street.
We circled Dick for some time, inquiring as to his state of mind and whether he 
intended to do violence to us. At first he just snarled, “No, I ain’t mad. Stop.” We 
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said we didn’t like the tone of his voice and continued to circle him until he started 
laughing and had obviously forgiven us. That was classic Benny Tucker. He had 
taken me along in case Dick didn’t recover his sense of humor sufficiently. He was 
a little survivor, until stricken down with a cerebral hemorrhage.
These are some of the memories of my two friends. I regret that I lacked the com-
posure to express them at the time of our reunion. They are friends who are very 
much alive and dear to me in my memory.
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ICAME ACROSS A COPY OF THE END-OF-YEAR REPORT that Jim Allen sent to the Jumpers during the off-season.  It sure brought back the memories.
Jim was meticulous in the preparation of these reports:  names and home mailing 
addresses of the entire crew, dates, names and locations of each fire, the acreage, 
and who jumped it.  A narrative of the entire season also covers the detailing of 
crews to other jump bases in response to lightning activity, and as well as visitors 
to Cave Junction.  In the 1960 edition, the temporary addition in late July of a 
Forest Service plane from California, piloted by Cal Ferris, is briefly noted.
Cal Ferris.  Hey, I remember that guy.  For one thing, he eased my way into smoke-
jumping.  He was also a possible factor in the only serious incident that I encoun-
tered in my brief two-season career.
Cal was Chief Pilot of Region Five, and spent most of his time in a federal office 
building in San Francisco’s financial district.  The same building also housed the 
Coast Guard district office, where my father worked.  One day in the spring of 
1959, my father got off the elevator at the Forest Service floor.  He was there to 
inquire about smokejumping, and was soon introduced to Cal.
“ T h r o t t l e s ”  F e r r i s  C o m e s    
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My parents had just learned that their baby boy had not only applied for the Red-
ding Smokejumpers, but had been accepted.  They had no idea what a Smokejumper 
did, but it sounded dangerous.  They were concerned.
Cal let my father know that he was one of the jump plane pilots, and was very 
reassuring.  He said all the right things.  Smokejumping wasn’t dangerous at all, 
actually.  The safety record was spotless.  Nothing to it, really.  Cal even compared 
the deceleration of a parachute landing to getting off a high-speed elevator at the 
ground floor.  He promised to look in on me on his next trip to Redding.  Not to 
worry.  My father left Cal’s office greatly relieved.
When I got to Redding, however, I learned that Cal’s nickname was “Throttles.”  It 
seems that he just wasn’t much for slowing the plane down for the Jumpers.  This 
was back in the days when parachutes were packed without a sleeve, and tended 
to open quite suddenly.  Cal wasn’t all that concerned about it.  Given the choice 
between Jumper opening shock and coming even close to stalling the plane, he 
readily chose the former.  The Redding Jumpers, thoroughly spoiled by regular Twin 
Beech pilot Burt Train’s 70 knot approach speed, hated to see Cal Ferris show up in 
his soiled orange coveralls during busy periods.  But Cal made a point of looking 
me up on his first visit to Redding that year, and I was pleased to meet him.  But 
I never flew with him, either.  Not in Redding, that is.
My first and only ride with Cal was the following year in Cave Junction.  It was 
July 27, 1960.  There were three of us.  I had the map case, and was to go out on 
the first pass.  The other two were Ron Lufkin and Jim Page, both rookies making 
their first fire jumps.  I found out later that it was also Ron’s 21st birthday.  Ron’s 
brother, Larry Lufkin, another great record keeper, had recently confirmed the 
details.  It was the Prairie Meadow Fire on the Willamette.
I had just returned the night before from five weeks of ROTC summer camp at 
Fort Lewis, Washington, and I was rusty.  Maybe it was the long layoff from either 
jumping or thinking much about jumping during that period.  Maybe I should 
have had a practice jump beforehand, to get back into the swing of things.  Maybe 
the strange plane was a factor.  I’m not even sure that it had a step.
And maybe, just maybe, Cal Ferris was driving it too fast.  All I know is that I made 
an awkward, tumbling exit.  The slipstream flipped me head over heels, and I passed 
through the shroud lines, feet first, as the parachute deployed.
One line came up behind me, and got stuck between my back and the main 
parachute’s backboard.  Another came up under my right arm, immobilizing it. 
Several more came up in front of me, and, when the parachute opened, ripped 
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the reserve from its supporting Hubble snaps on the lower part of my harness. 
My ditty bag went sailing through the air, never to be seen again.  At least one 
line remained caught on the reserve, which by now was pulled up in front of my 
helmet, completely blocking my view.
The parachute opened completely, or so I assumed.   It was just as well, because I 
was all tied up like a rolled roast of beef.  I couldn’t see, couldn’t move and couldn’t 
steer.  I also must have been descending quite rapidly, because, before I was fully 
appreciative of what had happened to me, I suddenly landed, with pinpoint ac-
curacy, in the fire.
Well, OK, so I landed in a tree over the fire.  It wasn’t a big tree, and it wasn’t a big 
fire, but it was hot and smoky, and there I was, stuck above it all, immobilized. 
Then things got worse.
As the parachute began losing air, the line under my right arm pulled tighter and 
tighter, cutting off the circulation.  All I could see, two inches in front of my nose, 
pressed against the facemask, was the handle of the knife attached to the reserve. 
I found that I could reach it with my gloved right hand, but I couldn’t feel it.  I 
could see it, however, and I watched my fingers gradually tighten around the knife 
handle.  When my grasp looked sufficiently secure, I pulled the knife out of its 
sheath.  I told myself several times, “Don’t drop it!”
I cut three lines, and, immediately, things began to improve.  I disentangled myself 
from the rest of the lines, unsnapped the capewells, shinnied down the tree, and 
hotfooted it through the ashes, out of the fire.  By the time that Lufkin and Page 
landed, I was no longer hyperventilating, and was trying my best to look cool and 
collected.  
The rest of the fire was uneventful, except for my sleep-talking episode later that 
day.  Ron still talks about it every time I see him at reunions.  That, and the flying 
ditty bag.
Later, of course, I had to explain things to a skeptical Norman Pawlowski, the 
Siskiyou Aerial Project Mother Superior, Squad Leader & Head Seamstress, and the 
rest of his sewing circle, when I turned in my main in parts and pieces.
“Hell, yes, I had to cut those lines, Norm.”  Norman isn’t buying it.  Grumble, 
grumble.  My little fire, to make my point, grew in the retelling, both in size and 
intensity.  “It was a raging holocaust, Norm.  Honest!”  More grumble, grumble.
And Cal Ferris?  By the time we got back to CJ, Cal was gone, returning to San 
Francisco.  I never saw him again.
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THE SUMMER BEFORE I WAS MARRIED, Al, Phil Clarke, and Capp Rowley visited me at the Oregon Caves information booth in Cave Junction, and I remember Capp and Phil quickly leaving by the back windows as my dad 
drove up to question Al about keeping me out too late.
My first home after marriage to Al was a duplex, the other half being the liquor 
store in Cave Junction. I was now a Smokejumper’s wife and our home was very 
popular!
We eventually lived on the base next to the training area for seven years, while 
our two boys were young and impressionable. They were applauded when they 
put two six packs of beer bottles in the dryer and turned it on. They were also 
recognized when they filled the car gas tank with rocks! One of our boys became 
a Smokejumper–Don jumped out of the North Cascade base for eight years.
And memories of the Jumpers.  Some things are still clear in my mind.
The Peters brothers bringing a huge rattlesnake to our house in a gallon jar. I didn’t 
invite them in!
Mick Swift bringing a rattlesnake in a cardboard box back from North Cascades 
and asking me to hold it while he used the restroom.
Larry Wright setting a speed record exiting the Twin Beech after the gear collapsed 
on landing and slid off the runway. Ralph Williams was right behind him.
Norm Pawlowski coming to our house with a bottle of booze on his 21st birthday 
to ask Al to help him celebrate.
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Ron Price and Dick Light were at our house one evening having a few drinks. They 
had me call the barracks and pretend I was one of the girls from the Oregon Caves 
and say their annual party at the forks was right now ... The barracks lit up and 
cars roared out. I was so convincing, Ron and Dick went too.
The night Al rode one of our bikes to the pilots’ shed to join Jim Allen and Ralph 
Williams (on his way back from New Mexico) to have a few drinks and our Don 
riding down on another bike (without a seat) and trading bikes without bothering 
to tell his dad who rode home after dark!
In 1960, I went to work in the loft learning to pack and repair parachutes. Al 
jumped my first keeper. Of course, he packed his own reserve!
There are other stories, but I’ll save them for the reunion.
I  R e m e m b e r
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I WOULD GUESS THAT MOST OF US prospective Jumpers applied to the Smoke-jumpers for the excitement and status of aerial fire suppression.  My first contact with Jumpers was when I was a “pounder’ with a hot shot crew.  I was impressed 
and wanted to be a Jumper real bad.
For me, the real excitement was taking in the western mountain scenery from the 
jump plane and while swinging under that big umbrella.  Problem was, sometimes 
the sightseeing caused me to land far away from the LZ.  The jumping is great. 
The fire fighting and packout, well that’s another story.
And so it was, this June 1963.  We got a fire call and left the Gobi late one afternoon 
for our first fire of the season.  Jumpers: Hal Ward, Tommy Smith, Jerry Schmidt, 
and Jerry John.  Spotter was Mick (Mick was the best spotter around).  Early in the 
season, out of shape, steep country in the Shasta-Trinity Wilderness.  This could 
be bad, nah!
Mick spotted us onto a spur ridge with a lone snag burning along with about an 
acre of brush.  Everyone made it in OK except Tommy who got a little close to the 
fire and singed his chute.
We lined the fire pretty quickly, got the snag down, and mopped it all night.  Got 
to get that OT!  A day later, we were ready to packout.  Looking at the map, we saw 
that the packout was to Cecil Point Lookout, a 12 miles distance and uphill just 
about every step.  We cussed the Ranger who plotted this route.  But away we went 
on a hot day with not much water left.  Any of you Gobi Jumpers or other Jumpers 
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who have jumped into northern California know of the “California Brush,” brush 
that slopes downhill and fights your upward progress at every step.  For about 
16 hours, out of shape, exhausted, and thirsty we inch our way up those rocky 
bushy mountains.  Please, God, put me out of my misery!  Finally, about dusk we 
saw the lookout ahead.  The nice lady at the lookout opined that she had never 
seen in all her years such an exhausted, wretched bunch of firefighters–and so we 
were.  The Forest Service pickup arrived, but there was not much banter during 
the trip back to Cecilville.  All recovered enough to try the local watering hole for 
a couple of beers.  Sweet revenge as we drank a toast to the mountains that damn 
near did us in!
B a d  P a c k o u t
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I’VE OFTEN SUSPECTED THAT IT MIGHT BE FUN to be identical twins, but I must recognize the hazards of two people being as homely as me.  That hazard is not involved with the Peters twins, Larry and Garry, so they do have fun be-
ing identical.  The sons of Mr. and Mrs. Joel Peters, of Lakeview, are working this 
summer as smoke jumpers with the Forest Service, stationed over at Cave Junction 
in Illinois Valley.
I never could tell the Peters twins apart, as Joe well knows because anytime I had a 
picture of them (football team, basketball team, and like that) I ran down to Joe’s 
Union Station to get the names right.  All who know the two boys will get a boot 
out of the following write up from the Illinois Valley News:
“Heard about the 880 yard dash at Medford that saw an amazing run by “one” of 
our smokejumpers?  You did?  Well maybe your neighbor didn’t, so relax.  Identi-
cal twins Larry and Garry Peters and nearly the entire force of Jumpers went over 
to Medford for the “All-Comers” track event and Larry (or Garry) entered the 880 
yard run.  Larry (or Garry) took off with a burst of speed, with no thought of pac-
ing himself and soon led the pack.  As Larry (or Garry) came around for the second 
lap all the Jumpers rushed out to cheer him on, practically surrounding him and 
Larry (or Garry) faded into the group while his brother, Garry (or Larry) took over. 
Garry (or Larry) gained even more of a lead on the second go-around and nearly 
set an all time record.  The judges became quite excited over the victory, falling 
off the judges’ stand and carrying on something fierce until one started checking 
a little more into the case.  It was all settled with Larry (or Garry) and Garry (or 
Larry) both getting first place ribbons for the event.”
      L a r r y  ( o r  G a r r y )  a n d     
G a r r y  ( o r  L a r r y )
G A R RY  P E T E R S   L A R RY  P E T E R S
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From the Lakeview Examiner, in the summer of 1964, as it 
quoted the original article by Bob Grant of the IV News.
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ALLOW ME TO INTRODUCE TWO GUYS who play principle roles in the goofy drama which I am about to recount. John Kirkley and I were fellow rookies in 1964.  I was a local guy who, for years, had idolized the Jumpers 
who frequented my home town every summer, but particularly those local guys 
who jumped. I knew Ron Cherry quite well, and was in awe of Mick Swift (“Swuff”) 
even while he was still a student at good old Illinois Valley High School. John was 
from Alabama, where he attended the University of Alabama. I was a lackluster 
athlete who had to really hustle to keep up with the training regimen, whereas 
John, a member of the University of Alabama track team, was a superb physical 
specimen. I kept a fairly low profile, but John was immediately probably the most 
popular rookie. He had the natural flair and confidence which accrues to good ath-
letes, and was good to get along with. He also had great courage, as demonstrated 
on one occasion when he “took on” Mick Swift during a training incident.
We were heading out to Pomeroy Dam to practice landing in water just in case. 
Once there we would take turns jumping from the top of the little irrigation dam 
down into the water in our full jump gear. It was a typical beastly hot day on the 
Gobi and, since Pomeroy Dam was a little distance from the base, we rookies were 
enjoying the breeze as we rode in the back of a Forest Service rig through farm 
fields enroute to the dam. Mick, whom we all revered and kinda feared, was at the 
wheel with his window rolled down. As we neared the dam, we approached a wet 
and muddy spot on the road, created by an over-enthusiastic sprinkler in a nearby 
hay field. Swift brought the truck to a skidding halt as the jet of water approached 
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the road, and held us hostage there while we were soaked. We rookies laughed and 
hooted and hollered, but I was astonished to see Kirkley whip off his hard hat, 
fill it with water from a canteen, and head for the front of the truck bed. I could 
not believe my eyes when Kirkley leaned around the cab and, through the open 
window, flung the contents all over Swift. The rest of us more humble rookies held 
our collective breath as we waited to see what would befall Kirkley, but Swift just 
cussed, and laughed, and we went on to the dam. See what I mean by raw courage? 
That courage, however, would soon be tested to the max.
We looked forward to our only training two-man jump, because it would signal 
the end of training (“rookie-hood”) and the start of actually going out on fires. 
We had been taught several specific things we needed to know concerning a two-
man stick. As most oldsters will recall, back in those days the pilot (probably John 
Cowan) would throttle the Twin Beech back to 90 mph just before the Jumpers 
exited, which frankly meant that the plane immediately started to drop out of the 
sky (“losing altitude” is a more genteel way of describing it). Therefore, we had 
been advised, the second man out the door would actually be lower in the air than 
the first Jumper. That counter-intuitive fact meant little until it became reality. 
We had also been taught, and re-taught, to talk to each other all the way down so 
we could tell approximately where our jump partner was at all times. Finally, we 
had also been taught that the correct procedure to avoid any in-air emergency was 
to pull hard on the right (I think) steering toggle, thereby initiating a hard right 
turn out of danger–(Smokejumper “rules of the road”).  Three new things to worry 
about, whereas I’m a kind of a can’t-chew-gum-and-walk guy.
The morning of our first two-man jump arrived, and though I didn’t realize it, fate 
had stacked the deck against me. The problem was that we were going to be doing 
three new things that morning, in addition to the new things which were part-
and-parcel of any two-man jump. The three new tasks were: (1) we were jumping 
on an entirely new spot on a wooded hillside to the east of Cave Junction, (2) it 
was to be our first two-man stick, and (3) we were “jumping for spot” on the jump 
list. Kirkley and I were paired up for this jump.
As I said, I was a local guy, and my parents were waiting at the jump zone to film 
my glorious descent. I went out first, so when John went out the door, I was higher 
in the air than him. We began hollering and talking to each other, but, because we 
were also “jumping for spot” that morning, we soon stopped talking as we respec-
tively focused on the jump zone in an entirely new venue. Our sole concentration 
was to hit closest to the spot. Imagine my surprise when I looked up and saw that I 
was approaching John’s canopy and would soon hit it! I pulled a hard right turn as 
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I hit the canopy. I was immediately enveloped in colorful nylon, and I could hear 
John yelling at me–I could even hear the spectators on the ground yelling. After 
what seemed like an eternity, the upward air pressure on John’s canopy popped 
me out of his nylon, and it seemed all was going to be okay. He was pulling a hard 
right turn and so was I, so–you guessed it–as we each came to turn , we were facing 
each other and it seemed another collision was imminent. This time I pulled left 
and avoided the collision, but I swear I saw Kirkley reaching for the knife atop his 
reserve chute so he could cut me out of the sky if we became entangled! Anyway, 
by that time we were each too close to the ground to do any meaningful steering 
for the jump spot. We each landed embarrassingly far from it.
It all ended OK, but there was a cost associated with my adventure–I had to pay 
$5.00 into the athletic fund because I missed the jump zone, $5.00 for colliding 
with Kirkley, $5.00 for dropping something from the air during the collision, and 
$5.00 for swearing. In addition, when I asked my folks to show me the movie of it 
all, they replied that they had been so preoccupied with what was going on high 
in the air, they had forgotten to turn on the camera. Oh well, a small price to pay 
for the dubious distinction of being what must probably be one of the few Smoke-
jumpers to participate in a mid-air collision.  I hope Kirkley is also appropriately 
grateful to share that distinction.
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I JUMPED ON THE GOBI IN ‘64 AND ‘65.    (Those numerals now approximate my ever-increasing age and also my ever-decreasing I.Q.)    One of my fellow rookies was Ed Jones (“Jonesie”),  a big guy who had played college football, 
and was a teeny bit brash, though very enjoyable.  Regretfully, Ed Jones died a few 
years ago from cancer.
 Chuck Mansfield  was one of the “older” Jumpers.   During the nine months of 
the year when not jumping, he was polishing off his PhD in physics.  Chuck was 
wiry, but slight in stature.   Legend was that the first couple of jumps Mansfield 
made, he had used the standard 32 footer and had drifted great distances before 
landing, simply because he was so light he couldn’t get his chute out of the air. 
Thereafter, he learned some esoteric technique of increasing his rate of descent so 
he would land in approximately the same county as his jump partner. 
At some point Jonesie  started to kinda-sorta pick on Mansfield because of the size 
differential, and also because Mansfield came on as more highly educated than 
Jonesie.  It was all in good fun, except, of course, for Mansfield. 
Sometime during my second summer  there was a lightning burst near the  Rogue 
River, way over towards the coast.  The storm was probably in response to a ritual/
traditional lightning dance performed by desperate Jumpers out on the runway—a 
la Dave (“Chutes”)  Towers.  Soon two jump teams flew out aboard the  Twin 
Beech heading for what would be known as the Green Knob Fire.  I was assigned 
to jump on a two-manner with  Jerry John, (now a retired dentist in Central Point, 
Oregon).  Chuck  and Jonesie were assigned as a second team to be dropped on 
a nearby fire caused by the same batch of lightning.  Jerry and I went out first. 
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Mansfield and Jones were going to be jumped up-slope from us a couple of miles 
away, and we four tentatively planned to link up after both fires were out. 
As it turned out, though neither team knew what was happening on the other 
team’s fire, both teams were simultaneously plagued by tall-timber grief—each 
lost the immediate use of its firepack (containing tools, food, sleeping bags, etc.) 
because it hung-up in a very tall Doug fir. Therefore, by coincidence, whatever 
Jerry and I did at our fire, Mansfield and Jones were duplicating on their fire.  Jerry 
and I had no time to retrieve our firepack because the fire was spreading quickly, 
so we grabbed sticks for implements and aggressively began scratching out a fire 
line. By the time Jerry and I had our fire fully contained there was no daylight 
remaining, so our firepack spent the night comfortably up in the tree while we 
wrapped up in our chutes and spent the  night uncomfortably on the ground. 
Next morning we took a while insuring our fire was completely dead, but for rea-
sons which I don’t now recall, were unsuccessful in liberating our firepack.  Soon, 
we loaded up and waited to see whether the other two would appear.   Finally we 
heard racket up the slope and we hailed the incoming jumpers.  When the two 
appeared, we were astonished to see that Jonesies’ hard hat was smashed half flat 
and was perched on the top of his head, causing him to look  somewhat like Don 
Quixote probably looked.  Jerry and I immediately asked what had happened to 
the tin hat–Jones was uncommonly quiet, and refused to give any details.  Then 
Mansfield queried, “Jones, shall I tell them?” Whereupon Jones turned pale and 
humbly asked Mansfield not to tell us what had happened. Then Mansfield, with 
a look in his eye which can only occur when a smaller guy has some good leverage 
over a bigger guy, asked something like “Jones, how would you like to carry my 
pack for the next half mile?”  Jones anxiously agreed.  However, there was no trail 
between our position and the road far below us.  Our only option was to follow 
nearby Shasta Costa Creek downhill to the road.  The route was steep, and crossed 
by rock slides, and night was approaching, so we waited until the following morn-
ing to begin our descent. 
 Next morning, Mansfield  again kept Jonesie under his thumb by threatening to 
disclose Jones’ secret.  That set the tone for the next several hours while we packed 
downhill to the road.  The pack out was unusually demanding, because, in the ab-
sence of a  trail, we spent half our trip scrambling downhill right  in the water and 
slippery rock  of the creek bed.  That entire day there was nothing too humiliating 
for Mansfield to request.  Jerry John and I greatly enjoyed the interaction, but we 
never received a hint of what Jones had done which had placed him so firmly in 
the grasp of his smaller jump partner.
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As I recall, during the rest of the season, whenever Mansfield needed any favor, 
Jonesie was only too too willing to comply.  In poetic justice, the tormentor and 
tormentee had reversed roles.  We never did find out what had befallen Jones, and 
it remains one of the funnier mysteries I’ve encountered during my life. 
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IIN THE MID-60S ALL WESTERN FORESTS were directed to initiate Pre-Attack Planning.  This planning, when approved, designated logical places for de-velopment of such permanent features as helispots, pump chances, fire camp 
sites, etc.  In 1966 the Siskiyou National Forest proposed that the Smokejumpers 
based at Cave Junction would be used to construct 24 helispots strategically placed 
throughout the Coast Range of Southern Oregon.  Our boss, Delos Dutton agreed 
as it would give early and late season work to his Jumpers and promote good will 
with the Forest.  The helispots would be 150’ in diameter on ridge tops with good 
access and egress points.  They would be used for fire suppression delivery and 
pick-up points.
The plan was as follows: 2-3 Jumpers would jump onto a ridge on Monday morning, 
cut a 150’ circle, leave our jump gear at the first spot and pack provisions, tools, 
and equipment the 2-4 miles down into the bottom of the drainage, and up to the 
next ridge to cut another spot.  This same procedure was to occur each day with 
a helicopter or cargo drop to re-supply us mid-week with additional food, water, 
and saw gas/oil.  So…the bottom line was to cut 5 helispots in 5 days.  We were 
to be extracted by helicopter on Friday after we completed the fifth spot of the 
week.  At that time we would direct the helicopter to Spot #1, retrieve our chutes 
and jump gear, and return to the Aerial Project.
Well…the best laid plans of mice and men sometimes turn to rat #$%& !
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When John Robison and I jumped onto a ridge in the fall of 1966, it seemed like 
a perfect plan as we cut the first 150’ circle and, by mid-afternoon, proceeded to 
pack to the next spot.  If you have ever tried to pack cross country in the southern 
Oregon Coast Range, you know how difficult a feat this can be.  There were no trails 
to follow, just an impenetrable wall of madrone, manzanita, and tan oak.  Our packs 
were soaked with the spotty fall rains and the constant drip from the vegetation 
we attempted to penetrate.  There were times when the fastest and easiest way to 
proceed was to climb on top of the canopy of brush and crawl over it as best we 
could.  At any rate, there was no easy way to get to the next spot.
We approached the second spot in near darkness, and proceeded to eat and bed 
down.  The next day we cut out the helispot and got an earlier start toward the 
next spot, but with no better results.  We were still crawling through the brush at 
dark and reached the third ridge in total darkness and in near total exhaustion. 
We ate the last of our provisions in the dark and bedded down.
The third day was no better, with the highlight being that the weather had socked 
us in and we could not be re-supplied with food, water, or saw gas/oil.  We had 
enough gas and oil to cut out the third spot.  We accomplished that task, and with-
out food or water, proceeded toward the fourth ridge, figuring that the fog would 
lift and we could be re-supplied by late that afternoon.  No such luck…
By this time we were getting pretty hungry.  So hungry, in fact, that I shot a small 
bird and was almost ready to eat it raw when John convinced me otherwise.  At 
that point, it was apparent that we were not going to get any food or water that 
day or, most likely the next day either.  I called the closest lookout on the radio 
and was told that our best way out was to proceed 3-4 miles down the ridge to a 
jeep trail approximately 1,000-2,000 feet below.
It was approaching dark and I looked at John and said, “Pull out your headlamp!” 
He looked at me like a deer in the headlights.  I told him once again, “Pull out your 
headlamp!”  Finally, he did as I requested. I then told him, “Smash it on a rock!” 
John was quick minded…he knew!   I said again, “Smash it on a rock!”  He did. 
Then I pulled out my headlamp and proceeded to smash it in the same fashion.  
I called the person again in the lookout tower and I said we had 122 lbs. of gear 
to pack and no headlamps and it was getting dark.  We would be proceeding in 
the morning.
At dawn, we proceeded to pack (scratch and crawl our way) to the jeep trail, only 
to discover that it had been washed out, forcing us to walk another 8 miles to a 
place where we were retrieved.  
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In the end, our clothes were in tatters, we were cut, scratched, sore, and aching, 
but had the satisfaction that we made it.  It was only tarnished by the fact we later 
heard through the grapevine that the local District Ranger thought that we had 
been screwing off.  
In the spring of 1967, the project came to a disastrous end when Tommy Smith, a 
squad leader, attempting to get from one ridge to the next, drowned as he crossed 
the swollen Illinois River.  To my knowledge, he is the only Siskiyou Smokejumper 
to die in the line of duty.
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IT WAS EARLY SUMMER OF 1966 when this gangly, happy-go-lucky guy walks onto the Gobi and said to Tommy Albert and me, “Hi ya mates.”  Tommy and I looked at each other and thought, “WHAT do we have here?”  He went on to 
say, “My name is Trooper Tom and I reckon I’m here to learn to be a Smokejumper. 
Think someone can give me a ride back to town to pick up my gun?”  I thought, 
“You’ve got to be kidding!” and took him to town to see just what in the heck we 
had here. You know, he came out of the restaurant with a gun.  Well, that was my 
introduction to Troop.
There was this campground on the Galice Ranger District of the Siskiyou named 
Big Pine  Campground.  It was named this for it sported the largest ponderosa pine 
tree in the world (accessible to the public, anyway), measuring 244 feet tall with 
a ten foot, plus, diameter at the base.  We were on a “good deal” week-long cone 
picking detail in the campground which earned us a whopping $6.00 a day per 
diem.  Hey, what can I say. our instructions were to climb to the top of the trees and 
take off the tips of the branches with the most cones, and if time allowed, the Tree.
I previously worked at Galice and knew the people so Dee Dutton put me in charge 
of the detail.  Troop, Juan Rubisow, Mike Russo, and I comprised the crew.  It was a 
good bunch.  Monday morning, we drove up to the campground, set up camp and 
sized up the job. In past years, someone had put telephone pole spikes in the first 
50 feet or so, to the lowest limb.  Problem was, when they put in the spikes, they 
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were about two feet apart.  By the time we accepted the job, the trees had grown 
considerably, so the spikes were about four to five feet apart (and you wonder why 
they asked Smokejumpers to do the job?).  So...you free climbed, pulling yourself up 
from spike to spike to the first limb, roped in and either with climbers or utilizing 
the limbs, proceeded to the top of the tree.  On Tuesday we continued with the 
”smaller” pines.  That night, sitting around the campfire I informed the guys that 
I was going to climb the Tree and needed a volunteer as this was definitely a two 
manner (either the tree had never had spikes installed or they had been removed). 
All of the guys would have volunteered but Troop really wanted to do it.  Though 
he wasn’t the most experienced climber of the group, he wouldn’t accept no, so, 
that was that.
The next morning Troop and I made our lunches which were going up the tree 
with us cause the Lord knows that this was a one time up, one time down climb. 
We picked out the longest ropes and best 2 inch spurs we had (the Gobi had 3 inch 
spurs but they killed your legs).  Troop positioned himself on one side and me, the 
other.  Remember, on a two-man climb, one person would lean into the tree while 
the other would move his rope up, then vise versa.  It took good coordination to 
accomplish this without having your hand jammed into the tree when the other 
climber sat back.  Well, Troop and I weren’t totally coordinated at first which lead 
to some “discussions” during the initial ascent.  At one point I could hardly lift 
Troop’s rope so I inched around the tree and saw that his head was at level with 
my feet.  I started to “discuss” the situation and all I got in return was a big smile. 
How could you get mad at Troop?   Well, we got coordinated again and after 45 
minutes finally got to the point where the tree tapered enough to where we could 
throw our own ropes and climb without assistance from the other.
Troop and I spent a little over six hours in the Tree.  The climb down went much 
better than the climb up as we had the two-man thing down pretty good.  Tommy 
Albert and Leroy Cook drove up to the campground that night with some much- 
appreciated “Albert’s milk.”  We sat there toasting our good fortunes and watching 
a meteor show that was too beautiful for words.
 I look back on it today and wonder what in the hell possessed us to tackle the 
Tree.  It makes me tired just thinking about it, but for some young, testosterone 
charged Gobi Rats, the challenge was too much to ignore.  So there you have it; 
we proudly climbed the largest Ponderosa Pine in the (known) world.
T r o o p ,  M e  a n d  t h e  T r e e
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HUNTER FIRES, BLESS THEM for they bred sunny “winter” days on the beaches of Mexico.  I had been paired on the jump list for the last three or four fires with Allen Owen, affectionately known as Mouse.  You know 
how that seems to happen when you are getting consistent two and four-man-
ners.  Anyway, I was the senior Jumper and consequently the fire boss on our fires. 
Mouse was a great jump partner, trusting with a good since of humor.  Of course 
I exploited this with a few practical jokes along the way.
It was late September of 1971, we were standing by in Lakeview and a rare fall 
lightning storm hit eastern Oregon.  Mouse and I drew a small lightning fire 20 
miles or so southwest of the airport.  It was a single snag with some ground fire. 
Since I had been the fire boss on the last few fires, I told Mouse, just before the 
jump, that he was in charge.
On the way down, I noticed a small beaver pond a hundred yards or so up hill 
from the fire.  We had the fire lined and the snag felled by mid-afternoon when I 
remarked to Mouse, “Sure would be nice if we had a little water to mop-up with.” 
“Boy, would it,” he replied.  About fifteen minutes later I said, “There’s a beaver 
pond just up the hill.”  “Yew, yew, Ray,” he sarcastically replied.  I had been known 
to pull guys’ legs now and again and, by now, Mouse was on guard.  He “knew” 
this was just another prank.  We worked another fifteen or twenty minutes and 
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I told Mouse again, “Really, there is a beaver pond up the hill.”  “Ray, come on.” 
We worked another 15 minutes, and I said to Mouse,  “No kidding, Mouse, there’s 
a beaver pond just up the hill.”  “Ok, Ok,” he replied with a disgusted look on his 
face as he walked up the hill, probably just to shut me up.  
Minutes later he came running down the hill excitedly shouting, “Hey, there is 
water there!!!”  We laughed at our little inside joke and proceeded to mop up the 
fire with the “new found” water.  Just as dark was closing in, we settled down for 
a relaxing night of sleep knowing we had an easy two mile pack-out to a logging 
road the next morning.  Wouldn’t you know it, just as we unfolded our double 
paper sleeping bags, we heard a four wheel drive approaching.  Well, so much for 
a relaxing night under the stars.  It was back to town for an early morning fire 
jump the next day.
T h e  M o u s e  R o a r s  A g a i n
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FALL HUNTER FIRES WERE ALWAYS A GOOD DEAL.  Sometimes a little scary, because looking down from the plane before you jumped verified that there were hunters behind every tree, well, every other tree anyway.  Pack-outs 
were made with orange cargo chutes over the pack and loudly singing songs like 
“I’m Not a Deer.”
There generally wasn’t too much work to be done around the base during the 
weekend hunter fire standby periods.  Things that needed to be done could nor-
mally be accomplished in the morning leaving the afternoon for college or pro 
football games in the dayroom.  It was on one such Sunday afternoon that this 
story played out.
We were watching the Colts play someone and the score was close at halftime. 
There were a half dozen of us including Ron-the-Mac and Lou Groza watching the 
game.  I decided to call my father during the half; he was an avid football fan and 
lived in Texas at the time.  We “shot the bull” and I mentioned the game and how 
I was looking forward to the second half.  “Tommy,” he said, “the game is over and 
the Colts won.”  I said, “No, can’t be, it is just halftime.”  It turns out, though it 
wasn’t stated on the TV, we were watching a delayed broadcast of the game.
My father said that if I wanted to have some fun, the other team kicked off to the 
Colts to open the second half and the Colts ran the kickoff all the way back.  The 
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Colts then attempted the extra point and missed.  Armed with this information, 
I laid my plan.
We gathered at the TV for the second half kickoff and as the team lined up for the 
kick I told the guys, “I can’t believe it!  Look how they are lining up!  Hell, the 
Colts are going to run it back all the way!!!”  This resulted in looks from the guys 
that expressed, “Yeh, Right.”  The Colts did run it back all the way.  This produced 
some surprised looks from a few.  The others didn’t allow me the pleasure of my 
“prediction,” sitting stoned faced waiting for the extra point kick.  The Colts lined 
up and the holder knelt down to receive the hike.  I adamantly said, “Can you 
believe that holder!?  Look at his position, there is no way in hell they are going to 
make that point!”  Boom, the kicker missed the extra point and that was all they 
could stand.  “Jesus, Albert, how in the hell could you tell he was going to miss,” 
they all blurted out in unison.
Well, I told them and we all got a big laugh out of it.  Should have kept my mouth 
shut but I was afraid that they would put me to the test so...  Yep, fun times on 
the Gobi.
H u n t e r  F i r e  S t a n d b y
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JULY 12, 1964 WAS A GOOD DAY on the small outpost called the Gobi, espe-cially for 10 of us who were in the final stages of Rookie training.  The next day was the big timber jump and the culmination of Rookie Training:  a milestone 
we all were excitedly looking forward to (even though the old guys made it well- 
known that we were Rookies until our first fire jump).  
We had a pretty fair class.  A typical class made up of guys from all over the coun-
try: 
Animal Ed (Ed Weissenback), a New York Stater who was tough as nails.  Riding in 
the car when he drove was scarier than jumping the Umpqua.  Ed went to Viet Nam 
and served as a LRRP’s team member.  After the Army, he went back to Southeast 
Asia with Air America.  It was first thought that the C-123 he was the kicker in hit 
a “hard cloud.”  They  recently found the airplane.  Looks like they were hit with 
anti-aircraft fire.  The bodies will not be recovered for a year or so.
Zee Dick (Dick Zedicker), an Oregon boy from the Medford area who early on had 
aspirations of becoming a pilot.  Dick hated tree climbing even worse than I did. 
Dick did become a well-known and respected Ag pilot but was unsuccessful in 
navigating around a brain tumor.
Ray Farinetti was the best tree climber in our class.  He joined the Air Force rather 
than be drafted and spent his whole enlistment overseas: Thailand, Spain, and 
Korea in Top Secret CRIPTO communications. He returned to jumping and was on 
the first Region 8 detail. Ray retired from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as the 
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FMO at Merritt Island and the Kennedy Space Center.  He resides in Florida.  Ray is 
a Type One Burn Boss and his expertise is in demand throughout the Southeast.
John Kirkley, an Alabama boy who was on the University of Alabama track team 
and it showed each morning.  Pineapple sandwiches, can you believe it?  John 
went to Southeast Asia with Air America as a kicker.  He later spent time in Alaska 
and now lives in a sunnier spot, Hawaii.
Lead Hook (Leroy Cook), a Texas boy who came up through one of the Southern 
Cal hotshot crews.  Leroy was like the Duracell Rabbit, he just kept on going and 
going....  Leroy was on a Green Beret A-Team in Viet Nam.  He became an avid fly 
fisherman and is finishing up his government career with the BLM in Idaho. 
Eric the Black (Eric Schoenfield), another Duracell Rabbit from Oregon who, because 
of his feet, was the only Rookie allowed to sleep in the “Old Barracks” which had 
individual rooms.  We swore he could throw his socks against the ceiling and they 
would stick.  Eric spent his military time on the Dew Line in the Air Force.  He is 
a legend in his own time.  Eric retired from the BLM Alaska Smokejumpers and 
now resides in eastern Oregon.
Keith Lockwood, a Chico, California teacher who was second to none on the rope 
climb.  He was the “old man” of the class though you wouldn’t know it.  Keith 
retired from teaching and still lives in northern California.
Mike Johnson, a local boy who only jumped two years.  We’ve lost track of 
Mike.
Pear Shaped Ed (Ed Jones) was a tough guy though he didn’t look it.  Ed was good- 
natured and enjoyed life. He was drafted and spent 3 tours in Viet Nam with the 
101st.  The big “C” finally got him a few years back.
Myself, Gravity (Tom Albert) because I never defied the law (of gravity that is).  I 
stayed in the government and transitioned out of the Jumpers in 1971 and became 
a Fire Control Officer and later transferring to the newly formed Office of Aircraft 
Services to pursue my life long desire to be a pilot.  Long story short, I retired from 
the US Forest Service as the Region-5 North Zone Aviation Manager.
Well, that was our 1964 Gobi class.  Like most rookie classes, a diverse and interest-
ing bunch, but not unique.  Just a great bunch of guys to be with.  Now on with 
the story, and for those of you who know me, “this is a true story.”
The evening before the 7th and last training jump developed into one of those 
memorable nights that all Jumpers remember with fondness and expectation. 
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Lightning was striking all around.  Fire orders were stacking up on the office coun-
ter.  The old hands were oiling their boots and the “normal” night’s activities were 
curtailed as all knew there was plenty of work ahead.  Jim Allen (PAO) had already 
made the decision to jump us into the timber at first light and then truck us back 
to the base.  We did just that.
Because we didn’t pack back to the base, which to my best recollection (this get-
ting old isn’t all it’s made out to be) was to decide our order of insertion onto the 
jump list.  Instead, we drew out of a hat.  Shortly thereafter, my fellow Rookies 
were heading off to southwestern Oregon and northern California to become of-
ficial members of our great fraternity. They were lucky as they drew two-manners, 
paired with an old hand. 
My turn came early that afternoon.  A four-manner on the Klamath.  You’ve got 
to remember I was a Texas boy who spent one season on an engineering crew on 
the Galice Ranger District of the Siskiyou.  I had never been on a forest fire in my 
life.  Back then, I don’t even recall seeing fires on the TV news.  Hell, I think the 
only fire I had seen was on the Forest Service training film, “Fire Called Jeremiah” 
that our District Ranger, Don Woods, showed a select few he recruited to interview 
with Jim Allen.  
John Cowan fired up the Twin Beech while our spotter, Mick Swift, checked each 
of us three Rookies: Ray Farinetti, Zee Dick, and myself.  Mick’s easy going manner 
was reassuring.   For the first time in a month, knowing we would be with Chuck 
Sheley was also comforting.  Before it was the dreaded sight of him each morning 
prior to taking us on our morning run and obstacle course.  They didn’t call him 
the Red Rabbit for nothing.  Red for his hair and Rabbit for his running. 
I still remember the smell of the exhaust of the ol’ Twin Beech when we climbed 
aboard.  Time became blurred, we were soon accelerating down the runway and 
as we passed the loft, the remaining Jumpers on the base gave us the “Gobi.”  We 
honored the tradition and returned the single finger salute. The “good luck” salute 
was well appreciated at that moment.
It was a short flight.  I honestly can’t remember my thoughts en route to the fire. 
I do however remember my thoughts when we first saw the fire.  It was several 
acres and burning very actively.  “So that’s what a forest fire looks like,” I distinctly 
remember thinking.  I figured that was a normal fire that Smokejumpers routinely 
jumped.  It was not until I overheard Chuck saying to Mick, “Four Men!  Four 
Men!!?” that I started to think otherwise.  Mick reassured him that he would get 
more Jumpers.  
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There was no defined jump spot which was common in that country.  Again I 
can’t remember much about the jump and it probably showed as I manipulated 
to what looked like a little grassy area between some nice size trees.  It was not 
until my arrival on the mountainside that I learned the grassy area was in fact 10 
to 12 foot brush. 
Not only had I not been on a fire, I didn’t know the “lay of the land.”  Klamath 
was just another Indian name to me.  It became instantly obvious that the Klamath 
should have been named, Klamath National Brush instead of Klamath National 
Forest.  I now realized that the look of disdain on Chuck Sheley’s face as he climbed 
into the plane contained a message that I should have taken note of.  I had just 
received my first lesson on “good deals” and “bad deals.”
After crawling through the brush, we gathered at the base of the fire knowing that 
we were going to work our asses off.  Chuck smartly chose an indirect attack strategy. 
We anchored off and started an indirect line up the left flank, burning out as we 
went.  I was flabbergasted when Chuck said, “Take a break and drink some juice.” 
It was just a short break and we started back working.  He had us take these short 
breaks often and because of his wise strategy, we were able to continue building 
line throughout the night.
Mick Swift did as he had promised and dropped 4 additional Jumpers, Truman 
Sandelin along with two other Rookies from my class:  Animal Ed and Mike John-
son.  Randy Towers, a second year Jumper, finished out the load. They started up 
the right flank.  We met at the head sometime during the wee hours of the morn-
ing. After Chuck felt we had successfully stopped the head, he sent several of us 
to improve the line at the base of the fire and trench it.
The next morning Chuck told us to get our gear and pack it up to the ridge.  How I 
found my chute was a lot of luck and a little fear.  Being a brilliant Rookie, I stuffed 
my chute under some brush to keep it dry in case of a passing thunderstorm.  The 
jump Gods were kind to me because there were some shroud lines hanging over the 
brush.  Anyway I packed my pack just like we had been taught with lots of inner 
tube “rubber bands” around the pack, thinking, “Chuck will really like my pack 
job.”  I took one step, or maybe only half a step forward and that was it.  There 
was not a chance in hell that I was going to get that pack through that brush.  I 
unpacked it and shoved the seamless sacks up through the brush and crawled up 
to them, repeating these steps all the way up to the ridge.  It may have well been 
during this climb (crawl) that becoming a pilot leaped up on my priority list.  
Got my first helicopter ride that morning.  I thought the pilot was going to just 
lift the Hiller 12E (or D) off the ground and fly straight to the road that was three-
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drainages away.  Wrong.  He picked it up and then dove off the ridge.  I thought 
we were goners.  We eventually arrived in Happy Camp where the Klamath was 
gearing up for a project fire, ours.  The word had already spread that the Jumpers 
contained the fire. There were many looks and comments of respect from those 
who were lining the runway and ramp preparing to man the fire.  
It was a good feeling to know we lived up to the Gobi tradition and for us five 
Rookies, to have contributed in a small way to that tradition.  On the Gobi we 
played hard and worked hard.  Both the fun times and the hard times etched last-
ing memories that will be with us the rest of our lives.  The Pyramid Peak Fire is 
one of those memories.
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THE GOOD OL’ GALICE RANGER DISTRICT did have some nice trees.  Mars Flat had a stand of 150-foot ponderosas that were considered prime “stud” trees.  They wanted the cones but didn’t want to use climbers to get them 
as they felt the spike holes would make the trees prone to bugs.  So the plan was 
to put telephone pole spikes in so that people could retrieve the cones annually 
without having to use spurs.
Mick Swift was in charge of the project so he purposely picked those of us who 
didn’t like to climb.  The reason being, get the “land lovers” to get used to climbing 
and lose some of their apprehension.  Yew, I was one of the “land lovers.”
Well, the project was one of those 4 days in the woods, camping out and actually 
having a lot of fun, once back on the ground.  We actually spent probably, not ex-
aggerating, six and a half plus hours up in the trees each day and like wise ol’ Swift 
predicted, did remove much of the apprehension some of us had of climbing.
But, like I said, the ground time was a ball.  Needless to say, we took a “few” beers 
along to “relax” us each evening.  One evening we were talking and enjoying one of 
our beers when Mick said, “You know.  I didn’t think too much about spending so 
much time in the trees on this project until I hit my finger and went ‘Churp.’”
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IT WAS LATE FALL, 1967 and we were on a big seeding/fertilizing project based out of Chelan, WA.   We were seeding a number of fires that burned during the 1967 season, namely the Fourth of July Mountain Fire.  Don’t know how Delos 
swung it but only the Gobi guys were on the project as hopper tenders.  It was a 
great detail, hard work but a lot of overtime.  We’d load sixteen eighty-pound bags 
of fertilizer in the Twin Beech, 4 opened bags poured in the hopper and the others 
stacked on the floor.  The pilot and one of us hopper tenders would take off and 
fly the route, contouring the terrain and we just kept the hopper full.  Basically 
you had to bust your ass to keep the hopper full.  If he was pushing over to crest 
a hill, the bag you were lifting off the floor to put in the hopper may weigh zero 
or a negative number due to the negative Gs the plane was pulling.  On the other 
hand, if the pilot was pulling up out of a draw, the 80 lb. bag may weigh 160 lbs 
plus.  But like I said, good overtime plus I snagged a little flying time.
We all lived in these nice condos right on Lake Chelan, six of us per condo.  I 
happened to be the cook in my condo.  Our morning ritual (very early morning I 
must add) was, I’d get up first and start breakfast.  I then woke up the others.  We 
ate and then some did the dishes and others made sack lunches.  The system went 
like “clock work.”  We were a smooth, efficient machine.
It was nearing the end of October and time to adjust the clock from Pacific Daylight 
Savings Time to Pacific Standard Time.  Well, I was not only the cook and the first 
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one up, but I also had the only alarm clock which I reset before going to bed.  The 
alarm rang that Sunday morning.  I got up and started cooking.  Woke the guys. 
We ate and some of the guys washed the dishes while the others made lunches. 
We walked out the door and it was pitch black, no lights on in any of the other 
condos.  The five guys turned and looked at me and in unison said, “Which way 
did you adjust the clock?!!!”
Built hundreds of chains of fire line, do they call me “Tommy the Firefighter?”  Won 
more than my share of jump pots, do they call me “Tommy the Smokejumper?” 
But just mess up one time on adjusting the clock and....
J u s t  M e s s  U p  O n e  “ T i m e ”  a n d . . .
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GARRY (WITH 2Rs) PETERS and I were up on the top deck of the “almost” finished Fort Benning Drop Tower screwing the decking down when we saw Hal Ewing in the Twin Beech on a left downwind for landing on Runway 
18.  They had just completed a practice jump.  We went back to work and a min-
ute later just glanced up to see the landing.  What we saw was the gut wrenching 
view of a big black pillar of smoke just off the approach end of the runway.  Black 
smoke is usually associated with an oil (fuel) based fire.  My God, we thought Hal 
had crashed.  Then, much to our relief, we saw Hal abeam the tower finishing his 
landing roll.  You can’t believe the relief (Nah, I know you can believe)!
Guys were running toward the office, so we started down to see what was happen-
ing.  Seems someone was welding just north of the field and set the grass on fire. 
All of us on the base grabbed tools and headed out to stop the “no big deal” fire. 
Hell, the damn thing wouldn’t go out.  You’d beat down the flame, seconds later a 
white plume of smoke would come up from the grass you had just “extinguished,” 
and it would then burst back into flame.  As it turns out, the humidity was 6% and 
the temp was around 100 degrees.  Basically, it kicked our ass.
This fire was under Oregon State DOF jurisdiction so they were directing us (guess 
it isn’t exactly called “directing” when a Pounder attempts to “direct” Jumpers). 
Well anyway, they put in a cat line over by the big loop and the fire was burning 
like hell as it approached the line.  Luckily, there wasn’t much wind.  We spread 
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out to look for spots across the cat line and there was this young DOF firefighter 
there in the cat trail near us.  
Time may have enhanced my telling of this story but I swear we could hear clanking 
coming down the cat line over the roar of the fire.  Looked up and it was the State 
(Pounder) boss with his round Pounder hard hat.  Really, this is no exaggeration, 
he had a vest on that had every implement known to man attached (pens, pads, 
engineering tap, compass, whistle, wind gauge, measuring tape, abney... hell, there 
might even have been a tampax attached).  A remarkable sight to say the least. 
Anyway, he walked up to his young firefighter who expressed that he had no idea 
what to do and said, “Start mopping up and I will be back to check on you.”  He 
then “clanked” on up the line.
Now mind you, there were 10 foot plus flame lengths on the fireside of the cat 
line.  That poor kid turned around and looked at the raging fire in total dismay. 
We grabbed the kid and told him to turn around and look for spots with us.
G o b i  F i r e
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YOU KNOW, 1966 was a great year on the Gobi.  It was Delos Dutton’s first year and he gave us a lot of leeway.  The crew melded well and we had a good rookie class that fit right in.  There were lots of fantastic parties - a 
good year to be on the Gobi.  We missed our old PAO, Jim Allen, who had moved 
to manage the recently built Redmond Fire Center, but Delos seemed to like the 
place and the “mating dance” was going well.
The season was slow through June and on into July, but you know, we were all hav-
ing so much fun it didn’t seem to matter.  Dee believed in keeping the crew sharp, 
parachute wise, and we were getting a practice jump every 2 weeks, at least.  
Then July 22nd came.   It started out like so many days before, hot and sunny.  A 
few scout clouds around.  Oregon had been dry, especially on the east side, but not 
much lightning to start Jumper fires.  The siren sounded in mid afternoon.  Four 
men to the Fremont; all right... the east side, good jump country.   Now the Fre-
mont was a rare fire call for us because of easy ground access to most of the Forest 
and now, with the new Redmond base on the east side, not a likely place for us to 
go.  But “what-the-hay,” it was a fire and that’s all that mattered.
The first load out consisted of Jerry Howe (How-Does-He-Do-It?), Lou Wayers (Lou 
Gross-a), Tommy Albert (Gravity), and Garry Peters (Mrs. Peter’s Boy).  Hal Ewing 
was flying N167Z with Chuck Sheley spotting.  We had just crested the Cascades 
when Chuck pointed out the column to us.  Hal heard on the radio that the Red-
mond Jumpers were “circling” the fire. Knowing that the jump country was open 
ponderosa pine, and knowing the wind direction and approximate speed by the 
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smoke column, Hal headed the plane into the wind and Chuck dropped stream-
ers on the first pass.  Before the streamers hit the ground, the first two Jumpers 
were hooked up and out the door.  The second two Jumpers were out the door 
before the first two had hit the ground. As they departed the fire, they could still 
hear Redmond circling and no Jumpers deployed. The next load arrived in N141Z, 
which incidentally had just arrived on the Gobi that day. John Cowan was flying 
and Delos spotting.  They dropped George Straw, Jerry Brownwood, Emett Grijalva, 
and John Robison (the name soon to be removed from the annuals of the Gobi as 
you will see when you read on).
Emett, bless his soul, was a great fire fighter and the best “one liner” joke teller, but 
on this day his chute manipulation skills stayed back at the Gobi.  Now this was 
a BIG fire and it was burning like hell, sucking wind in, you know.  Emett passed 
right over the jump spot, heading directly for the fire.  We on the ground ran along 
his flight path yelling, “Turn!  TURN!!!”  Luckily, and I mean luckily, he hung up 
in a 200 plus footer not too far from the fire.  He had to free climb down and tie 
off to the lowest limb.  His 150 foot letdown rope ended up dangling 10 foot off 
the ground, true story.  He had to drop the last 10 feet.  We lambasted him just to 
get rid of the excess adrenalin he caused us to produce. 
Soon, we heard the drone of multiple Twin Beeches overhead.  Ewing, with Dick 
Wessel spotting in N167Z had Chuck Sheley (The Red Rabbit), Alex Theios (Red 
Sleeves), Chuck Mansfield (Buzzer), David Ward, and Gary (Joe) Buck aboard. 
Cowan with Delos spotting had Leroy Cook (Lead Hook), Terry Egan (The Eeg), 
(Jumpin’) Joe Niesen, Keith Lockwood, and Wes Brown aboard.  
When I said it was getting dark, what I mean is, it was getting REALLY DARK!!! 
According to Terry Egan (the Eeg), Delos threw streamers.  Shortly thereafter, he 
turned to Leroy Cook (Lead Hook) and said “I can’t see the streamers...you’re a 
streamer.”   The subsequent Jumpers were let out at approximately the same spot 
as Leroy and were able to navigate to a landing spot by the glow of the fire.  Bot-
tom line, through luck or kindness from the Jump Gods (the Great Scab-in-the-
Sky), no one was injured even though Gary (Joe) Buck did a “Wylie Coyote” into 
a giant ponderosa pine, breaking off a huge limb and sliding down the trunk in a 
shower of bark.  Ice cream must be good for the bones.  A Redmond Jumper later 
drew a cartoon of a Jumper exiting the plane with his headlamp on.  Yew, that’s 
how dark it was.  
The fire was typical for the Fremont.  The fire gobbles during the day and lays 
down at night.  So, it is just a matter of rounding up some D-8 Cats and punch-
ing a line around it.  We spent the night following the cats and burning out.  By 
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early morning, the fire was lined.  By mid-morning they gathered us and drove 
us to a Weyerhaeuser logging camp.  It was a unique place.  Rows of small 4 man 
sleeping structures with an office building and a mess hall.   We were led into the 
mess hall and WOW! it is difficult to describe the food.  There was everything, and 
I do mean every item one could want for breakfast.  Eggs cooked to order, every 
conceivable breakfast meat, potatoes, fruit...one could eat all he wanted.  Can you 
imagine Louie the Gross and Joe Buck in a place like that? Scary!
We asked the bull cook, who by the way holds a high position in the camp, if this 
was a special breakfast for us fire fighters:  “Nope, this is the standard in this camp. 
Cooks in logging camps are either Good, or Gone!”  After breakfast we were led to 
a table with again, every conceivable lunchmeat, bread, chips, fruit, cookies, candy 
bars, etc. to make our own sack lunches.  Afterward, we headed to the sleeping 
huts and tried to sleep but it was hot and hard to get any good shuteye.
Late afternoon, a fire “official” gathered us and informed us that we would be as-
signed a Crew Boss.  This was pretty typical in the “old days” to take some young 
up-and-comer JF (Junior Forester) and give them assignments as rapidly as possible 
to hasten their advancement up the ladder.  Well, don’t know who in their right 
mind would assign Jumpers to a pogue ground pounder.  But they did. You can 
empathize with that but some of their lower ranking “overhead” were, well let’s 
say, far below par in many aspects–especially fire fighting.  This sets the stage for 
what happened on this unforgettable fire. 
Our “Crew Boss” who was our age or maybe slightly older, met us at the bus which 
would take us back to the line.  He walked up with his round rimmed pounder hat, 
vest with “fire fighting” apparatus attached (note pads, pens, whistle, compass, 
etc).  In his hand was the crew roster.  Now it was at this point that it all began to 
unravel.  Our “Crew Boss” had an eastern accent and Tommy Albert had a slight 
Texas Drawl.   While on the bus, he began to ask questions.  In that Tommy and 
John Robison were in the seat directly behind him,  the first question he asked was 
directed at Tommy (Gravity).  Gravity just sat there, so John repeated the question 
for Gravity.  He said “Oh!” and provided an answer in some detail.  All Gravity 
got from the “Crew Boss” was the ol’ deer-in-the-headlights look.  John repeated 
Tommy’s answer and the “Crew Boss” said “Oh!”  and asked Tommy another ques-
tion.  Well, this went on for some time with John having to interpret for these two 
“English” speaking people.
The “Crew Boss” then remembering a page from his training, realized that he had 
not insured that all his crew were accounted for.  So he started reading the roster. 
We answered when our name was called.  He then called out, “Juan Rubisow.”  No 
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one responded.  He repeated the name, “Juan Rubisow.”  Again, no response.  The 
third time he asked for Juan Rubisow, some one said, “Do you mean John Robison?” 
He said, “Oh, yew, I was wondering what I had on my crew.” Well there you have 
it, from that very moment, “John Robison” ceased to exist and “Juan Rubisow” 
became his name, and remains so to this day. 
We worked the fire all night with the “Crew Boss” stopping us and calling role at 
all too frequent intervals.  Guess it was something in the Crew Boss Handbook. 
We were tired and not too happy with our situation – having this village idiot 
in charge of us and mopping-up through the night.  The “Crew Boss” may have 
added some trinkets to his vest as it seemed to have expanded, or maybe the joy of 
command and a battlefield promotion was emboldening him.  He was a dink and 
had fallen even deeper out of favor with us jumpers.  At any rate, this relationship 
continued to deteriorate and he eventually became the “Screw Boss”.  He became 
someone on whom we could vent our frustration. 
The “Screw Boss” could not master even the basics of command and continued 
with the incessant roll calls.  We started hiding from him, which drove him crazy. 
It even got to the point when he was looking for us that we would taunt him by 
turning off our headlamps and when we saw him, turn off all but one headlamp. 
When he started in the direction of the visible headlamp, we would turn it off and 
slink away in the dark, just to repeat the practice from a different location.  We 
even coordinated between small groups to further complicate his life.  After awhile, 
we escalated the fun and games.  He would come ambling along the cat line and 
we would see him coming, turn off our headlamps, and hide behind a tree.  As he 
passed, we would “bean” his hardhat with a large rock.  As he and headlamp went 
tumbling, we would “snicker” off into the woods.  He was such a dink, we didn’t 
even feel sorry for him.  You know that had the fire overhead placed Sheley in the 
Crew Boss position over us, the production would have been 10-fold ‘cause that 
is the way it is with Jumpers.  Not to be though, role call again?!!!
Sometime that night, Gravity introduced the hair lip Turkey, “Nobble, Nobble” 
(instead of gobble, gobble).  This was presented with a little turkey dance.  To a 
bunch of sleep deprived Jumpers, it was hilarious.  We continued to harass that 
poor bastard the rest of the night.  I’m sure he was never so glad to see the morn-
ing sun.  You just don’t put a dink pounder directly in charge of Jumpers. 
We got word that we were to be released that afternoon and the Gobi was dispatch-
ing vehicles to pick us up.  No plane ride home?  Wat-the-hay, us care... Sunday 
overtime!  Chuck told us to gather our chutes and gear.  Most of us had already 
done this but a few of the “night” Jumpers and of course Emett’s chute were still 
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in the trees.  I’m not sure we even had climbers.  If so, they weren’t as efficient as 
Sheley Climbers (a 36 inch bar connected to a motor).  Jerry Howe used the “She-
ley Climbers” to start the retrieval but as he finished his cut, the tree just stood 
there (Howe-does-he-do-it?), so 5 or 6 of the guys started pulling on the letdown 
rope.  Wes Brown wandered up after getting his gear and saw the guys pulling on 
the letdown rope and joined in.  He wasn’t aware of the initial retrieval effort by 
Howe and as he pulled, not only did he see the chute coming down, it was the 
WHOLE tree.  Everyone else knew and bugged out.  It took Wes a second to real-
ize the event that was rapidly unfolding, and the others say the expression on his 
face was priceless.
Don’t want to drag this out but there is more to the story.  The two vehicles driven 
by Larry Lufkin (BG) and Dick Wessel arrived.  We loaded up and needless to say, 
our first stop was at a little store where we drastically lowered their inventory of 
beer.  We merrily made our way back across the Cascades and ended up at Abby’s 
Pizza in Grants Pass.
Now picture this:  A nice family oriented pizza parlor, a warm late Sunday after-
noon, families out for a pizza with the kids, and in walk 18 dirty, half wasted, noisy 
Jumpers.  We took up the center row of tables that lead up to the fireplace.  The 
families were mostly sitting at the perimeter tables by the windows.  Pizza’s and 
pitchers of beers covered our tables.  We were really punchy by now and laughing 
at anything and everything.  Then Gravity stood up on the fireplace, beer sloshing 
from a pitcher in his hand, and did the “Nobble  Nobble” dance. That did it. The 
families grabbed up their kids and ran for their lives.  We were laughing so hard 
we didn’t even notice. 
On the final leg back to the Gobi, BG was driving a Dodge 6-pack and Wessel 
driving a Chevy 18 passenger crummy.  With fairly inebriated Jumpers and some 
well-oiled drivers, the trip home turned into the “great race”. The Dodge took 
the lead going up Hays Hill, but lost out to the Chevy going down the other side. 
Wessel was shocked, therefore as he drove into the base, to see BG and jumpers 
off-loading gear at the loft.  BG had cleverly taken a “short cut” through a fence 
at the end of the runway.
Well that’s the story.  Like any fire story, you had to be a participant to truly ap-
preciate the recollections.  It was a fun one.  Yes, 1966, a good year to have been 
on the Gobi.
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TTHE GREATEST THING ABOUT READING STORIES submitted for the “Smokejumper” quarterly magazine is that those stories always conjure up great memories.  Someone wrote in one of those stories that Eric the Black 
was the only rookie to be allowed to stay in the old barracks.  The reason was that 
his feet stunk so bad that everyone agreed that a private room with a door and 
windows was required.  Well...my rookie year, I roomed across from Eric and the 
situation was, in retrospect, quite similar.  Eric and I shared the dubious distinc-
tion of having the worst smelling feet in all of Siskiyou County.  It was so bad, 
that no one would venture to the end of the building that we occupied.  It was 
the end of the building, naturally because our rooms had two windows...critical 
for cross ventilation.
Eric the Black got his name primarily because of his black teeth...the result of 
constantly having a large wad of snoose in his mouth at all times.  Can’t quite 
vouch for his nightly rituals, but I don’t doubt that Eric retained his snoose be-
tween cheek and gum through the night.  There were also Eric the Black sayings, 
like “the blacker the better” which referred to a variety of situations.  Probably the 
most common usage for this phrase was to describe the number of “rubber bands” 
required to hold an elephant bag firmly to a pack-board.
While all this is well and good, it is the story about Eric’s feet that brought back 
somewhat disturbing memories.  Eric and I loved to play pinochle.  In fact, we were 
never defeated.  While that sounds like an enormous exaggeration, it is simply 
a statement of fact.  Eric and I would only play cards in his room.  First of all it 
took someone a whole lot of courage to venture into that end of the building, let 
alone into Eric’s room.  Second of all, if we were losing, we could simply take off 
our boots, and, that just about tells the story.  The other team would rather forfeit 
the game than their olfactory glands.
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MRS. PETER’S BOY, GARRY, and I jumped a two-manner on Bald Mountain in the heart of the Kalmiopsis Wilderness.  It was a single tree struck by lightning that was about 8 feet across at the butt.  The tree was half 
burned through a large cat face with little or no holding wood...just the kind of 
tree you have nightmares about.  One thing “Mrs. Peter’s Boy” and I had in com-
mon...neither of us ever met an eight-foot dbh tree that was on fire that needed to 
be felled.  It was obvious that the tree was going to burn through by morning and 
we would simply let nature take its course, and wait it out.  So...we constructed a 
fire line in the approximate area that we assumed the tree would land, and pro-
ceeded to bed down for the night.  It was a restless night in that we had bedded 
down in the only flat place on the side of the mountain...down slope from the 
tree.  Eventually, in the wee-wee hours of the morning, just about 0-dawn-thirty, 
that gygose mo-dicker came crashing down.  We came out of our fart-sacks in an 
instant and were on the scene appraising the situation.  The tree did a pretty good 
job of landing mostly in our pre-constructed line and from there, it was a simple 
matter of extending our line and putting out the fire.
By mid-day, the fire was out and we were preparing-to-prepare to leave.  I was 
certain that our gear was located due South of our location.  Mrs. Peter’s Boy was 
equally as certain that our gear was due North of our location.  Well...neither one 
of us was willing to give a god-damn-inch, so we each proceeded in the direction 
of our certainty.  We agreed to meet back at the fire in one hour for one of us to 
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gloat to the other.  After an hour I returned to the fire rather sheepishly only to 
find Mrs. Peter’s Boy sitting on a log at the edge of the fire.  “OK, lay it on me!” I 
said.  “I can take it!  Where’s your gear?”   He looked befuddled as he said  “Hell if 
I know!”  At that point, we decided to begin a grid search of the area and eventu-
ally discovered our gear due East of the fire, exactly half-way between where each 
of us thought it would be.
We proceeded to gather our gear, split it evenly (about 110 pounds apiece), and 
began our rather lengthy pack out.  It was 7-8 miles from our fire to the trailhead. 
First we had a mile cross country up and over Bald Mountain where we picked up 
the Illinois River Trail, and then 7 or so miles down to the trailhead.  It was as we 
began our trek that Mrs. Peter’s Boy lamented the fact that he had worn new boots 
on this particular jump.  “Thought it would be a perfect opportunity to break ‘em 
in” he said quietly.  After the first mile or so, as his blister began to grow, his la-
ment turned into a whine.  From there, as his blisters began to break, it began to 
approach a wail.  Fortunately, for him, a District crew had been sent to assist us in 
our pack out.  In that they could only carry a limited amount of weight, I allowed 
that they could split up Mrs. Peter’s Boy’s pack and carry his load, while I carried 
my 110 pound pack the remainder of the way.
So...here we are hiking down the Illinois River Trail, me carrying 110 pounds and 
the ground-pounders carrying about 30 pounds apiece.  It was at this point that 
one of those macho mo-dickers decided he would race me to the crummy.  I was 
young and stupid and, of course, a Smokejumper...so I accepted the challenge. 
Needless to say, after seven or so miles, I didn’t have quite enough gas left in the 
tank to win the race.  I lost by a good hundred yards, but had the last laugh.  As 
I approached the crummy, I threw my pack to the ground.  The macho ground-
pounder began to strut around and gloat a bit.  Then he bent over to pick my pack 
up to throw it in the back of the crummy.  He tried several times, but no matter 
how hard he hoisted my pack, he couldn’t lift it high enough to get it into the rig. 
I finally took it from him and with all the strength left in me, I mustered one final 
burst of energy...enough to get it into the rig.  The trip back to the jump base was 
pretty quiet...except for Mrs. Peter’s Boy Garry’s occasional whimper...
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I BEGAN MY CAREER AS A FIREFIGHTER on the State of Oregon Peavy Arbo-retum 20-Man Hot Shot Crew based just north of Corvallis.  We were sent to every large fire burning on State or Private lands within the State of Oregon. 
My introduction, therefore to fighting forest fires, was on gobblers.  We dug line 
for days on end and mopped up into oblivion.
It was, then, a rude awakening when I got my first fire jump as a Smokejumper.  It 
was a two-manner on the Siskiyou, but there were three of us left on the base, so 
it conveniently became a 3-manner.  The fire was no more than a quarter acre and 
was creeping along the ground.  I landed safely, put out my signal panel, found 
my fire pack and proceeded to the fire.  I got there, knocked down a couple of hot 
spots, and began to dig a line around the fire like there was no tomorrow.  As I 
continued to work my ass off, I realized that I was the only one on the fireline.  I 
looked around for my jump partners and they were huddled over a small warming 
fire and were cooking something.  “Hey, Rookie!” Chuck Sheley called.  “Come 
on over and take a break!”  I looked at the fire and realized that I nearly had it 
lined.  There was no imminent danger of it escaping (it was damn near out), so I 
proceeded to join them around their warming fire.  Chuck and another Jumper 
were in the process of setting up the “hot chocolate kitchen” and were about to 
break out the hors d’oeuvres.  It was smoked oysters and sardines on those exquisite 
white bread crackers, provided in the C-rats.  This and the hot chocolate made a 
scrumptious appetizer.  After enjoying the fruits of their labors, we did what all 
good Smokejumpers do...we put out the raging holocaust! 
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I WAS SOUND ASLEEP AT THE GOBI, when at some ungodly hour in the middle of the night, Dick Wessell pounded on my door and told me to get up and get packed, that I was going to Alaska.  Well, I was no ordinary rube.  In that I was 
near the bottom of the jump list, I knew there was no way I was going anywhere...
except back to sleep.  Shortly after getting back to sleep, Wessell once again ap-
peared at my door and said: “Last chance!  You’re either up and packed and at the 
loft in 10 minutes, or the next man on the jump list is going in your place.”  Well, 
in that I was awake, anyway, I figured I better get up and see what the hell was 
going on.  My first clue was that all the lights were on in both the Admin Shack 
and the loft.  So...I figured maybe I would risk losing an hours sleep vs. a healthy 
paycheck.  My motto was always “you can’t eat jumps, but you sure can eat ‘oats’ 
all winter long.”  So, I headed for Alaska.
Upon our arrival at Ft. Wainright in Fairbanks we were met by a rather strange 
looking individual.  He was dressed in fire clothes that were pressed and starched 
(it’s damn hard to get a crease in nomex fire pants).  He had on mirrored sunglasses 
and carried a swagger stick.  What a buffoon!  He told us there was a new regime in 
Alaska.  If anything was needed on a fire, all we had to do was call in and it would 
be provided.  I was impressed.  Anyway, there was no action that afternoon and 
we were driven to a downtown hotel to spend the night.  After dinner, several of 
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us headed for one of the local “watering holes” for “just one.”  After several “just 
one’s” we decided it was hotel time and headed out of the saloon.  It was still broad 
daylight, so we headed back for just “one more.”  An hour later, we emerged again 
only to discover it was still broad daylight.  So...you get the picture.  At around 4 
am, we headed for the hotel with the sun rising steadily in the sky.  
The next day, we jumped a fire.  It was about 50 or so acres, slowly burning in a 
fairly heavy stand of spruce.  It had burned under the canopy and the whole thing 
was ripe for what transpired.  A large cumulus cell (maximus cumulus overtimus) 
drifted over our fire and the downdraft blew our fire in all directions.  We scam-
pered into a clearing adjacent to a lake and called for a helicopter to get us out of 
there, as the fire burned toward us. The helicopter arrived and attempted to take 
off with all of us on board.  That resulted in the helicopter lifting about 20 – 30 feet 
agl, shuddering and falling back to earth with a large thud!  The second attempt 
was no better.  By this time the fire was nearly on us, and the pilot stated that 
half would have to remain behind while he ferried the other half to a large green 
meadow about a half-mile away.  By this time the fire had evolved into a major 
conflagration.  There was thunder and lightning coming from the cell as well as 
intermittent rain and hail.  It had built its own weather system and was growing 
exponentially by the minute.  I, and several of my compadres, scampered into the 
lake.  The helicopter managed to lift off and clear the trees as the conflagration 
burned around us.  
When we regrouped, we called back to Fairbanks to report our situation and to 
request a large fire over-head team, multiple 20-person crews, etc, etc, etc...The 
reply from dispatch was pretty short and to the point.  They were out of resources 
and we should do the best we could with what we had...
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TTHE NEXT YEAR, I RETURNED TO ALASKA as part of a booster contingent from the lower 48.  This time we were not met with any bravado or bullshit. This time we were fortunate enough to be sent from Fairbanks to jump out of 
McGrath.  What a garden spot!  One of the finest saunas in the world!  And where 
else can you find a sign in the warehouse that proudly states “NOTHING BEATS 
OFF!”  Every day, we flew a patrol flight on the DC-3 from McGrath to the west, 
stopping in King Salmon for lunch (and for the pilots to pick up a hefty number 
of freshly caught salmon) and returned.  One day we spotted a signal mirror being 
flashed from the side of a lake.  The squad leader aboard checked his map, made 
several radio calls but could not figure out who it could be.  After quite a while, 
it was determined that it was a couple of Fairbanks Jumpers that had been out a 
week and were overdue.  It turns out their position was marked on the wrong lake 
and the folks who had been intermittently searching for them, had been unable 
to locate them.  Not the kind of story that inspires confidence.
Finally a lightning storm hit and we were dispatched to a fire on the banks of the 
Kuskokwim River.  The fire had been started by lightning on a ridge and the fire 
had backed down to the river.  It covered a large area, 100 or so acres, but was 
nearly out. Mike Russo, Ralph Rhodes, and I jumped and spent the better part of 
the day putting out the remaining smokes.  When we had accomplished that task, 
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we turned our attention to setting up camp.  Mike cut down a couple of nearby 
spruce trees and made the frame for a teepee.  We spread our parachutes around 
the spruce frame and erected one of the finest teepees you could imagine.  We 
were in hog heaven!  
We spent the next couple of days forging hooks out of the pop-top rings from the 
lids of Dinty Moore Beef Stew cans.  We used shroud lines from one of the cargo 
chutes as fishing line, and a tin can for a reel.  We used meatballs from cans of 
Franco American spaghetti as bait.  We proceeded to fish for hours on end, with 
no real success.  Our process for forging and sharpening the “hooks” was crude at 
best, so it was tough to keep the “bait” on the hooks.
Well...after spending the third day in “hog heaven” we were beginning to get just 
a little bit concerned.  I began to recall the signal mirror episode with recurring 
regularity.  On the fourth day, a single engine airplane roared up the river, circled 
our encampment, and dropped a message which read: “Helicopter to pick you up 
tomorrow @ 1500.”  
We later found out that they had marked us on the map with a big red “X” in 
the wrong Township and Range and on the wrong side of the river.  At least they 
were consistent.
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AS THE ALASKA FIRE SEASON BEGAN to wind down, there was political pressure being exerted behind the scenes to make it look like there was ag-gressive action being taken on all fires.  Orders were given that all Jumpers 
were to be working on going fires.  Well, as our DC 3 circled a 10,000+ acre fire 
in the middle of the tundra, it became extremely clear how poorly politics and 
fire fighting mix.  We began to make a low pass (less than 500’ agl) over the fire 
to determine if there was a flank on which we could “take action.”  As we began 
our descent, I noticed a steady stream of oil spilling off the left wing.  I proceeded 
to the cockpit to inform the pilot.  The co-pilot jumped from his seat and walked 
back with me.  He looked out the window and proclaimed: “Hell!  I got more oil 
than that leaking out of my watch!”  He returned to the cockpit and within a few 
seconds, I heard the left engine sputter and die.  So...there we were...flying along 
at 300 or so feet agl on one engine.  The co-pilot appeared from the cabin and 
proceeded to have us move as a group...slightly forward...then backward...then just 
a little right...in an attempt to balance the load and trim the plane.  We were too 
low to jump, so we had to ride it out.  Fortunately, the terrain was in our favor.  It 
was completely flat.  After a half hour or so, we stumbled upon an emergency strip, 
in the middle of bum-$%&* nowhere and began our approach.  It was uneventful, 
until the pilot applied the brakes.  The right brake was normal, but the left brake 
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had become soaked with oil.  So, when applied, the right brake grabbed, while the 
left brake slipped.  The aircraft did a hasty exit, stage right, off the runway and into 
the adjacent tundra.  We hastily exited the aircraft and after some deliberation, it 
was decided that we could push the plane back onto the runway.  With some great 
effort, we were able to accomplish the task.  
The next task was somewhat more problematic...how to repair the oil leak in the 
middle of...well...you know where!  The co-pilot was A&P certified, so was licensed 
to make the necessary repairs.  With due deliberation, and after assessing the situ-
ation for at least 30 minutes, they called dispatch, ordered oil and some surgical 
tubing.  Within an hour or so, a helicopter slung the necessary supplies to our 
location and the pilot and copilot began the repairs in earnest.  They had decided 
the best remedy for this particular situation was to bypass it.  They cut the surgical 
tubing and first affixed it to one part of the engine and then to another.  When 
they filled the engine with oil, it became clear that when the engine quit, it had 
one quart of oil in reserve out of 16 gallons.  Then they did the most incredulous 
thing I have ever heard.  The co-pilot said: “OK...we got everything fixed.  Let’s 
go!”  To my amazement, several of the Jumpers began to file back onto the DC 
3.  I said: “No way, Jose’!  You guys take this bird up, take her for a test hop, and 
if you make it back in one piece, I’ll gladly get back aboard!”  The co-pilot didn’t 
even blink, but coldly stared at me and said: “We are flying out of here now, with 
or without you on board.  It’s your choice.  You can either get on board or figure 
out how to walk out of here!”  Well...so much for bluffing!
So...to make a long story even longer...it had taken about 5-6 hours to “repair” 
the oil leak and we took off and immediately flew back to the fire over which we 
had lost the engine.  By now it had grown several times its original size.  In that 
I still had some serous reservations about flying in that particular aircraft at that 
particular moment, I was relieved to hear that we would be jumping.  It turned out 
we were about to begin building fire line on an unburned island in the middle of 
the fire.  Don’t you just love it when a plan comes together with such precision...
NOT!!!  Don’t know if stupidity or futility comes first when politics enter the deci-
sion-making process in fire fighting.
When we discovered the futility of our actions, we were resigned to set up camp 
and await retrieval.  After a couple of days, the fall rains set in.  That’s when stu-
pidity set in.  We were not informed by the Jumper in charge, Rudy, that he had 
in his possession, a radio capable of reaching the dispatch center.  After five days 
in the rain in the middle of the tundra, with nothing to eat but C-rats, several of 
our comrades became ill with food poisoning.  After awhile, we began to hear ru-
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mors that this radio existed.  We approached Rudy and demanded to know if the 
rumors were true.  He replied that they were, but he was reluctant to call for our 
retrieval.  He knew that the rains had set in, and in all likelihood, this was his last 
fire of the season.  He was going to milk it for all it was worth.  Normally, I would 
agree with him, but our sick comrades had become even sicker and were in need 
of medical attention.  So...we plotted a mutiny.
That night, we stormed Rudy’s hooch and grabbed the radio.  The next morning, 
we made the call to McGrath, informed them of our need for medical assistance, 
and were subsequently told that they had been expecting our call for several days. 
We would be picked up that afternoon.
As the afternoon approached, another front blew in and the ceiling lowered to 
about 50’ off the deck.  We heard the chopper, but couldn’t see it through the 
fog and rain.  Finally we caught a glimpse of him several hundred yards out.  We 
all lit fusees and began to run in the direction we had last seen him.  He finally 
caught sight of our fusees and landed near our camp.  He informed us that he was 
just about to turn back due to lack of fuel when he caught a glimpse of our flares. 
Based on the weather report, it would have been several more days before he could 
have returned to look for us.
When we got back to McGrath, and our buddies had been taken to the hospital, I 
stormed into the admin shack and began to question the sanity of the last 5 days. 
I was told to keep it down and to follow the head honcho into a back room.  It 
was there that the deal was struck.  If we would agree to keep quiet about this 
incident, we would receive a letter of commendation for our files.  I couldn’t be-
lieve what I was hearing.  In that there was nothing to be gained from beating our 
heads against the political wall, we took the deal.  We kept our tongues in check 
and upon our return, Delos Dutton had a rather befuddled look on his face when 
he called Robison, Russo, and Rhodes to the front of the day room to read our 
letter of commendation and to congratulate each of us personally.  I just know in 
his mind...in his most vivid dreams...in his most horrific nightmares...could  he 
imagine a more unlikely trio to receive such a letter?  That’s politics...
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WHEN I EXITED THE TWIN OTTER over the Rogue River N.F., it was a perfect evening for a jump: light winds, small two-manner, great meadow for a jump...it just doesn’t get any better!  As my jump partner 
and I exited the plane and floated toward the meadow I yelled that I would bet 
him a six-pack that I could land closer to the large black boulder in the middle of 
the meadow than he could.  He took the bet and I started to get thirsty.  As I made 
a final circle several hundred feet above the meadow and set up for my final ap-
proach, I realized that the large black rock had moved.  It was then that the rock 
stood up on its hind legs and began sniffing the air.  Nothing like picking a large 
black bear as your DZ.  Well...I began to do the only thing that I could think of...I 
began to scream obscenities at the bear.  He (or she) being unaccustomed to such 
crude encounters, ambled off into the woods to consort with a more refined class 
of critters.  My rookie partner totally freaked out, lost his concentration, and hung 
up in a large Doug fir at the edge of the meadow.  I landed in the middle of the 
meadow and proceeded to retrieve our fire packs.  Upon my return to the meadow, 
I called to the rookie and he responded...still 100 feet or so up in the tree.  He had 
yet to begin his let down.  I took a look at his situation and it appeared that his 
chute was completely draped over the top of a green tree.  He was not going to fall 
out of that tree.  Only way for him to get  to the ground was to let himself down. 
As darkness was falling, I yelled for him to get his ass in gear and get out of the 
tree.  I went over to the fire and proceeded to knock down the hot spots and began 
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digging line.  It was then that I realized that it was getting quite dark and still no 
partner.  So I went back over the to the meadow and asked if he was alright.  He 
said that he was, but, in that he was still in the tree, I couldn’t see how he was all 
right at all.  At this point it was too dark for me to talk him through any let down 
procedure and be able to see if he was executing it properly.  So...I did the only 
thing that I could.  I left him there, hanging in the tree and returned to the fire.  I 
worked through most of the night and pretty much had it cold by 0300.  I would 
periodically return to the meadow and ask my partner if he was OK.  He always 
sounded a bit worried, but otherwise was OK.  Shortly after 0300 I hit the fart sack 
for some much needed ZZZ’s.  At about 0500, I awakened and checked the fire...
no smokes.  I then returned to the meadow to see if I could somehow extricate my 
jump partner from his predicament.  He still refused to budge.  I yelled at him.  I 
threatened him.  I begged him.  I told him I would fell the tree.  I told him I would 
leave him.  I told him he would never jump again.  He wouldn’t budge.  Finally, I 
got really pissed off!  Rather than stay there and get even angrier, I decided to go 
and retrieve my gear.
An hour or so later, I returned with my gear and checked the fire for the final 
time...still no smokes...dead out!  I made my way to the meadow and discovered 
my jump partner had finally begun the procedure of letting himself out of the tree. 
I talked him through it and he had no problems.  Needless to say, I had to climb 
the tree and retrieve his chute.  Didn’t make me a happy jumper.  Don’t know to 
this day if he was freaked out by the bear or the prospect of letting himself down 
from a 100’ tree.  It really didn’t make any difference to me.  I was so ticked-off 
that I had to do all the work...all I wanted to do was get back to the base and get 
as far away from this guy on the jump list as I could.
On our way out we found another small lightning-caused fire that was almost dead 
out.  I looked it over and realized that the head had burned into a green meadow 
and the flanks were in rocks...it was about to go out on its own.  My jump partner 
asked if we were going to stop and put it out?  I’m standing here with a 100 pound 
pack on my back thinking: “Oh, great!  Now he wants to work on a fire!”  I said: “If 
you want to stay here and put out the few remaining smokes, you go for it!  Me...
I’m outta here!”  I repositioned my pack on my back and proceeded in the direc-
tion of the trail.  I never looked back to see if he was following me...didn’t much 
care.  I never had the pleasure of his company on another jump.
M y  M o s t  I n c r e d i b l e  F i r e
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AS A SMOKEJUMPER, you learn to adapt to a variety of changing situations. The only attitude that was acceptable was a “can do” attitude.  This attitude was exemplified in the phrase: “ask for forgiveness, not permission”.  We 
embodied the phrase...”Just do it!”
There was only one rule inviolate...one rule that can never be broken...the cardinal 
sin.  You must always bring back your parachute.  Even if it’s a crispy critter...even if 
it’s just a “shroud” of its former self...you bring back your chute, or you’re fired.  
Spring of 1997.  A couple of us jumped to begin the arduous task of building five 
helispots in five days (read Jumping into Helispots).  The jump was in squirrely 
winds and it was difficult to hit the ridge.  I landed about a quarter mile off the 
ridge in a patch of madrone and manzanita.  My chute was draped over, around, 
and through the brush.  I proceeded to make my way to the ridge top and assist in 
the construction of the helispot.  As we worked, we noticed an incredible buildup 
(maximus cumulus overtimus) over the northern Klamath and the southern Siski-
yous.  Soon, our radio chattered from the Aerial Project.  There were jump requests 
on the table and they were sending a helicopter to pick us up.  We were to retrieve 
our gear and meet the helicopter within the hour.  I conveyed that it would take 
me at least several hours to extricate my chute from the brush field in which it was 
being held prisoner.  The response was to proceed with haste.  
When the helicopter arrived, I had barely begun to free the chute from its captives. 
I relayed my situation and to my astonishment, the response was to leave my 
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chute and return to the Aerial Project.  It was the intention that we would return 
to recover the chute following the fire bust.  Well...the best intentions of...
The site was weathered in for weeks following the lightning storm.  Not only did 
it rain, but it snowed pretty heavily on the site.  It was assumed that during that 
time, the weather had deteriorated the fabric of the canopy to render it useless. 
So...it was written off.  We received numerous reports that summer of commercial 
aircraft sighting the parachute and reporting “airman down.”
Although technically, I broke the Cardinal Sin, I was never fired for it...
B r e a k i n g  t h e  C a r d i n a l  S i n
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Aloha Angel Café 
My wife and I were vacationing on the big Island of Hawaii.  I had been mar-lin fishing aboard the High Noon, and asked the captain to recommend a 
good place to eat.  He said that if I wanted to have a good meal at a reasonable 
price, I couldn’t beat the Aloha Angel Cafe.  He explained that the restaurant was 
in the middle of Kainailu, a small town just south of Kailua Kona on the road to 
the volcano. 
The next day found us at the restaurant for lunch, proudly attired with my Siskiyou 
Smokejumper logo hat.  After a couple of the best Ahi burgers ever and several Kona 
Big Wave Golden Ales, we proceeded to the counter to settle the bill.  
As I was waiting to sign the Visa slip, a young lady approached from the kitchen 
and asked:  “Did you earn that hat?”  I was dumbfounded and confused and just 
responded with a “Yes, I did.”  She responded with a smile and a very simple 
“Thank you.”  
It wasn’t until later that night that I realized that for the first time, I had been 
thanked for doing my job as a Smokejumper.
S h r o u d  L i n e s
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Mickey Mouse
My rookie year (’65) was a bitch.  It was a pretty large rookie class (11 +/-) and so the veterans took turns  “helping” us get into shape.  Sandwiched between 
Chuck Sheley (The Red Rabbit) PT-ing our asses off in the morning and Hal Ward 
or Johnny Kirkley PT-ing our asses off in the afternoon, was our intensive jump 
training...typically Mick Swift was one of the leaders in this endeavor.
It was late Friday afternoon after our third week of training and I was planning to 
head to Portland for the weekend to visit friends.  I was exhausted after the first 
three weeks, and couldn’t wait to exit stage left for some much needed R&R. There 
was only one thing that was stopping me – Mick Swift.  There we were, seated on 
the ground in the sawdust, legs crossed, arms folded, feigning attention.  There 
he was, standing in front of us, bigger than life, pontificating on God-knows-what 
for God-knows-forever.  He droned on, and on, and on...All I wanted was for him 
to be done so I could grab a shower and head north.  I was becoming increasingly 
frustrated and pissed off.  How in the hell could he be so inconsiderate as to keep 
me captive against my will?  Who in the hell did he think he was, anyway!!??
Then it happened...”Any questions?” he asked.
I don’t know how it happened, but my right arm had immediately shot into the 
air.  It was self-propelled.  It gained altitude of its own free will.
“Yes, John.” He drawled. (I was not yet Juan)
“Did anyone ever call you Mickey Mouse?”  I almost shouted.
There was the most incredible hushed silence followed immediately by this mass 
“gasp.”  Now, while it might sound impossible for a person to move while seated 
with his legs crossed in front of him, it can be done.  The only sound was a rustling 
in the sawdust.  It was caused by the movement of 11 guys attempting (successfully, 
I might add) to crab-walk sideways using only their butt-cheeks for propulsion.
Mick just stood there dumbfounded.  He was speechless.  And...why not.  He was 
probably trying to figure out just how long and painful my death would be. 
Finally after what seemed like an eternity, Mick spoke softly:  “Not and lived to 
tell about it!”   
Then, with all the class in the world, he just began to chuckle.  He looked at all of 
us and said: “You guys have a good weekend.  You deserve it!”
I gained a pretty healthy respect for Mick that day...and lived to tell about it!
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Jerry Howe’s Undies
Early one morning, six of us were dispatched to standby at Kingsley AFB out of Klamath Falls following a spectacular lightning storm the preceding afternoon/
evening.  The flight over was uneventful, except that I was the only one NOT to 
empty his barf-bag on the tarmac.  We hung out all day with nothing to show for 
it, and were sent home late that afternoon.
The trip home was not quite as uneventful.
The first item of business was a fly-over of Crater Lake.  It would have been OK if 
someone hadn’t asked Bent Wing (Dick Bassett) if there were any fish in the lake. 
He decided that a closer inspection of the lake’s surface might prove insightful. 
So...after skimming over the top of the lodge, Bent Wing dumped the nose of the 
ol’ Twin Beech over the rim and toward the surface of the lake.  After a short in-
spection of the surface, he began to climb toward the far rim.  Well...the far rim 
was two things: (1) not quite as far as he had anticipated and (2) it was just a little 
higher than he anticipated.  Bent Wing poured the coals to the ol’ Twin Beech 
and it “roared” into life and began to shudder as it slowly climbed.  Fortunately, 
he had just enough “climb” for the distance traveled and elevation gained.  We 
cleared the trees on the far rim with at least 10’ to spare.
As we proceeded back to the Gobi, everyone excepting me, began to snooze.  I be-
came bored, sitting in the door watching the world go by beneath me, and began 
to look through Jerry Howe’s (“HOW-DOES-HE-DO-IT?”) PG (personal gear) bag. 
Inside were three pair of the most nicely folded Jockey briefs that I ever had the 
displeasure to inspect.  Even more incredible, was the fact that Jerry had carefully 
inscribed his name on each pair with an indelible pen.  (Wow!  Jerry was ready 
for Camp Gobi!)  Realizing that we were just beginning to fly over the city limits 
of Grants Pass, I seized the opportunity to make Jerry immortal...or maybe it was 
immoral.  Either way, I carefully removed Jerry’s undies from his PG bag and one-
at-a-time, at about a 30 second interval, I tossed them out the door. 
It would really be neat to know where in the city they landed and what in the hell 
people thought of a pair of undies landing on/in their ????????  Jerry – next time 
include your phone number in addition to your name!!! 
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Lila
1965...Rookie year...Monday morning...hangover...I felt like crap!  On top of it all, I was the bullcook for the day.  Could it get any worse?
There I was in the mess hall, mop and bucket in front of me, and I was sitting on 
one of the benches trying to pull it together.  
Enter Lila (one of the cooks).  
She asked if I was all right, and I responded that I was in a world of hurt.
She asked if there was anything that she could do to help.  
After thinking for just a moment, I recalled how Tom Sawyer had conned some-
one else into whitewashing the picket fence.  I responded that I really had never 
mopped a floor before, and had no idea what to do.
She looked at me in disbelief, and asked if I was for real.
I assured her that I was not lying, and that if she could just show me how the mop 
and bucket worked, I could finish the job.
She sputtered and stammered and damn near blew a fuse, but finally said: “I sup-
pose that you had your servants do this at home.”
And with the straightest face and the most innocent look, I responded: “Well, yes! 
Of course!”
She began mumbling, and stammering, and finally yelled for me to get out! 
While it accomplished my objective for the day, Lila never spoke kindly to me 
again.
Moral:  Never piss off the cook!
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The Do-Gooder
Three of us jumped a small fire in the Three Sisters Wilderness Area.  After put-ting the fire out, we proceeded to divvy up the gear and begin the arduous task 
of packing 100+ pounds of gear apiece the 7-8 miles to the trailhead.  The trip was 
arduous, but spectacular as we got to see a herd of elk, numerous deer, and several 
small lakes framed with the Three Sisters in the background.
As we got to within a mile or so of the trailhead, we took a much-needed break 
before we began the descent out of the wilderness and down to the trailhead. 
As we were resting, a woman came huffing and puffing up the trail and plopped 
herself down next to us.  There we were...soot covered and emitting an aroma of 
a mix of sweat and mosquito dope.  
She looked us over without much emotion, but when she saw our packs, she lost it! 
“What are ‘they’ doing to you men!?” she cried.  “What are your names?”  “Where 
do you work?”  “I’m going to write my congressmen and senators and report that 
you men are being treated no better than pack animals!”
With some effort, I hoisted my pack onto my back and, as I departed I said:  “I 
appreciate your concern.  I don’t know what enjoyment you get from this experi-
ence, but I am being paid good money to back-pack.”  And with that we began 
our descent to the trailhead.
The Wilderness Guard
Wes Brown and I jumped a fire in the Three Sisters Wilderness.  The fire wasn’t much, but it was in heavy duff with a lot of punky stumps and logs and was 
going to be a dry-mop nightmare.  After we had the fire lined and knocked-down, 
we decided to take a break before beginning the lengthy task of mop-up.  As we 
broke open the fire packs and our PG (personal gear) bags, we piled the canned 
food on a flat adjacent to the fire.  We set up the hot-chocolate kitchen and broke 
out the hors d’oeuvres–smoked oysters and sardines on crackers. 
Suddenly we heard a person hollering in the distance.  We hollered back and 
eventually a wilderness guard made his way to our fire. His boss, in all his infi-
nite wisdom to save a few pennies, had made the wilderness his duty station.  He 
worked 10 days on and 4 days off with no per-diem to cover his living expenses 
while he was at work in the wilderness.  What a screw-job!  Because of this, the 
poor guy had been subsisting on rice, beans, and powdered milk for most of the 
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summer.  When he saw us sitting around eating hors d’oeuvres and the incredible 
pile of canned food, he almost started crying.  He said that he would help us with 
the fire if we would leave some cans of food for him.  We agreed and began the 
long task of mop-up. Around 3 AM, Wes and I informed the wilderness guard that 
we were going to grab a couple of hours of sleep and attack the mop-up with a 
renewed vigor in the morning.  We proceeded to sack out and awakened around 6 
AM to discover that the wilderness guard had returned to his base, retrieved a piss-
pump, and proceeded to pack water from a lake a quarter mile away.  In the three 
or so hours he worked, he had literally drowned the fire.  There was not a smoke, 
ember, or coal to be found.  We left later that morning and left a huge mound of 
canned food.  I always had a picture in my mind of the Wilderness Guard acting 
like Scrooge McDuck diving into his money bin.
In mid-August, I was one of six Gobi Jumpers dispatched to assist Redmond.  My 
JP and I were #3 and #4 on the jump list.  We were dispatched to jump two fires. 
The first was a small fire, easily handled by two Jumpers.  The second fire call 
came from the local FMO himself who was on-site and requesting assistance.  As 
we circled the fire, I could see that the fire was no more than half an acre in size, 
was not spreading, was adjacent to a road, and had at least six personnel on the 
fire.  In addition, an engine was approaching the fire. I asked the spotter repeat-
edly for assurance that our presence was absolutely necessary on the ground, as I 
didn’t want to make a “practice jump” without any opportunity for much, if any, 
overtime.  With repeated assurance that the local FMO on site needed assistance, 
we proceeded to jump.  As we landed and proceeded to put out our streamers in-
dicating we were “OK”, the FMO approached with 5 young boys.  “Great jump!” 
he exclaimed.  “I just wanted these young men in my scout troop to see what a 
Smokejumper could do.”
I almost exploded, but proceeded to go to work on the fire.  The next two Jump-
ers on the list behind us proceeded back to Redmond and were subsequently dis-
patched to Missoula.  They returned in 16 days with 3 fire jumps apiece, and over 
a thousand dollars each in overtime and per-diem.  
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White “Logger “ Boots
There we were...heading home from the Tool Box Springs Fire...Abbey’s Pizza Parlor.  It just so happened that Lou Wayers (Lou Gross-a) knew the manager 
of Drews Men’s Store, located in the same shopping center.  He went to see if his 
friend wanted to join us for a grog or two.  He did, and brought with him a stack 
of entry forms to a contest his store was sponsoring.  The winner would receive 
a custom made pair of White “Logger” boots (later renamed the “Smokejumper 
Boot”).  In that he didn’t want some little old lady to win, he said that if we would 
fill out the entry forms, he would guarantee that one of us would win the boots. 
Well, I had jumped my first year in a pair of inexpensive Red Wings, affectionately 
referred to as “Chicken Skins” for their thin leather. After a season and a half they 
were just about shot.  So, while everyone’s attention was diverted to Gravity doing 
the “Nobble – Nobble” (harelip turkey dance) on the fireplace, I proceeded to fill 
out about 25 of the 30 or so entry forms.  So, it was with no real sense of amaze-
ment that I was informed that my name had been drawn from among thousands 
of entries and that I was the winner of a brand new pair of custom built White 
“Logger” boots.
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MY HEART WAS POUNDING as the plane took off from the base heading west into the brilliant summer sunset.  Delos Dutton, the Project Air Of-ficer and now spotter, informed me that the fire was on the Gold Beach 
Ranger District, my heart started to pump even more rapidly. This was my old 
Ranger District where I had first started working summers for the Forest Service. 
The chances were great that I would see some of my old friends. 
After circling the fire and dropping drift streamers, over the roar of the engines and 
the rushing sound of the wind through the open door, Delos yelled to me asking 
if I wanted to Jump. The drift streamers must have landed somewhere over the 
Pacific Ocean.  The wind was blowing at forty miles per hour and landing could 
be very dangerous.
Delos asked: “Do you want to jump in this wind? If you jump you better find a tree 
to land in. If you hit the ground with the wind blowing this hard you’ll bounce 
like a rubber ball.” Never heard of a Jumper declining a jump and I wasn’t going 
to be the first. So I responded in true Gobi demeanor, “Well there are plenty of 
trees down there. I should be able to find one.”
There was never a moment of doubt in my young and foolish mind. Of course I 
would jump. However, once I exited the plane at one thousand feet I knew I was 
in trouble. I turned the parachute into the wind in order to slow down, but the 
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wind was screaming in my ears. I was flying, not dropping gently. Usually, even 
as low as one thousand feet, there is plenty of time to pick a landing spot near the 
fire, but not too close. This jump accelerated by ten.
Facing into the wind, looking over my right shoulder for a spot to land, I hadn’t 
reached the magic altitude where the perception of falling kicked into high gear. 
Always felt a split-second of excitement when that switch in my head opened and 
the ground became a reality. It would feel like the parachute lines had all snapped 
and I was dropping like a rock. It was the same every time. I always felt this, a 
sudden feeling of truth at about one hundred feet above the ground. At this point 
there wasn’t much anyone could do but remember to keep their feet together, legs 
bent, and eyes on the horizon. 
Suddenly, this time was different. Thud, I slammed backwards into the top of a 
towering Douglas fir. As most Jump stories start, “This is no %$#@”.  Flying through 
the air at two hundred feet, I never saw this towering monster before I was part 
of it. When I hit the two hundred foot plus tall Douglas fir I stopped suddenly, 
only dropping a few feet before the chute was securely entangled in the fir tree’s 
branches. I was like a gleaming White and Orange ornament hanging from a giant 
Christmas Tree.
I took stock of the situation. No pain. That was good. I wasn’t tumbling through 
the branches. That was good. I couldn’t see the ground when I looked down. That 
was bad. That was very bad. I couldn’t loosen my chest harness buckle. That was 
extremely bad. I had heard of this happening to other Jumpers, from other bases. 
One Jumper from Missoula a few weeks before came into tall tree land at the Gobi 
during a fire bust. He couldn’t loosen his chest strap and cut his harness to get out 
of a tree. The Gobi Jumpers joked that he was suffering from “altitude sickness” be-
cause the trees in southern Oregon were so much taller than the Montana trees.
The rules were clear: Never leave your Jump partner (sorry about that Lead Hook), 
bring back your chute, and never, cut your harness. I waved to the Twin Beech 
circling, trying to signal I was OK.  After a few more passes the pilot flew back to 
the base to pick up another load of Jumpers. I tugged and pulled on the harness 
buckle, but it didn’t budge. I knew I had to loosen that buckle before I could at-
tempt to do a letdown out of this monster tree. This, as Terry Egan so eloquently 
said was the “Mother of All Trees.”  I had to be careful not to dislodge myself and 
break loose from the tree. Even though a fall from that height would mean certain 
injury, if not death, my main concern was how I could release the pressure from 
the bound harness buckle. 
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Suddenly, I figured it out and reached up with both hands and pulled myself up 
to where I could sit on a branch. For the first time, I was thankful for all those 
pull-ups, sit-ups, and climbing that twenty foot rope hand over hand without us-
ing legs. I guess it was because of situations like this that they made the physical 
requirements so tough. 
When a Jumper was in trouble the Forest Service wanted to make sure that each 
man was in top physical condition. This conditioning often made the difference 
of whether or not a Jumper and his partners survived. I had just done a pull-up 
wearing thirty pounds of jump-gear. Once I was sitting on a limb I collapsed my 
chest enough to loosen the buckle and began the letdown procedure. 
I tossed the rope out away from the tree and slowly slipped out of the harness 
that had held me prisoner; very carefully allowed my weight to test the rope. If 
everything turned loose now there would be no chance to break my fall. Every-
thing seemed secure as I slowly loosened the grip I had on the letdown rope.  As 
expected, the one hundred and fifty feet of letdown rope was not enough and I 
was virtually “at the end of my rope”. All I could do was let go and drop twenty 
feet to the ground. Luckily, the terrain was extremely steep, and when I hit the 
ground, I rolled softly into a dry creek bed. It was time for another check to see if 
all the pieces were in the right place. 
The other Jumpers had begun fighting the fire. This fire started at a logging camp 
from a single spark in an inaccessible pile of brush. Before the loggers reached the 
fire it was out of control. It was August and the forest was as dry as a desert, but 
the Forest Service maintained a full alert status. They threw every man and piece of 
equipment available onto the fire. By 10 AM the next morning, the fire was under 
control and we started to gather up our gear and prepare to return to the Gobi.
Before we got to my chute, we worked on getting Dick Wessel’s chute loose. It was 
a tangled mess of tree limbs and parachute cords. We worked on it for an hour 
before I pulled out my knife and made a couple of surgical cuts to the lines. This 
was not appreciated by Delos who, later in his soft spoken manner, let me know. 
Then we turned our attention to the problem of retrieving the high altitude treed 
parachute. It took two climbing ropes tied together to get around the monstrous 
tree at the base. Even though I really liked climbing, this did not look like fun. I 
started up the tree.  I had to lean into the tree to gather slack in the rope. Then I 
threw the slack section of the rope up around the trunk and fell back as the rope 
curled to a higher level. The challenge was to take a few steps with the climbing 
spurs to gain height before the process started again. I climbed a few feet each 
time then restarted.
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“Howe-Does-He-Do-It” as I was called, climbed one hundred feet using this tech-
nique when I stopped to rest. I was trying to figure out how I could get a drink of 
water when Eric the Black (Schoenfeld) realized that if I could swing the letdown 
rope to the Jumpers standing on the uphill side of the tree, they could pull the 
chute out of the tree. It worked. Several Jumpers (Dick Wessel, Terry Egan, and Eric 
Schoenfeld, other jumpers I do not recall) started pulling on the letdown rope. 
Suddenly we heard the familiar crack as the chute and tree limbs fell dangerously 
close to me while plunging to the ground, scattering the Jumpers. This was the 
second time that summer that we pulled a chute from the tree with Gobi Power.  
After my adventure with the forty-mile an hour wind, the fire, and the tree, I was 
feeling invincible. However, two days later, while playing volleyball for the custom-
ary five push-ups a point, I was challenged at the net by Mick Swift and lost. We 
both hit the ball at the net but when I came down and landed on the side of his 
right foot it cracked a bone. This injury ended my career as a Smokejumper. The 
Forest Service put me on workman’s compensation, and the Draft Board wanted 
me as soon as my foot healed.
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IT WAS SUMMER OF 1966- late July or early August. It had been one crazy sum-mer. I had already been drafted twice. The first five minutes after arriving at the base I got into a wrestling match with Dick Wessel. I said “hello” and the 
next thing I knew, we were entangled…bouncing off the walls of the bunk house. 
He sure has a funny way of saying “hello.”
I didn’t know Mick Swift or that he was a former wrestler. Swift finally ended my 
jumping career on the volleyball court. I can’t remember if this was before or after 
our disagreement at a party. 
Then there was my favorite Rookie, Trooper Tom Emonds, fresh into the Gobi from 
New Zealand, where he had been hired to reduce the Bambi population and fight 
wild boars with his Bowie Knife. 
While Emett Grijalva had some adventures guiding a parachute, his punch was 
straight and true with the kick of a mule. It took several years, but my two front 
upper teeth finally had to be patched from a Gobi 16 ounce glove after a boxing 
match with Emett. The nosebleed was normal…anyone could have done that.
Hal Ewing, fresh from the Navy, was trying to set me up to get killed in a boxing 
match. I hardly ever got the Twin Beech messy or smelly at all when he imitated 
John Wayne or was it Tom Cruise, while we were dropping supplies to a lookout 
tower. Never felt so sick.  Funny he doesn’t look like a guy who would hold a 
grudge.    
G o b i - i t e s
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The last time I was number 1 on the Jump list it was the Tool Box Springs fire 
where John Robison lost his name and became “The Great Rubisow” and Tommy 
Albert (Gravity) turned into a 200 plus or minus pound beer drinking, pizza de-
vouring turkey complete with a “nobble-nobble” dance and sound effects. “Buzz-
er” Chuck Mansfield was the last Jumper on this fire and it was very, very dark. 
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THE FIRST FIRE JUMPS IN REGION 8 were made on the Jefferson National Forest, on the Clinch Ranger District. The date was March 31, 1971, and four Smokejumpers made the jump on the Skeggs Fire, which was burning 
on State of Virginia land and was rapidly approaching National Forest land.
The Jumpers stopped the leading edge of the fire and linked up with the state 
warden crew on the East flank of the fire. The fire was stopped at 54 acres and 
had been moving faster than the ground crew could walk. TheJumpers had the 
advantage of being in the right place at the right time and were in better physical 
condition to fight the fire.
What were Smokejumpers doing in R-8 and how did they get there? The concept 
was introduced at a Fire Management meeting on the Jefferson NF by Clyde Todd, 
who was the ranger on the Clinch district. Their object was to stop 90 percent of 
the fires at 10 acres or smaller because of their high land value in critical areas. 
Their crews were not even close to accomplishing that goal; they would come 
close to stopping the fires but would lose because they could not catch up with 
the leading edge.
   R e g i o n  8  S m o k e j u m p i n g —  
T h e  U n t o l d  S t o r y
D E L O S  D U T T O N
Dee jumped  at Missoula 1951 and 1952 and New Mexico 1953.  He then went into the U.S. Air 
Force from July 1953 to July 1955. He returned to Missoula where he continued jumping until 
1966.  Dee became project air officer for the Siskiyou Smokejumper Base in April of 1966 and 
served through June of 1975. He then became fire equipment specialist in the R-6 office.  He served 
on details to the Washington Office to standardize fire suppression equipment service-wide.  
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The Fire Management people on the Jefferson NF wanted a small centralized force 
to help their six-ranger district to get control of the fire situation. They wanted 
personnel in top physical condition and well-trained in fire suppression. This pre-
sented a problem because their fire season was short (six weeks) and the people 
they hired were required to do other work, with fire being an incidental part of 
the job. Their people became skilled in other work and generally unavailable until 
the fire situation became extreme.
A helitack crew was considered but ruled out for several reasons. Small helicopters 
could not haul a large enough crew to slow the spread of the fires, and large ones 
were too expensive. Furthermore, their forests were heavily covered with timber, 
and the clearings and meadows were on slopes and too small for helispots. The 
forests in the Appalachian Mountains are very long and narrow, making speed 
and range a limiting factor. Helispot construction would be difficult because large 
numbers of the trees would have to be cut down due to the rounded ridge tops.
Smokejumping was considered, but this caused a lot of concern. Their forest had a 
very extensive road system and most of their fires started close to roads, and they 
had a hardwood forest that was dormant during fire season. Could men parachute 
into such a forest on an operational basis without injuries? As they pushed their 
demands they found that R-8 had already been evaluated and found lacking, but 
they pressed on and gained authorization for a new study.
The Project Air Officer at the Siskiyou Smokejumper base was selected to re-evaluate 
R-8 for the possible use of Smokejumpers. The job went to R-6 because R-1 and R-4 
Jumpers were involved in the R-3 fire season, and R-5 had an early fire season of 
its own. A 10-day trip was scheduled for the study and observation of the R-8 fire 
problems. The reason for selecting Siskiyou Smokejumper Base was the best-kept 
secret for years.
Most of the people knew it was because we were the best people for the job — but 
now I must confess it was only because I knew people in high places. My jump 
partner at Missoula, with whom I hunted elk, was in the national office and so was 
the ex-Siskiyou pilot who flew the Noorduyn Airplane out of Deming NM in 1953. 
The forest supervisor of the Jefferson NF was also an ex-Missoula Smokejumper.
The Jefferson NF had limited money planned for the project, so it had to be kept 
small and we made a plan that was similar to a helitack operation. In using Forest 
Service aircraft, a pilot and trained firefighters, we were very competitive financially 
with the helitack program and had the advantage by being able to jump close to 
the fire. A three-year trial program was adopted. It consisted of C-45H aircraft, 
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pilot, project leader and four Smokejumpers. The project would be reinforced as 
needed with the use of emergency fire funds.
The original Smokejumper crew was selected and retrained in early March 1971. 
The selection process was complicated because we were faced with the problem 
of selecting our very best men or taking the ones who were expendable — or as I 
should say, ones who were easily replaced.
Walt Congleton (Cave Junction ’68), Ray Farinetti (Cave Junction ’64) , Bob McCray 
(Cave Junction ’67) and Gary Mills (Cave Junction ’66) were selected. Hal Ewing 
would pilot Twin Beech 166Z and I would go as project leader and spotter. Our 
parachutes and protective clothing were  shipped at an earlier date by commercial 
truck freight and delivered on time.
The base for our operation was set up at the Lonesome Pine Airport, near Wise, Va. 
The airport facilities were rented at $30 per week and consisted of an office and 
one break room that doubled as a gear-storage area. Parachutes were packed in the 
hangar on portable tables provided by Flatwoods CCC. The crew was quartered at 
the Western Hills Motel in Corburn, which was adequate and inexpensive.
An implementation meeting was held March 24. The Daniel Boone and Jefferson 
NF Ranger district units were represented. We let them know that we were there 
to help and that we wanted our crew to team up with their fire fighters to sup-
press fires.
I arranged a fire training session for our crew to fa-
miliarize them with fire fighting in R-8. This did not 
sit well with my men because, after all, they already 
knew all there was to know about firefighting. The 
fuel that carries the fire in R-8 consists of leaves that 
are very dry, they are in deep piles, and the strong 
spring winds cause the fires to spread rapidly. When 
the trees leaf out, the ground becomes shaded and 
the fire season is over.
Most of the fires in R-8 are human-caused by careless 
acts such as burning trash in a barrel, clearing fields, 
unattended camp fires, smokers and a few incendiary 
sets. One set was caused by a lady who was frightened by a large snake that crawled 
away in the leaves. She set a fire to kill the snake but she lacked the knowledge 
and the tools to put the fire out.
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Fire rakes were used to rake away the leaves down to mineral soil to rob the fire 
of fuel.  When the fire is too hot for close attack, the Jumpers would back away 
for a few yards or whatever distance was required to get away from the heat. They 
would burn out fuel that was between their fire line and the main fire.
On some fires they would back off a considerable distance and make a backfire from 
the fireline, which would be sucked into the main fire. Leaf blowers were used on 
some occasions with good success because they were able to blow the leaves, and 
then burn out the fire line, towards the main fire.
Region 8 has more than its share of wind, and it was a problem on all of the fires 
on which we took action. One of the fires was near a long, narrow meadow which 
was selected for the jump spot. However, there was a low-level ground wind which 
caused this to be a timber jump, and one of the cargo packages drifted into the 
trees. Our pilot, Hal Ewing, was disturbed by this and I wasn’t “happy about putting 
four men into the trees,” so we took our truck and retrieved all of the parachutes 
and jump gear.
How many fires have you jumped on where the pilot and the boss retrieved your 
gear and parachute when you landed in a tree?
The Jumpers manned two fires during the first 10 days, but fire conditions indicated 
that the base was undermanned, so reinforcements were ordered April 12. Two men 
were sent from each R-6 base and arrived the next day by commercial air flight. 
The crew became involved in a lot of action during that week, so a reinforcement 
order was made again April 19 for six more Jumpers and a Twin Beech aircraft.
Bad weather delayed the crew and they arrived April 24; only three men on this 
crew would make fire jumps. The trees were getting their leaves now and the fire 
season was about over.
The 1971 fire season ended May 1 with a five-man jump on the Yellow Cliff Fire, 
in the Daniel Boone NF. This completed 82 fire jumps on 23 fires in a 32-day per- 
iod. The original crew had made 12 fire jumps apiece and the first reinforcement 
crew had made five perJumper. The R-8 people were favorably impressed and they 
agreed to continue the trial use of Smokejumpers.
In the R-8 fire season of 1972, the crew was stationed at Tri-City in Tennessee be-
cause of work on runways at Lonesome Pine. The original crew was sent again with 
the late Mick Swift (Cave Junction ’56) as project leader. The R-8 Beech 99 aircraft 
piloted by Duane Myler was used for the trip but Chris Hanes would be the pilot 
for the fire season. The aircraft was fast, and flight times to fires were reduced by 
at least 25 percent. 
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The crew was reinforced March 20 by Hal Ewing with  Twin Beech 166Z. He picked 
up three Redmond and three North Cascades Jumpers at Redmond. The first fire 
jump was made on the Ground Hog fire in the Red Bird District of Daniel Boone 
NF. The fire season was slow because of wet weather and the crew only made 28 
fire jumps on seven fires.
For the 1973 fire season the crew was back at the Lonesome Pine Airport near Wise, 
Va.  Swift, Mills and Farinetti made the trip with Wes Brown (Cave Junction ’66) , 
Troop Emonds (Cave Junction ’66), and Lonnie Oswalt  (Cave Junction ’65) added 
to the crew. This was another slow season with 41 fire jumps on 11 fires.
The three-year trial use of Smokejumpers was completed. Fire jumps had been made 
from Wise, Va , Tri-City, Tenn. and Fort Smith, Ark. A total of 151 fire jumps had 
been made on 41 fires. There were no jump injuries and the Jumpers claimed that 
the most dangerous part of their job was the ride back from the fires and avoiding 
small power lines in the forest.
During the three seasons, 35 different 
Jumpers would make fire jumps in R-8. 
Ewing, Russell and Hanes piloted the air-
craft. The Jumpers made initial attack on 
75 percent of the fires and on the leading 
edge of all fires.
In the final report for the three-year test 
project the Smokejumpers were praised and 
complemented for their suppression work, 
leadership, and team work with R-8 fire 
fighters. Commendation letters were written by the Forest Supervisor of the Jef-
ferson NF and the Daniel Boone NF. Letters were also written by six different forest 
rangers, two fire-staff officers, the national RA administrator, park superintendent 
and a State of Virginia fire warden.
During the past three seasons we had a lot of people asking how men could make 
parachute jumps over a dormant hardwood forest. One answer was that once you 
step out of the door of an aircraft in flight you were well on your way. The next 
question was if it would be safe. The response: “Since when has that ever had any 
thing to do with Smokejumping?”   
New Jumpers to the area would ask, “Does the wind blow this hard all the time?” 
The answer was, “No, it will blow a lot harder in the afternoon when you jump 
on a fire.”
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Smokejumping continued in 1974 and six Smokejumpers, with Gary Mills as project 
leader and Mick Swift as assistant Jefferson Forest dispatcher (a fox in a chicken 
coop). Gregg Schmidt, Gar Leyva and Hal Ewing were the pilots. A North Cascades 
Jumper, Mike Marcuson (North Cascades ’64), infiltrated the crew. How did he do 
that? This was a slow fire season, but fire jumps were made out of Ft. Smith on the 
Ouachita NF, and the crew at Wise, Va. would also break ground by jumping on 
the George Washington NF. A total of 38 fire jumps were made on eight fires.
Region 8 also had a late fall fire season which ran during the first two weeks of 
November, in very cold weather. The crew was made up of five Siskiyou and four 
LaGrande Jumpers. The crew traveled by commercial airlines and the only prob-
lem was how to get the Jumpers to give up the knives that are always attached 
to their belts. The crew was reinforced by eight Redding Jumpers with Dick Tracy 
(Missoula ’53) in charge. The crew was infiltrated by the North Cascades Project 
Leader. Twenty-seven fire jumps were made on four fires.
In Region 8 the Smokejumper operation expanded in 1975. The crew started out at 
Tri-City and also had Jumpers at Fort Smith. The season was short there and they 
were returned to Tri-City where there was more action. The crew was reinforced 
and a detail of North Cascades Jumpers were set up at Wise. This was a good season 
and 75 fire jumps were made on 13 fires.
The reinforcement crew had traveled by commercial air and in Chicago they were 
booked on first-class accommodations to Tri-City. The airline stewardess, observing 
their staged off-black jeans and high-top boots, asked one of the Jumpers if their 
band was going to Tennessee to participate in a rock concert.
The crew jumped on one fire that was set by a group of local people. It was on a 
Saturday and these people just wanted to watch an air show where Smokejumpers 
and retardant aircraft would be used. On another occasion while jumping they 
noted a man was going down the road starting more fires. They caught him and 
held him for authorities.
The Smokejumpers’ projects were poorly financed and equipped, but the men were 
very good at adapting to the situation. Two old double-wide house trailers were 
obtained and cleaned out and made into rooms that were used for rigging para-
chutes. “Trooper Tom” Emonds was there. Being a good carpenter, he converted a 
dump truck into an open-air bus for transporting the Jumpers.
On one fire a Jumper injured his arm, and two Jumpers walked him down to the 
road where the ground crew had transportation. It was getting dark as the men 
started to return to the fire line. A nearby farmer remarked to them, “You’re not 
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going back to that fire, are you? There are a lot of large snakes up that ridge.” Need-
less to say the men were very nervous that night as they worked the fire line.
On another fire, Jumpers learned a new trick on how to make friends and impress 
the local people. A gust of wind carried one stick of Jumpers beyond the intended 
jump spot to a home in the woods. The family was surprised to find that one 
Jumper had landed on the roof of their house, another in the corn patch in their 
small garden and third in a shade tree in the front yard.
The 1976 R-8 fire season was very severe and the Jumpers had a lot of action. The 
crew was reinforced several times with more Jumpers and aircraft. In the end they 
had two DC-3 and three Beech 99 air crafts. Sixty-three Jumpers made 484 fire jumps 
on 59 fires. In less than a month’s time, 13 Jumpers made 14 or more fire jumps. 
The smokejumpers and the pilots were all professionals and they accomplished an 
outstanding job of preventing a lot of escaped wildland fires.
The crew operated out of Ft. Smith, Tri-City, and Andrews Murphy, N.C. The pilots 
were Basset, Larkins, Mey, Mertens, the late Hachmeister, and Schmidt. It was a 
great job, well-done.
As usual there were a few interesting stories to come out of this season. In the 
Cadet Fire in the Jefferson Forest, two planeloads of Jumpers were dropped and 
they had a difficult time.  On one occasion a Jumper was sent back to the cargo-
drop spot to get a power saw, and when he got there, he found the drop area had 
been burned over and the power saw was erupting smoke that appeared like Old 
Faithful in Yellowstone Park.
There was considerable fire damage that season and the forest was not the only 
thing that got burned. The R-8 Smokejumper project was discontinued after the 
1976 fire season. It was sad because they had performed very well and in very 
tough situations. Over the six years of operations they had made 775 fire jumps 
on 126 fires. Over the years of operation, 92 different men jumped on fires with 
only two injuries.
The Jumpers would say that the only danger was riding with district people from 
fires, jumping in strong wind conditions, snakes on the fire line, watching out for 
small power and telephone lines in the woods, and being spotted by those Cave 
Junction spotters.
Budget cuts were made nationwide in fire management, and R-8 informed the 
Siskiyou Base on  Dec. 7, 1976, that it could not finance a presuppression Smoke-
jumper force. Since that time there have been no Smokejumper jumps in R-8.
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WHILE ENJOYING MY RETIREMENT from my U.S. Forest Service career in fire management and smokejumping, I try to catch a few fish. On June 10, 1992, I took a trip to Lake Billy Chinook with high expectations of 
catching a lot of Kokanee trout, but this trip did not go as planned.
When I arrived at the Perry South Creek campground, I was surprised to see people 
leaving in a hurry. As I parked my truck and boat trailer, I was met by an excited 
campground official. He informed me that the forest was on fire and that I would 
have to leave. I asked, “Where is the fire?” He pointed up the creek to a small ridge, 
and there I saw a large column of smoke. When I took a shovel out of the truck, 
he said, “I can’t let you go up there.” I replied, “You have a good day, too,” and 
headed for the fire.
The fire was narrow but very long and was rapidly moving up the slope. It was 
burning in patches of mid-size fir trees and a small clearing covered with dry grass. 
I had to walk very fast to catch up to the leading edge of the fire, which would 
soon be spreading to another patch of trees. There was good dirt there and I used 
my shovel to take out the leading edge of the fire and then moved from one side 
to the other to stop the fire from going any farther up the hill. I realized that I 
would not be able to do this for very long and would have to choose one side to 
work on, but now I had a good black area as an escape route.
Help came from an unexpected source. There was a twin-engine airplane circling 
overhead with an open door. I had high hopes for help but that was lost as I saw 
F i g h t  F i r e  o r  F i s h
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the streamers drift a long way up the ridge. The fire situation was getting very 
bad, and with the steep slope, heavy patches of fuel, and wind conditions this fire 
would soon grow very large.
I watched the airplane as it made the next pass and was very pleased to see two 
men make their jumps. Soon the plane had dropped 12 men and that gave us a 
fair chance of controlling this fire.
What a great surprise! As I continued my attack on the fire, I heard, “Hey, Dutton, 
what are you doing on my fire?” Standing there was Ron Rucker (Redmond ‘76). I 
replied, “I was here first, and there is enough fire for the both of us. You can take 
one side and I will take the other.”
Ron said, “But I have 11 men with me.” We shook hands, and he told me he had 
his crew prepared to go to work at the base of the fire. Ron is a Smokejumper fore-
man at the Redmond Air Center, and we had met several times as I had inspected 
their base while I was an equipment specialist in the Regional Office.
Another aircraft was circling above the fire and Ron stated that the DC-6 had a 
load of retardant for this fire. In a few minutes it made its drops, and we were 
covered with the retardant. This cooled the fire down. Ron said that he had one 
of my Smokejumpers from Cave Junction on his crew. It was Bill Lowden (North 
Cascades ‘72). 
Ron said, “Come on down, and I will introduce you to the men”. The Smokejump-
ers gave me a good welcoming and went back to work. They had a lot of fire line 
to construct and they would have to remove the lower limbs from the trees close 
to the fire line so the fire could not get up in the crown area. There would also be 
a lot of mop-up required. 
What a great fire-fighting team. They were very professional in the way they at-
tacked the fire. They had two chainsaws and all of the crew worked as a team. They 
were putting out more than 100 percent effort to build their fire line. It was very 
obvious that the fire would soon be history. The men all had a lot of Smokejumper 
experience except for Louis Morrison (Redmond ‘91). It was his first fire jump and 
the rest of the crew was making him do all the hard work! (Actually that was not 
true, the entire crew was working very hard.)
I decided I had enough excitement for the day and proceeded down the hill to the 
road and met the engine crew with their 300-gallon tanker. The man in charge 
greeted me in a good-natured way asking me, “Where is your hard hat and why 
don’t you have on a long-sleeve shirt on and how about those tennis shoes?”
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I explained I was just a volunteer firefighter, and he pulled out a pink fire time-slip 
so I could get paid for my work. I told him to forget it, this fire was on me.
When I returned home with my clothing all covered with fire retardant, ashes 
and the smell of smoke, my wife, Marlene, wanted to know where in the hell I 
had been.
 “I thought you were going fishing?” she said and asked, “What is that tune 
you are humming? It sounds like, ‘What a Wonderful World.’”
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Part I – How I Became a Smokejumper
EVERY SMOKEJUMPER HAS A STORY, a unique set of circumstances or a sequence of events which unfold in such a way that one day, beyond their control and better judgment, they ultimately show up at a place like Siskiyou 
Aerial Project looking for a job.  This is a story of how I became a Smokejumper 
and my first fire jump. Along the way I meet strange new friends who think in 
strange new ways and experience the world in strange new adventures in strange 
new and exciting places.  
I guess you become a Smokejumper when you make your first fire jump. After-
wards, at a crew meeting, someone like Dee Dutton, with a handshake and a pat 
on the back, awards you a silver Smokejumper pin with words like, “Boy, if you 
lose this pin, you’ll never get another one.”  You’re finally “in,” a made man, and 
the fact that you are a bonafide Smokejumper can never be taken away from you 
even if you do lose your pin.  But it’s a long journey in a short time: the interval 
from arriving at the Gobi to receiving your jump pin!  And all that running, those 
practice jumps and pack outs, the shouting squad leaders and the pushups in the 
gorge don’t add up to a thing until you finally slide your Buffaloes out the door and 
onto the jump step, feel the slip stream tug at your leg pocket, hear the spotter’s 
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     I fell into a burning ring of fire,           
         I went down, down, down   
        And the flames went higher.   
         And it burns, burns, burns,                   
The ring of fire, the ring of fire.
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instructions shouted through your ear hole, and with his slap on your shoulder, 
leap out toward that burning ring of fire below.
My life as a Smokejumper began like this. When I entered college in the fall of 
’63 I had planned to wrestle on the Chico State team, but I hadn’t thought about 
football. An acquaintance convinced me to reconsider and I decided to give it 
a try.  I played undersized linebacker that year and varsity ball the next, mostly 
injured and on the bench.  While on that team, however, I met the soon-to-be 
legendary Smokejumper Emett Grijalva.  Emett was a perfect example of what a 
well-conditioned athlete should be.  He was big and muscled up, a good runner, 
a tough football player and a punishing boxer on Chico State’s nationally ranked 
boxing team.  An excellent student in every subject, he also knew by heart every 
word to every pop song on every top forty hit list at any one given time.  He had 
stacks of sheet music and songbooks, a good voice and would frequently relax on 
the couch singing hit songs, one after another.  Unfortunately for the rest of us 
he was afflicted with a dangerous and prolific sense of humor centered on puns. 
With a mind like a steel trap and a gleaming smile, he victimized everyone he 
knew on a regular basis.
I was too beat-up after my second season of football, so I gave it up to concentrate 
on my best sport, wrestling.  Although I was no longer playing football, Emett 
and I remained friends and later rented a house together during my junior year. 
Emett had graduated by this time and was student teaching in physical education 
at Chico Jr. High.  
One day Emett came home and told me that his master teacher was a Smoke-
jumper and jumped in Oregon each summer while returning to teach at Chico Jr. 
every winter.  His name was Chuck Sheley, the already-legendary Smokejumper; a 
fact unknown to us at that time but soon to become obvious as events unfolded. 
Furthermore, this upcoming season he was going to be acting foreman of his 
smokejumper crew and was looking for recruits for the summer of ‘66.  They were 
having a hard time filling the crew, as newly instituted civil service regulations 
required that FS Smokejumper applicants must have had previous fire crew experi-
ence.  Since both Emett and I had worked on FS fire crews the summer before, we 
qualified!  And, Chuck wanted to know if we were both interested.
So, Emett took me over to Chico Jr. to meet Chuck.  I had no idea what to expect, 
assuming a brief information session followed by an, “I’ll think about it and let 
you know...” response on my part.  Therefore, I was surprised when I walked into a 
perfectly ordered office and saw a redheaded, high energy, track-coach-PE-teacher 
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type person who, immediately after shaking my hand, walked swiftly across the 
office, opened a file cabinet drawer, pulled out a US government form 171 job ap-
plication blank and inserted it into the typewriter on his desk.  “Name?” he said 
as he began to type.  
Fifteen minutes and twenty questions later he had finished my application and 
asked, “Can you play softball?”  I had the feeling it was a frequently asked question. 
“Yes,” I lied, “I play second base.” “Good.” he replied, “we’re weak at second.”  A 
direct man, he had me sign the application, folded it, sealed it in a government 
post-paid envelope and said, “I’ll mail this tomorrow.  Don’t worry about the 
stamp.”  
And, with that the big choice was made.  Slightly befuddled, I had applied and 
was later accepted (albeit under the false pretense that I could play second base), 
along with nine other recruits from around the country to become a member of 
what became the rookie class of 1966 at Siskiyou Aerial Project in Cave Junction, 
Oregon. 
Part II – The Rookies
“Rookies” seemed a strange term to me.  I always thought it applied to baseball 
players in their first year who would or would not make it in the “big leagues.” 
Somehow, the term as applied to ten scraggly Smokejumper wanna-be’s, didn’t seem 
to fit.  But, I got used to it and soon our group of intimidated strangers would as-
sume a genuine group identity, each member learning about every other member’s 
strengths and weaknesses, working together, training, drinking, playing, arguing 
and for the most part looking out for each other in all situations.
All the rookies lived in the new barracks on the base except for Gary Mills, a skinny 
18 year-old “local” who lived at home, and suave Jerry Brownwood.  Jerry and his 
new wife lived in the small residence on the base and she came to visit him dur-
ing training drills.  She was beautiful and friendly to all of us.  Jerry even got to 
go home for lunch while the rest of us rookies scrounged for seconds in the mess 
hall.  Sometimes it was too much and it reminded the rest of us love-starved devils 
of what a sorry bunch of losers we really were. 
Training was at times grueling, painful, and tiring and at other times fun.  The 
physical part was not too bad for me as I was a wrestler and was used to long runs 
and intense training often in hot rubber suits while “cutting weight.”  Emett and 
some of the others also had an easy time with training.  On our two-a-day runs 
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across what we now called the Gobi, Davy Ward and I were usually out front fol-
lowed closely by Tom (Troop) Emonds and some others.  Davy was a good runner 
but was loud and generally obnoxious with a sophisticated and practiced ability 
to piss everyone else off.  I admired these qualities.  It reminded me of some of 
the wrestlers on my team at Chico State. 
Troop, on the other hand, did not.  He 
was from the East Coast and had just com-
pleted an around-the-world adventure trip 
stopping in unlikely places like Austria, 
Syria, India, New Zealand and Australia. 
He told us stories, some of them believable, 
of his exploits and on our long runs kept 
trying, with limited success, to get us all to 
join him singing “Waltzing Matilda,” one 
of the few songs that Emett didn’t know. 
Bringing up the rear was usually Jim Tomisini followed by Lou Wayers, sweating 
and constantly pushing his glasses up the bridge of his nose.  Lou was gutsy, but 
he just couldn’t run.  In the middle of the pack were Joe (Jumping Joe) Niesen and 
Gary Buck.  Joe was tall and lanky and deliberate with a deep voice that imparted 
jokes, one-liners and comments with a razor sharp wit.  Gary Buck was tall with 
a blond surfer-boy haircut, long arms and a big chest. He had been a pole-vaulter 
at Western State in Colorado.  His hobby was climbing ropes.  He was generally 
quiet and soft-spoken but had an ear shattering Tarzan yell, which with a little 
persuasion and a few beers at a party, could be heard in the next county.
The interval between my arrival and my first jump was intense but not unusual. 
Everybody knows what happens: running, training, calisthenics, more training 
and more running, punctuated by a few weak pushup volleyball games in which 
we were trashed again and again by the Jumpers.  We also learned useful stuff like 
how to jump out of the back of moving pickups without getting hurt; how to rappel 
out of high places using a ridiculous cobbled-together-boy-scout rope and D-ring 
assembly that you better not get your glove caught in; how to climb tall trees in 
the wind (once during which, 150 feet in the air, Troop was stung by a yellowjacket 
shouting in a panicked voice, “It got me in the big ear!”).  
“The wrong choice,” I thought. “Definitely wrong!” 
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Part III – The Other Characters
During this time, aside from all the training, we became acquainted with the cast 
of characters at this place and some sense of its traditions.  In this we were joined 
by Delos Dutton, the new Project Air Officer (PAO) who had just transferred in 
from Missoula where he had been a foreman for years.  He was a short, stocky, 40 
year-old whose body fat was probably below 7%.  His main goal besides getting 
the plane off the ground in less than six minutes was looking out for his troops. 
He wanted only the best for his crew but in turn he demanded a high level of 
performance.  Another 40 year-old newcomer was the rookie pilot, Hal Ewing, 
who had been driving a school bus in Cave Junction when the need arose for a 
new pilot.  Hal was contacted and took the job.  He was a retired Navy jet jockey 
and had started this career as an 18 year-old fighter pilot during WWII.  During 
that year and in all subsequent flights with Hal at the controls I observed him to 
fly with style, elegance and the type of body-smashing g-force turns that only an 
ex-jet jockey could accomplish or appreciate.
Meals were a respite from the daily grind.  Dee insisted that his Jumpers be fed 
high quality food three times a day.  There was bacon and eggs in the morning and 
roast beef and congo bars in the evening.  There was always plenty of ice cream 
for dessert and the company, while leaving something to be desired, was toler-
able.  Gary Buck enjoyed the atmosphere and was always one of the last to leave 
after dinner. For dessert he performed a special ritual at the ice cream freezer every 
night, heaping gigantic amounts of vanilla ice cream from the five gallon contain-
ers inside onto his full sized plate which he would then leisurely eat, all the while 
engaging in pleasant conversation.  Sometimes, when he found a container with 
just the right amount of ice cream still in it, he would take out his buck knife, cut 
off the top and carry the bottom part with the ice cream to his table, thus saving 
himself the effort of dishing it all out.  Everyone paused in wonder as he walked 
back to his place to finish his ice cream.
One day we got to watch Jumpers make practice jumps, orange and white canopies 
against a blue sky: a stirring sight.  There had even been a small fire bust during 
our training and many of the Jumpers were gone several days on early season 
two-manners.  It was exciting to watch and I was disappointed that the rookies 
weren’t allowed to ride along… perhaps as spotters.  On one fire, a Jumper named 
Alex Theios, a buffed-up philosophy major from San Bernardino, was “aced-out” 
on a fire as he arrived late to the plane on his day off and couldn’t get his boots 
on in time.  He had been injured the year before, his rookie year, and this would 
have been his first fire jump.  The spotter took the next guy on the list, who was 
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already suited up and ready to go.  Being “aced” could be a “burn” in Smokejumper 
society we learned as we watched Alex throw his left boot up and clear over the loft 
while the plane taxied off the ramp and onto the runway without him.  No rookies 
volunteered to help him find his boot in the weeds behind the loft and each, eyes 
wide with awe at that sight, hoped he never had the chance to “ace” Alex. 
In Missoula, where Dee was from there had been a tradition of harassing rookies 
in the days immediately proceeding their first jump.  Dee thought it a bad idea 
and did a great deal to squelch the tradition at the Gobi.  He made it known that 
scaring rookies would not be looked upon favorably and could result in the of-
fender, in his words, “kicking a can down the road.”  However, they continued. 
For example, the night before our first jump as we, nervously, tried to get some 
sleep, John Robison (who later that season would have his name forever changed 
to Juan Rubisow), Harold Hartman, Eric Schoenfeld and a few others started up 
the nightly ping-pong game in the day room after a long night in the Chit Chat, 
the local bar which just “got by” thanks to a steady federal subsidy of payroll dol-
lars… at least during each jump season.  The game went on for what seemed like 
hours and involved much of the standard shouting, burping, farting and laughing 
of previous evenings, punctuated by the frequent grating of ping-pong paddles 
across the heater vent louvers and expressions like “you’re all going to die, rook-
ies, ha, ha, ha!”  Intelligent stuff.  Terry Egan a Jumper who had a bunk in the 
new barracks made his nightly suggestion that we all go out and kick some ass.  I 
kind of felt like I wanted to but I was too worried about tomorrow’s jump to even 
really consider it.
Eric (The Black) Schoenfeld was a third year Jumper, a Reed College student and 
reputed to be the smartest guy and best runner on the crew.  What he hadn’t read 
probably wasn’t worth reading.  Eric had led several of our rookie runs.  Wearing 
black Friscos, stagged high above his black Converse low top gym shoes, a black 
t-shirt, with a black three-day beard, a black pinch of Copenhagen in his lower 
lip and topped with a black cowboy hat covering his black hair, he was usually far 
out ahead of us rookies.  As we ran we speculated about how he got his nickname 
but no one was sure.  
Almost every morning before the volleyball game he would join John Robison, 
Garry Peters and other members of the Chit Chat crew talking and laughing mostly 
about the previous night’s exploits.  Being a rookie, I could only watch and listen. 
After a few days I realized this was a game and the game had a purpose.  The ob-
ject was to tell outrageous stories, exaggerations and outright lies about the night 
before to start Eric laughing.  After he started, they would concentrate all their 
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efforts to increase the effect.  Using this coordinated strategy, at a certain stage in 
the process, Eric’s laughter turned to unceasing intakes of air.  Bits of Copenhagen 
dislodged from his cheek and filled his windpipe, which was immediately followed 
by loud snorts and hick-ups, finally culminating in bent-at-the waist convulsions 
of laughter.  John and the others, stood around watching their creation with great 
satisfaction.
Chuck Mansfield was a PhD physics student studying extreme low temperature 
gas behavior at the University of Idaho and he was also reputed to be the smart-
est guy on the crew.  He wasn’t so great in the running department, though; as 
a pack-a-day habit limited his lung capacity if you know what I mean.  He was a 
small guy with a big brain and a bigger heart.  They called him “Buzzer” because 
he had invented a battery powered buzzer years earlier which when activated and 
attached to a set of climbers allowed it to be found after being free fallen from the 
plane into thick brush by the buzzing sound it made.  There were some minor 
technical difficulties with the invention caused mostly by spotters who almost 
always forgot to activate it before kicking it out. 
Part IV – Practice Jumps
We trained a total of ten days before we made our first practice jump.  Garry Peters, 
Tommy Smith and Terry Mewhinney did most of the training.  We didn’t see much 
of Chuck Sheley until we were ready to learn what to do in the plane on a real 
jump.  He talked us through in-the-plane procedures and sequences, which had to 
occur precisely during a fire run to insure safety and efficiency.  We learned how 
to scoot to the door while on final and assume the correct exit position; how to 
listen carefully to the spotter’s instruction after he completed the streamer passes; 
and how to exit the plane quickly, forcefully with the proper exit attitude.  Finally 
it was time: our first practice jump would be the next day.  
My first jump was on an early July blue-sky morning before the sun was up. I was 
in the first of two loads.  At 6:00 AM we suited-up in 85 pounds of gear and in 
scrunched-over movements, more resembling chimpanzees than humans, squat-
waddled toward the plane.  Through the roar, dust and prop blast from the warm-
ing engines, we loaded into the plane and sat on the floor facing the back.  It was 
crowded and slanted downward toward the tail as the Twin Beech was built before 
anyone thought of adding a nose wheel.  Before takeoff, as we taxied to the end of 
the runway sliding all the while toward the tail of the plane on the slick metal floor, 
Dick Wessel, the spotter, asked the obligatory question, “Is this anyone’s first plane 
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ride?”  Someone said it was.  Suddenly, all of us realized that he would jump out 
of the first plane he ever rode in!   As it turned out he jumped out of a plane more 
than eight times before he ever actually landed in one.  Hal taxied uneventfully 
to the end of the runway, turned and applied full throttle.  With a loud roar the 
venerable old plane, wind rushing through the door left the ground and climbed 
with a steady vibration toward the skies above Seats Field, site of our first jump.  
To make a long story shorter, no one wanted to be the only rookie left in the plane 
so we all jumped.  We completed six more jumps in the next five days.  The second 
was the hardest but after that it was routine
A big surprise awaited us on our second jump.  The jump itself was fun and exhila-
rating.  Afterwards, we congratulated each other, and stood around laughing, joking 
and reveling… What studs we finally were!  After a few minutes of this it was time 
to return to the base and I started to climb 
into a crummy parked nearby for the five-
mile ride home.  “Not so fast, rookie.” I 
heard Tommy Smith say as he pointed to 
a pile of big green elephant bags scattered 
behind another pickup truck.  Next to the 
bags were pack boards and piles of black 
inner tube sections which, when linked 
together were used to hold packed gear 
bags onto frames.  We knew what they 
were for but what were they doing here?  “Pack your gear, you’re walking home.” 
said Tommy, “and if you’re too long about it you’ll miss lunch.”  With that the 
Jumpers rolled up the jump-spot marker, hopped in the rigs and, to the sound of 
laughter fading in our ears, drove away.  There we were, alone and deserted and five 
miles to go before lunch! “...Most definitely the wrong choice,” flashed through 
my mind for the nth time. 
Packing our jump gear and securing it to our pack frames was a shaky proposi-
tion at best, but we somehow managed.   Many rubber band lengths are required 
it turns out.  This would not be a pleasant walk by any measure.  On the way, 
frequent arguments broke out over things like which side of the road to walk on, 
whether or not it was better to walk with your hands in your pockets or swinging 
by your side, whether we should sing “Waltzing Matilda” as we walked: important 
decisions!  “These boots are made for walking, and that’s just what they’ll do...” I 
heard Emett sing as the rest of us argued.  
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Two hours of arguing and stumbling in later at about 12:15 our band of rookies, 
hunger our only companion, shuffled through the gates of the Gobi, dumped 
our packs on the lawn and rushed into the mess hall where surprise...the Jumpers 
hadn’t waited.  “Not so fast rookies,” they all shouted in a chorus of insults and 
expletives, mouths full of forks, mashed potatoes and roast beef, “put yer gear away 
first!  Stupid rookies!”   Our gear stowed and chutes hung we returned but weren’t 
surprised to learn that there wasn’t much left: a few scraps of fat and gravy, some 
green beans, fruit cocktail cobbler without any crust, toothpicks, etc. 
This bipolar scenario repeated itself daily on jumps three, four and five, the exhila-
ration of a jump followed by the drudgery of a pack-out, the “thrill of victory, the 
agony of defeat.”  But we improved in fitness, toughness and savvy to the point 
where in three short days we were able to leap from an antique airplane travel-
ing in excess of 100 mph out into the air, negotiate the 1500 vertical feet to the 
ground mostly avoiding trees, strike the ground with both boots together, pack 
our packs correctly, tie our boot laces securely, walk on the same side of the road 
with our hands swinging at our sides, offer Gobi salutes to passing loggers, pass by 
the O’Brien store without stopping and stride through the gates of the Gobi while 
singing in unison, “...and he sang as he watched and waited till his billy boil...”, 
and all this before lunch!
Part V – My First Fire Jump
With an anticipated lightning storm in the afternoon, our sixth and seventh 
qualifying jumps were both completed on Sunday morning, July 10.  Dee had 
drawn rookie names out of a hat and placed them on top of the top of the jump 
list, alternately with Jumpers.  I drew number 10 and was in the third plane just 
below Eric the Black and just above Chuck (Buzzer) Mansfield.  He in turn was just 
above my friend and fellow rookie Davy Ward. 
That afternoon found tension building all across the base.  Every one felt it.  The 
parachutes in the well and the radio in the loft crackled with the extra static elec-
tricity in the air.  Emett sang along as he walked past, “Lightning is striking again, 
and again...”  
That night saw multiple lightning flashes to the North and East.  All Jumpers were 
excited in anticipation of the imminent bust.  I learned then that all Jumpers are 
lightning experts as they debated about whether they were ground strikes or just 
sheet lightning. They even had a scientific name for lightning clouds: Cumulo-
nimbus overtimus.  The Chit Chat crew even came home early that night and the 
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ping-pong game broke up just after midnight.  Sleep, at last, brought dreams of 
protecting the tinder dry forest and its helpless inhabitants from the overwhelm-
ing orange tongues of its mortal enemy: fire.  “Looks like I made the right decision 
after all!” fixed in my mind as I drifted off. 
Monday morning we woke and ate an early breakfast.  The food was excellent and 
the coffee a lifesaver but the spirits on the crew were dampened, somewhat, by the 
steady-state rain falling outside.  There were low hanging clouds and mist pockets 
in the surrounding mountains, always a bad sign.  No orange flames, no smoke 
columns, no blossoming orange canopies against a blue sky. 
Slightly depressed, we went about our daily routine.  The clouds lifted a bit so we 
could see the tops of the mountains and during lunch, much to our surprise, the 
fire siren sounded, initiating a mad chairs-flying-food-grabbing scramble to the 
loft to suit-up.
Hal appeared and fired up first one engine and then in a cloud of blue smoke the 
other.  Chuck Sheley, spotter for this load, ran to the office for the map case, ex-
ied a moment later, and sprinting through the puddles, hurried the last jumper 
into the plane, hopped in and clipped the safety strap behind him.  Rookies Jerry 
Brownwood and Emett Grijalva were on the load. “I wonder what song Emett’s 
singing now.” I thought.  
We all stood on the rain soaked apron and offered the infamous Gobi salute as the 
venerable Twin Beech thundered down the runway past us, lifting first its heavy twin 
tail off the pavement followed soon afterward by its wet black tires clunking into 
their wheel wells.  “What a day for a fire,” I thought, “I wish I had a raincoat.”
I was to be number two in the next planeload and while excited, I didn’t see much 
chance of another fire that day.  But, at just after dinner, the siren sounded again 
and another typical mad rush ensued to get everyone suited-up and into the 
plane. I was pleased to see that Chuck Sheley was the spotter but disappointed to 
hear him say, “Don’t get your hopes up yet.  We’re only going out to investigate 
a fog bank which might possibly be a fire.”  “Great,” I muttered to myself we’ll be 
jumping a fog bank!”
Hal taxied the Twin Beech to the end of the runway, “ran up” the engines while 
checking the gauges and listening for unfamiliar sounds, turned a 180 and applied 
full throttle to both engines.  Slowly, at first, the plane accelerated forward.  Chuck, 
standing in back and dripping water on us, used his feet as chock blocks to keep us 
as far forward in the cabin as possible.  As the tail lifted and we shuddered into the 
air and the door flashed by the apron, we glimpsed Gobi salutes offered by sodden 
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Jumpers standing in the rain.  In the air and climbing, Chuck stepped over us and 
into the cockpit.  Sitting next to Hal he began to study the map.  
Flying North and West past Eight Dollar Mountain we gained altitude and heard 
the engines throttled back as we reached cruising speed.  It was a gray afternoon. 
Rain drops were spreading across the windshield and coming in through the door. 
Before too long the plane slowed and began to descend slightly accompanied by 
the sound of increased air rushing through the door and excited talk in the cockpit. 
Chuck stepped back over us and called Eric to the door.  Both began to talk and 
laugh while Chuck pointed out the door.  It was loud in the plane and it was hard 
to be sure what had their attention but it obviously wasn’t a fog bank!  
As the plane circled, Chuck moved back and forth between the spotter’s window 
and the door alternately directing Hal and throwing drift streamers.  We could smell 
whiffs of roasted Doug fir as the smoke column drifted upward into the path of 
the plane.  Chuck motioned to Eric and observed closely as Eric carefully clipped 
his static line securely onto the static cable.  Motioning Eric to the door, Chuck 
resumed his position over the spotter’s window in the floor of the plane.  With 
the plane on final and approaching the exit point, suddenly, Chuck, with a quick 
motion backward and a slap on Eric’s shoulder shouted, “GO GET ‘EM!”  Eric was 
gone in a whoosh, the door suddenly empty and his deployment bag slapping on 
the skin of the tail.  
Chuck pulled it in and motioned me into the door.   He watched closely as I scooted 
feet first across the polished aluminum floor, carefully hooked up my static line and 
placed my left boot out the door and onto the step.  I felt the rain on my face as the 
slipstream tore at my leg pocket and ripped through my facemask.  I could hardly 
hear what Chuck was yelling in my ear.  I looked out into the rain and saw a steep 
and forested razorback ridge below with no breaks in the forest canopy whatsoever! 
At its base was a thin silver ribbon that I knew to be the Illinois River. Two-thirds 
of the way up the ridge in the gloom of the afternoon, a little down-slope from a 
fog bank and directly below Eric’s chute hanging in the sky was a bright orange 
towering torch of a snag, 150 pitchy feet tall, burning down there in the rain from 
bottom to top.  At its base fire surrounded it in a widening ring.  “I know what 
Emett would be singing now!”  I thought, waiting for Chuck to give me a briefing. 
It was a scary sight and I needed help.  “I could be hiking in the Swiss Alps right 
now!” I thought anxiously.”  But, as the plane banked into its final approach and 
I still had no instructions.  I shouted: “HEY CHUCK, WHERE’S THE SPOT?”  
He moved backward from the spotters window and pointed out the door, “SEE 
THAT BURNING TREE ON THE RIDGE DOWN THERE!” he shouted.
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“YEAH!” I shouted back nodding.  
“THAT’S NOT IT!” I heard him scream in my ear as he lurched back toward me, 
slapped my shoulder and added the familiar words, “GO GET ‘EM!”
I was gone in a whoosh and after a three second blur of wind, noise, twisting and 
jerking, I checked my canopy and was pleasantly assured that it had opened cor-
rectly without a malfunction.   I made a right turn into the wind.  I caught a glimpse 
of the Beech above turning for another pass and down below for the first time I 
got a good look at the fire.  I could see it clearly now and concluded that it just 
might be the worst jump spot on planet Earth!  I saw Eric’s canopy draped across 
some rocks above the fire. These thoughts aside, I spotted some shorter trees over 
the ridge and ran with the wind to reach them.  Less than a minute later I turned 
back into the wind just above them and crashed through the upper branches of 
a Madrone tree, which jerked me to a sudden stop, There I was, “hung-up” and 
swinging with my feet about six inches off the ground.  
I could hear Eric shouting to me in the distance.  “I’M OK,” I answered as I looked 
up to see Chuck Mansfield skillfully urging his 130-pound body to the ground. 
He made it to the ground and then it was Davy’s turn.  His exit looked good but 
he ran with the wind a little to long, turned back a little late and ended up hang-
ing about 120 up in the top of a healthy looking Doug fir tree.  Seeing that, I was 
doubly relieved to have made it to the ground, well almost to the ground, although 
technically, I guess, I did hang-up too. 
Soon Davy was on the ground after a successful let-down reppel, using most of his 
line, making sure not to get his glove caught in the boy-scout-D-ring apparatus, 
and all the while good naturedly fielding “constructive” comments from the Black 
and the Buzzer.  I looked at Davy when he arrived and thought, “Hey, we made it! 
We’re finally Smokejumpers!  Give us our jump pin now!”  
After that, except for the rain,  the fire was more or less routine.  First, move de-
bris. Then ring the fire with a narrow trail, making sure to dig down to bare earth. 
Use a “misery whip” to fall the snag.  Chop open and throw dirt on the burning 
log.  Wait six daylight hours after the last smoke before leaving.  Eric and Chuck, 
the mental duo, were masterful with the misery whip; aiming the undercut and 
wedging precisely, they fell the burning snag exactly where they wanted it in no 
time.  It went over in a flaming arc of sparks well within the fire line.  It did take 
some time to put out the fire in the log but the constant rain helped.  We worked 
hard, laughing and joking as a crew.  We did keep a small part of the fire going 
as a camp fire and after the main fire was mostly out, sat down to eat.  Anyone 
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standing in the rain soaked brush just outside the fire light would have seen four 
wet, tired and hungry Smokejumpers sitting around a fire in the rain in the dark 
“bleeping” beans and eating them, burping, farting and laughing.  
That night, listening to Eric and Buzzer, I learned many useful Smokejumper 
folkways:  how to stay somewhat dry while sleeping on a steep hill in a paper 
sleeping bag in a rainstorm (curl around a Manzanita bush and direct the water to 
one puddle inside the bag while sleeping 
on the dry side); how to keep the campfire 
going when the rain really starts; how to 
heat cans of beans to the perfect tempera-
ture using the two-bleep cooking method; 
how to get rid of unwanted gear to lighten 
your pack (leave the saw but bring back 
the handles); and other useful things too 
numerous to mention.  
The next morning the fire was out and the 
rain had stopped but by this time it was obvious Davy wasn’t going to be best man 
at his brother’s wedding.  He still had to climb his tree and retrieve his gear before 
we could head out and since we had to wait six daylight hours after the last smoke 
our earliest getaway time could not be before noon.  I collected my gear and dried 
out in the morning sun and then helped Davy with his.  While building our packs 
for the pack-out Eric the Black instructed us in the finer points of packing.  “Load 
the bag high on the frame,” he said “and use lots of rubber bands; the blacker the 
better!” he laughed, placing a pinch of Copenhagen in his lower lip.  At noon we 
checked our fire one more time and left.  On the way out Buzzer informed Davy and 
me that real Smokejumpers “ran” their pack-outs in order to get back to the base 
sooner to secure a higher spot on the jump list.  He demonstrated by running 20 
pack-bouncing yards or so and then, wheezing and panting, gave it up.  Davy and 
I just looked at each in amazement at this display.  I guess the Buzzer thought the 
concept was too difficult for us as he walked on shaking his head and mumbling 
something about “... rookies.”
Our pack-out was two miles or so down to the road. When we arrived at the 
trailhead there was a FS truck waiting for us.  Also waiting was Gary Buck, Keith 
Lockwood, Chuck Sheley. 
Gary and I joked around for a while, laughing, bragging and telling our one and 
only jump story to each other over and over. The other Jumpers stood back and 
chuckled at us.  Sheley had returned to the base, suited-up and joined the next 
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planeload out.  Their fire was a piece of cake and they had finished hours ago. 
Their pack out was tougher though and on the way out Keith, with a full pack, 
raced the last mile against a ground pounder carrying only about 40 pounds.  The 
race culminated in a hundred yard sprint across the Briggs Creek Bridge.  Keith 
won of course; he was a Smokejumper after all!  The Buzzer looked at Davy and 
me in such a was as to say, “see what I mean?”
Not much else happened on that fire.  We returned to the Gobi packed away our 
gear and prepared for the next jump.  Later that week, Dee called a meeting in the 
day room.  Everyone was there.  We all had fire jumps!  We were all finally Jumpers! 
It was Dee’s first full crew meeting with his first Smokejumper crew.  The rookies-
now-Jumpers stood in a line.  Alex Theios  was with us too.  A man of few words, 
Dee didn’t say too much.  Nevertheless, you could see the pride in his eyes, and 
I’m sure in ours as one by one, he shook our hands, handed us a pin and said his 
famous line, “If you lose this pin....”
Looking at the ‘66 crew photo as I write this, I see faces squinting into the after-
noon sun, dressed in jump suits, two rows lined up in front of the twin beech, 
its radial engines with their horizontal props and scraggly Gobi trees forming the 
backdrop.  In my mind there had never before been a group of people quite like 
this crew nor has there been one since.  I’m proud when I look at it to see my own 
face there too, squinting back at me 40 years later.
I learned early on that a good Smokejumper story often started out something 
like this: “Now this ain’t no shit....” How it ends is a matter of choice and chance. 
Sometimes you get the best of both.  In the end, I guess I made the right choice 
after all.  When I got back to Chico after that summer’s-long dream I had accumu-
lated plenty of jump stories and with these I proceeded to impress my sweetheart 
till she couldn’t stand anymore!  In fact, she was so impressed, she did become 
my full time girlfriend and the next June my bride and we ended up spending 
our honeymoon on the Gobi during the great fire season of 1967, but then again, 
that’s another story. 
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IN THE OLD WEST, the fight for law and order prevailed among western pio-neers.  The most daring, audacious, cold-blooded law protectors in the annuls of western history...
The sheriff of this town ain’t doin’ nothin.’  I say we get on our horses and have a 
little necktie party!  Let’s show the sidewinders we don’t cotton to rustlin’ around 
these parts!
They rampaged the countryside, storming bandits and desperadoes...rustlers...in an 
effort to promote peace, justice, and the American way.  Violence was their calling 
card.  Brute force was their means...and their victims were never the same again.
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Cruel methods were used in dealing with hard core outlaws.  No lawbreaker was 
spared.  The taming of the West never knew before or since the courage, tenacity, 
spirit, and determination of these stalwarts.
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I JUMPED AT THE GOBI IN 1966.  Just before the 1967 jump season I got called by my local draft board for a physical.  They told me I’d be getting drafted right after I graduated from Forestry School.  Forget about the jump season son there 
is a war going on, and your uncle needs you!  They said the only way I could avoid 
the draft was to get some military outfit to agree to a delayed entry date.  
The Marine Corps was the only one offering a good deal.  They promised to push 
away the draft for those long jump season months of 1967, if I’d just sign on this 
little dotted line, and raise my right arm.  So I did catch the entire ‘67 jump sea-
son.  
‘68, ‘69 & ‘70 were spent in Vietnam, “doing service!”  In 1971 I got dropped off 
with my head still spinning, in America.  I headed back to the Gobi to resume my 
rightful place at the only home I could identify with.
I noticed right off, America had changed from the place I had left only a few short 
years before.  When I left, people riding on airplanes wore suits and sports jackets 
with ties.  The land of the big PX now seemed to have people on airplanes all 
dressed up in puffy sleeved clown clothes.  Bell-bottom trousers were the big item 
along with long hair, and very long mutton chop side burns.  Mostly though, the 
attitude of the people seemed less optimistic.  There was sort of a gloom all over 
the land.
As a shorthaired Marine, I was particularly targeted with a degree of wrath I did 
not understand.  If not that, a decided and forced effort at apathy seemed to 
dominate.
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The Gobi hadn’t changed much on the surface, but a very clear anti-war atmo-
sphere, and maybe a “screw the government” attitude was very much in the air. 
The guys were still the guys, filled with wise cracks, and fun.  But it was all a little 
different.
The town of Cave Junction had changed.  Signs posted in stores read “We do not 
solicit hippie patronage” or “No Hippies Allowed!”
Cave Junction, and the small settlement of Takilma, a short hop away, was the 
new gathering place for all the anti-war, flower children.  Gradually they left the 
Haight Ashberry area of San Francisco, and sifted into this sleepy valley.  There 
was this back-to-the-land movement going on, and the rage was to make love not 
war.  Live a humble, back to the basics life style, and screw the status quo.  It was 
a revolt of all the strivings of mainstream America and a criminal government that 
had been responsible for the Vietnam War.
Anyway, the concrete and asphalt of San Francisco was a wee bit different than 
the dry grasses and tinder fuels of the Southern Oregon rural lands.  It was not 
long before the first of several boo-boos with matches, roaches, or just learning 
mistakes resulted in a wildfire.
The fire call was for Takilma.  Not far from the fire was a small meadow, to be our 
jump spot.  Some of us actually made the meadow, while the rest of the load landed 
all around it in the small trees.
We grabbed our tools from the cargo that was dropped in the meadow, and we 
scurried off to deal with the fire.  As we entered the smoke filled forest we came 
upon legions of totally butt naked, and bare footed people running around in the 
forest.
Either America really had changed or I was having one of those strange dreams, 
and was due to awaken any second now.  The guys all had beards, and the chicks 
ran the gamut of body types from extraordinary…to Lord I’m glad I didn’t wake 
up with that one.  They sort of put up with us outsiders with a degree of silence 
and an attitude that yelled out…what the hell are you doing here, we can handle 
our own property…which they couldn’t, and they just kept running around in 
circles.
We lined the fire, while stealing looks over at the really good-looking ones.  We 
harbored secret thoughts of maybe asking the good lookers, “Look I’ve been look-
ing at you and feel something really important happening here!”  “Can’t I just take 
you away from all this, and these particularly sad bunch of loser guys!!!!”
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There must have been about 200 totally naked people.  Except, there was one black 
guy, who wore glasses, and a holster, with a six-gun in it.  It was for sure a Ruger 
Single Six, and the girl he was with was a goddess.  Reddish, golden hair, with the 
absolutely perfect set of peach firm breasts I’d ever seen.  No sag at all and she was 
the poster child to prove, that strawberry colored hair seemed to go hand in hand 
with all the rest of her body hair.
With the fire lined and no conversation going with the locals; I headed down to 
retrieve my gear.  I was absolutely sure where I’d left my gear and chute, but it 
was gone.  The cargo chutes were gone, as well as the other gear and main chutes. 
Once again, I was sure no one else up on the line had gone to get gear, so wondered 
again if all this was a dream or real.
Soon enough, the other guys came wandering down and wondered where their 
gear was.  I sort of saw a few bent, dry, grass stalks and followed them down to a 
big old downed tree.  It had fallen down over maybe a 100 years ago, and was rot-
ting and decomposing.  With just the right angle I caught a small patch of red out 
of the corner of my eye.  I dug around in the bark and dust and came up with my 
main orange chute.  A little more looking and digging around, and I uncovered my 
dust filled jump gear.  It was all there, but it was obvious the little wood nymphs 
had stolen it, and tried to hide it.
I was about the only Jumper who found all his stuff.  Virtually all the jump gear 
and chutes were gone.  To say that our group was pissed, would have been to seri-
ously understate the feelings in the air.
We got trucked back to the Gobi with one set of gear, and a few odds and ends. 
When ol’ Bullet Head, our boss, learned what had happened….it was like a bomb 
went off.  Within the hour the Forest Supervisor had made it out to Cave Junc-
tion, where his main job was to cool off Delos Dutton, who wanted the FBI called 
in immediately, and the entire settlement of Takilma searched and cleared for our 
gear and chutes.  He also wanted heads butted and serious jail terms invoked on 
the Hippies who had stolen Government property.
Mr. Ronan, the Forest Supervisor, was a super gent, and masterfully calmed Dee 
down with the idea that we must not over react, because they could very easily 
burn the entire Siskiyou down.
Eventually we sent a delegation down to Takilma to talk to the unofficial Mayor 
of the settlement to see if he could explain that we need our stuff.  We ended up 
getting back some of our mains, which had all the lines cut off, and a few sets of 
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jump gear.  But that made the boss even madder, because a lot of the chutes had 
chunks of nylon removed and it was all a serious loss that could not be repaired. 
Most of the guys were able to get spare jump gear out of the old loft attic, and 
made due.  But Mouse (Allen Owen) who was only 4’10” had to have a custom-
built jump suit made up immediately.
Within days of the first X-rated fire, the second fire over Takilma materialized.  I 
happened to make that one also.  Before boarding the plane Delos came out and 
told us to sack all our gear before we go to the fire, and to leave one guy with a 
Pulaski to guard the gear.  And if any gear goes missing, the pulaski had better have 
blood all over it.  We climbed into the plane and were off.
The fire was bigger, and a B-17 Borate 
Bomber was headed to the fire.  Dick 
Wessell was trying to get all these naked 
people away from the fire line for the 
Borate drop, and that strawberry blonde 
was holding up a chunk of dirt trying to 
explain, that the earth was beautiful, and 
it did not need chemicals.  I could not help 
looking at her breasts, and glancing over 
at the black guy with the six-gun.
Suddenly the retardant ship was on final and all the Jumpers started running 
away.
All the naked ones saw the Jumpers running for their lives, and fear over came their 
lot, as they concluded, if the fire guys were hauling butt, they better run too.
But…too late, about 50 of them got hammered, some thrown down.  There were 
a bunch of red skinned people, screaming, and limping around.  Two guys were 
being carried off in make shift stretchers with burnt feet.  I told them we had a 
Special Forces Medic with us, and he’d be glad to dress the blisters, but they told 
us with great vigor, “We will take care of our own.” I was standing there with my 
good friend Leroy Cook, the Special Forces Medic, when this guy with long blond 
hair totally soaked in retardant came limping by.
Leroy said, “Oh no, you didn’t get that stuff on you did you?”  “Yah man, what is 
this shit man?” “Well,” Leroy said, “its really bad stuff, give you cancer, and make 
all your hair fall out!”  His eyes widened and there was some sort of whelp, whine, 
moan, and he was gone at full speed to jump off a seriously high rock bluff into 
the Illinois River.
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I looked at the situation and said; I don’t think I’ve got balls to jump off that. 
Maybe we need to talk that guy into coming over to be a Smokejumper!
There were several other-back-to-the-land type fires that summer, where city kids 
out trying to live a basic life style just made learner mistakes with campfires.  But 
there were no more X-rated ones with massive show of protoplasm hanging out 
there in the wind.
 
 
August 8, 1971.  The Illinois Valley District requested jumpers for the Moon Fes-
tival Fire.  Both of the Twin Beechs were dispatched.  Ewing flew 167Z with Mills 
as spotter.  They dropped Wessell, Atkin, Abeita, and Hartman.  Bassett flew 166Z 
with Wayers as Spotter and dropped D. Oswalt, Owen, Edmonds, and Cook.  This 
was an X rated fire with naked men and women fighting the fire, some arguing 
with the fire fighters and others stealing food and equipment while the men were 
distracted.  This resulted in a mass confusion with retardant dropped on hippies 
before they could be moved out of the area, and we lost a lot of expensive equip-
ment.  Fear of Hippie reaction hampered the effort to get our equipment back, and 
action was dropped after a few items were returned.
September 22, 1971.  The Siskiyou NF requested jumpers for the Scotts Valley Fire 
on the Illinois Valley District.  Linstrom in Johnson Flying Service DC-3 379 made 
the flight with McCray and Dutton as spotters.  They dropped Wessell, Emonds, 
Nicholson, and Owen.  This was another X rated fire on hippy land with more 
naked men and women fighting fire.  Firm control was kept on the equipment, 
and the rations were given to the hippies.  This kept them from stealing the equip-
ment.  This was a small fire, and the last fire of the season.
Hal Ewing submitted these records of the X-Rated Fires 
from the Annual Siskiyou Aerial Project Report of 1971.
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IT WAS THE LATE 1970S, and a fire call came for the Winema. Pelican Lookout had called in a smoke column near the Big Klamath Lake. We got to the plot-ted area and could not find the smoke, so we started circling the area trying to 
find the slightest hint of the fire.
Walt Congleton was spotting, and I was in the door with him, as the rest of the 
load looked and searched the terrain for smoke.
The plane tipped just right, and no smoke, but the glow of coals and fire flashed 
between the crowns for only a split second. I pointed to exactly where I’d seen it. 
Hal Ewing banked left to bring her around for another look. I had Walt’s atten-
tion, and he was really looking now. But search as we did, we could never find the 
coals again. I was sure, that it was, in fact, a fire down there and had its landmarks 
bracketed in a very tight chunk of ground.
I put my helmet on and told Walt there was a spot near where I saw the fire. Walt 
was not buying it, and with a degree of skeptical anger he looked me square in the 
eyes and said, “Troop are you just doing this because you want the jump?”
I looked at him with disbelief and simply said, “No, I saw a fire.  There is a fire, and 
we need to get down there. It is down there Walter, trust me.  It is down there! I 
did see it, and I know what I saw.”
It was not going to be anything more than a two-manner, and the big, tall, lanky 
guy behind me was a visiting Jumper from Redmond named, Oxborough. From 
then on, I simply referred to him as OX!
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We jumped for a steep opening on a hillside, and as I got closer, it became clear 
it was a rock pile. I landed, but surprised myself at totally escaping breaking any-
thing. I got the radio out, but the Jumper was already out the door before I could 
stop and tell Walter not to drop him in this boulder patch hidden by light, green, 
leafy whisps. I got out of my gear and tried to tell OX to head for the small trees. 
He didn’t, and plowed into the rocks. He bounced over them. I cringed expecting 
he had to have gotten hurt, but he good naturedly said, “I’m OK!”
As Ox got out of his gear I told him I would make a dash down and look for the 
fire. As soon as I got into the forest I could smell smoke. Walter was on the net 
asking if I could see the fire. I replied: “Well, no! But there is plenty of smoke smell 
down here, so there is definitely a fire around here somewhere.”
Without warning, a wild thing jumped out from behind a tree; came at me fast. 
It was a human, all scratched, clothes shredded, and this ruthless look in his eye. 
As his hands reached out to grab me. I dodged him.  He fell down.  Behind him 
another tore at me. “What the hell?”  The first guy was up again trying to yell at 
me, but couldn’t get anything out except some hoarse sounds.
I dodged him again, trying to figure out what the hell was going on. Finally this kid 
(the second creature) said in very hoarse, low, uttering voice: “Don’t leave us.”
There was true terror in both these people’s faces. I stepped a couple of steps back-
ward trying to take this all in, and make some sense of it.
“Don’t worry. I’m not going anywhere...just looking for the fire” I said.
“We got lost!” the little guy, maybe 14 years old said.
“Oh, that’s it,” I said. “My friend is coming down the hill, don’t go scaring the 
crap out of him. I gotta find the fire, and check it out.”  A short look, and I came 
upon a fire maybe 4 feet in diameter and built in a dry stream bed.
I called Walt. “Walt, here’s the deal.  Couple of lost people down here.  They at 
least did the fire thing right. They built a fire in a dry stream bed. Fire’s not going 
anywhere, no problem at all. When the plane’s noise arrived, they stopped put-
ting green limbs on the fire. They devoted everything to yelling at the plane, now 
they can hardly talk.”
There was a long silence, and Walt came back and asked me to get their names, 
and a phone number to call, and asked if they were OK?
I looked at them. They were scratched, bruised and bloody from their panicked, 
mad dash through the forest.  I asked them if they were OK.  They both just nod-
ded. The kid divulged he was really hungry.  
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I started to ask them for their names, and the kid offered: “My sister’s boyfriend 
brought me out to show me how to camp. We had a compass and a map, and then, 
with no warning my sister’s boyfriend just took off, running through the forest. I 
tried so hard to keep up, and we both ended up losing our packs and everything. 
That was a couple days ago, and we never could find our packs.”  
I said: “Well, give me your names and your folk’s phone number.”
The plane seemed to be circling for a really long time waiting very patiently for the 
info. As I gave them the story and phone number I told Walt and Hal these guys 
haven’t eaten anything for a couple days. So we’ll feed them, and spend the night. 
They are exhausted and in no condition right now to walk out. It was perhaps 
about 3 or 4 in the afternoon. Ox came down, and I explained the situation.
I told them to just stay here, and we’d go get the food and our gear; be right back. 
As exhausted as they were, they were not letting us out of their sight. So they fol-
lowed us up and watched as we broke into the food and gave them something to 
hold them till we could go set up camp.  Never have I ever remembered seeing two 
people so glad to meet a couple of ol’ Smokejumpers, as these two young pilgrims. 
We set them up in our sleeping bags. We made do, quite comfortably with our 
chutes and jump gear. They slept pretty good, but kept waking us in their quests 
to get just a little more food and water.  As we broke camp we ate the last of our 
food. Ox and I could not believe everything edible was just gone.
I got the map out; took the compass, oriented compass and map, and it looked like 
the dry stream bed we had our camp in went straight down slope to a forest road. 
You could see the stream continued on ‘till it emptied into the Big Klamath Lake 
just past the main road that went around the Lake.  The kid was watching me with 
our map and compass. The older guy maybe 19 years old, was really embarrassed. 
He could barely look at the 14 year old kid, and just didn’t say much.  As I folded 
up the map, I said, “if ever this happens to you again, a sure thing in this country 
is to simply follow a stream or even a dry stream bed down hill. There is no wilder-
ness around here. Every stream always flows into a lake, a river, or a road.”
I looked over at the older guy who perhaps knew how to use a map and a compass, 
but for some reason he lost confidence, and all faith in it. He looked at me, and 
I said. “Hey no big deal, some day you will look upon all this as a really funny 
story.”
I’m just really glad there really was a fire down there. Otherwise, I’d have this really 
embarrassing story to tell, that I really did believe I saw a fire down there in the 
forest. Nobody believed me up in that plane that I had indeed seen a small fire.
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Boy, Walter really would have been ticked off at me had I just got a jump, and had 
taken a free walk in the park.  I know in my heart, he did not believe me!!!, as I 
headed out the door, over the Winema. It was purely a battle of wills, and in the 
end he got the feeling my will to get down there was stronger than his belief, that 
some guys will do anything for a jump. His theory just did not totally empower 
him to totally discount what I told him I saw. 
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The “Demo” Jump
As a rookie, we were trucked to a meadow to watch the squad leaders make a demo jump.  It was a great view.  The Beech made a pass, dumped some 
streamers.  The first squad leader who came out of the door had a full streamer. 
We’d only heard tales of such stuff.  It was dead silence.  Surely this is a demo of 
what to do when the worst happens.  You could see him taking out his knife and 
desperately tying to cut some lines, but he was really coming out of the air quickly. 
In the nick of time, he got rid of the chute and popped his reserve.  We all thought 
it was a demo, but how would you stage it?
My First Fire
My first fire ever was that year 1967.  I believe we were over the Smith River. As we approached the fire, we could see a clear cut really cooking.  It had 
to be 100 acres.  The squad leader said, “Get in the door!”  We all looked at him 
like, “are you kidding?”  He said, “Just get in the air, a helicopter is coming from 
Redding.  We’ll have to return to CJ if you don’t get out quick!”  He said, “Just 
land on the sand bar, down wind from the fire.”   Well, I weighed 136 lbs. and the 
heat of the fire floated me forever.  After getting on the ground we were paired up 
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with  loggers and their 2-man McCullock chain saws with 60” bars.  We fell trees 
all night.  We cut a 100 yard wide path in front of the fire and when the wind 
came up in the morning there was no fuel.  That was a great example of making 
the right decision immediately.  The trees were magnificent and that fire would 
have ruined a lot of acres if we hadn’t been aggressive.  
Mohawks
That same year we rookies got our hair cut the night before our first jump. Mohawks.  Only one man didn’t go along with it.  Dee Dutton really blew up. 
The next week some local newspaper had our pictures with our Mohawks.  Dee 
gave us ‘till sundown to shave them off.   
Tree Climbing
One Saturday night after some refreshments, we decided to have a tree climb-ing contest.  We’d been training all week, retrieving chutes out of trees and 
climbing big trees with spurs and ropes.  So free climbing an 80 ft. tree was a walk 
in the park.  I was the smallest of the rooks, so I watched while the others climbed 
to the top and came down.  The more I drank, the easier it looked.  In fact, one 
of the bigger guys just fell the last 20 feet.  They had a clock to time us as well as 
to race another Jumper on a tree 20-30 feet away.  Anyway, I decided to try my 
turn.  Somebody yelled “Go!” The guy I raced against was even with me at the top. 
So, I figured I needed to hurry.  I pushed back and spread my arms out using the 
resistance of the limbs to slow my fall.  That was the end of the game.  Nobody 
wanted to race.  Sometimes it does pay to be small.
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I WAS DATING JOHN CASAD (1967-70) and he wanted to fly me over to Cave Junction and pick up some paperwork. We worked together at Rogue Valley Skyways at Medford-Jackson County Airport, so we took off one sunny after-
noon in a little Cessna 150 headed for the jumperbase.
After arriving there, I felt a little awkward because John knew all the guys and they 
were joking with him and I’m sure teasing him about bringing me over.
When we got ready to leave, we were sitting at the end of the runway running 
up the engine waiting to take off.  I noticed all the jumpers lined up along the 
runway and thought that was rather funny. Right after we were in the air John 
leaned over to check my door and we looked down at the runway. ALL the jump-
ers were giving us the “Gobi” sign and I did not know what that meant. I was a 
little embarrassed at first until John gave his wave back, then explained it was just 
their way of saying farewell.
After that day, the “Gobi” meant something else to me.
The rest is history, John and I were married Sept. 1969 and thoroughly enjoyed 
the reunion last summer.
T h e  “ G o b i ”  M e a n t  S o m e t h i n g 
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ALL JUMPERS DID THEIR PARTS.  We all had different skills.  One of mine was photography.  I carried a camera in my leg pocket on all fires as well as having it at hand daily while on the Base.  I found many places needed 
to process and print film.  I used the Mess Hall at night to print photos.  And I 
processed the film in the walk-in-freezer.
One evening during stand-by, I was in the freezer rolling exposed film.  Gary Buck, 
needing to accommodate the cobbler that he had missed at dinner, opened the 
door.  I screamed for the door to be closed immediately.  A scream Gary was not 
expecting.  I understand that he satisfied the cobbler along with ice cream later 
that night.
Dee Dutton allowed us to use the loft sewing 
machines for personal projects during standby–
cruiser vests, backpacks, daypacks, and other 
things.  We learned to sew for far less than being 
sent to a school.  As a result I was able to design a 
traveling bag, packout bag, climbing harness and 
more for the Base.  With a few improvements, 
they are still in service use.
D i f f e r e n t  S k i l l s
D O U G  B E C K
‘ 7 0
The Base allowed Jumpers to develop many skills often not associated 
with firefighting.  Doug’s sewing and photography have been a lasting
record.
–Doug Beck
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How did pilot Greg Schmidt 
get so many jumps?
An early aminal rights 
recruit?
A free agent from the 
Mouseketeers.
Come on!  Everybody, look up here.
We are one.
Jumper as springboard.
I want to be like you when I 
grow up, Uncle Mouse.
Hooked on jumping.
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THE SUMMER OF ‘76 was a slow season.  By late September it was really dead.  Mick Swift looked around to find us some business.  There were fires in Minnesota and Wisconsin but crews were brought from the South, not 
Region 6 (Oregon and Washington).  Mick told them that he had the solution to 
their problems with burning peat bogs.  He could bring his team of highly trained 
fire fighting explosives experts.
In actuality Swift and Thornhill were the only certified blasters in the fledgling Fire 
Line Explosives program.  Neither could go because it would have been too big a 
“brain-drain” on the base.  A group was selected who might be up for some fun. 
Probably only David Oswalt was another one who knew anything about fighting 
wild fires with explosives but we had to get there in a hurry and pretend some 
degree of expertise.
That night we were in the Holiday Inn by the Portland Airport.  Our flight to Min-
neapolis-St. Paul was early the next morning.  Mick called us together in his room 
for a training session.  He explained the process of deploying and shooting F.L.E. 
or Fire Line Explosives, then sent us out in the hallways in teams to practice lay-
ing it out.  We didn’t have the explosives.  They were enroute to Fargo, N. Dakota 
which was the closest airport that would handle them.  We connected one end of 
a twenty-five foot length of wire to the detonating device which was an exploding 
bridge wire that fit in your hand, and we weren’t supposed to be traveling with.  It 
M a s t e r  B l a s t e r s
M I K E  H A R D Y
‘ 7 6
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was late and the hallway was clear.  The other end of that wire hooked to the Firing 
Module which was a capacitor that built up an electrical charge strong enough to 
blow the gold wire that would ignite the det-cord that comprised the F.L.E., a long 
wire about five hundred feet hooked to a box with a green button to arm and a 
red button to fire.  We made a couple of dummy runs and that was our training. 
Check your lookouts by radio, give two warnings and shoot it off.
When we got to Brainerd we were billeted in an armory that served as fire camp. 
The locals droned on in conversational monotone.  Mick transformed himself into 
a folksy backwoodsman.  He could play a part.
We started slow.  They gave us a section that was swampy and had been worked 
by a pair of drag lines.  The drag lines were big cranes taking a bite out of the bog 
at a time.  We had a Bombardier tracked vehicle that was often stuck.  We had two 
D-9 Cats.  One driver kept getting stuck.  The other driver knew how to drive the 
big machine on the gelatinous earth.  He was a wizard pulling the stuck guy out 
by stopping to settle enough to get traction but not so long that he got stuck.  He 
would roll forward a length in the soupy places, stop to settle in a little and then 
slowly roll another length.
Through experimenting, we found that the F.L.E. worked especially well in wet 
ground.  It rolls out like a hose and you tape the ends together and fire off as long 
a set as you want.  In two days we did as much as the drag lines had accomplished 
in two weeks.  
The next assignment was a dry area of peat.  It was ten or fifteen feet deep and 
once started, fire situations like that can burn all winter under the snow.  The 
fire can undermine roads and power lines.  We got a cable layer from the phone 
company and fed two strands of F.L.E. in.  It was like a trenching plow blade with 
holes for multiple cables.  Pulled by the two cats hooked in series it buried our 
explosives four feet deep.  It was brilliant.  Had never been done.  When we set it 
off it made a fantastic explosion sending tons of earth a hundred feet in the air. 
We were confident.  Then we watched the peat expand and fill in the hole like 
nothing had happened.  We had used up our F.L.E. so the fire won that one.  We 
also had plastic bottles of PENTA that we tried to blow wells with for pumps and 
hose.  That didn’t work either.
Can you imagine a bunch of scruffy young guys practicing setting up explosives 
in a hotel somewhere in America under alert level yellow?
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LET’S FACE IT, 30 years is a long time and the past can be a muddled mix of memories…but we were never ones to let facts interfere with a story.  The year was 1978 and we were experiencing one of those summers that we hope 
for to carry us through the lean winter months.  It had been hot and dry and we 
had just been hit by a system of dry lightning storms.
The call came late in the day and we loaded the Doug (DC-3) and headed south 
for California.  We spotted smoke but by then there wasn’t enough light to safely 
drop our load so the decision was made to return the next morning.  We took off 
again at the crack of dawn and as we flew back into the drainage that we had left 
the evening before, it was like we had entered the Valley of Smoke.  All around we 
could see wisps of smoke rising from the canopy.  There must have been 20 or 30 
(or 40 or 50!).  Where did one start?  Well, in their superior wisdom and knowledge, 
our spotters and pilot chose our spot.  This was Northern California, well known 
for its manzanita brush, probably 10-15 feet tall…or so I thought.  As I descended 
toward the canopy and seeing the Jumpers ahead of me hanging up, it became 
clear that these were 40 foot oaks!  No matter, everyone tree’d up, everyone got 
down, we gathered our gear and set out to dig line.  That was the breakfast crew. 
The Doug in the meantime had returned to CJ, loaded up again with the lunch 
crew and again in their superior wisdom dropped them over the next ridge.
   B r e a k f a s t ,  L u n c h  a n d    
t h e  H o g  F i r e
G R E G  “ G O N Z O ”  G O N Z A L E Z
‘ 7 6
–Hog Fire Crew
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It must have been apparent pretty soon that we were pissing into the wind.  I don’t 
actually remember digging much line in those first two days as much as I remember 
trucking across slopes trying to stay ahead of the fire.  And, there is one spooky 
vision that I do remember clearly, so many years later…the sight of jumperless 
chutes, lifted by the heat of the flames that overtook them, lifting them off their 
tree perches…floating like ghosts in tandem across the dark, smoke filled sky.
So what began as the breakfast and lunch fire grew into the Hog Fire on the Forks 
of the Salmon…100,000 acres plus, and an army of fire fighters to face it.  Don’t 
check my facts, but I believe this was the site of that well known Gobi portrait of 
the crew hamming it up in that old vintage shell of a car, giving the Gobi salute.
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The steady gaze at the horizon  
That irregular line                     
The vague focus point   
 that separates    
The blue sky     
 from     
The green trees    
 and     
The air     
The air in the door is unique  
 On final    
Anticipation of the spotter’s tap  
 you know it’s coming  
 steady gaze    
 you know it’s coming  
 steady gaze    
 then     
The spotter’s tap!    
The spotter’s touch is special  
 Because    
This might be my last human contact 
This might be my last look at   
This blue sky and these green trees
B e i n g  i n  t h e  D o o r
T O M  H U N N I C U T T
‘ 8 0
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These could be my last breaths  
 and then    
 and then    
The thing that unites us as bros  
The thing that is our special bond  
That voluntary act of will   
    –The Push –   
I feel my fingers on the fuselage  
I feel my foot on the step   
I feel myself push off the door
It’s exciting to be in the door  
 But     
After the push – as soon as contact  
 with the A/C is broken  
  It’s    
 A whole New World   
  and    
 That’s really exciting 
Within four seconds I know  
If it’s just another day at work  
  Or    
Maybe I better go to plan “B”  
Luckily I never had to go there
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I WENT INTO A COFFEE PLACE early one Sunday morning.  It was a meeting place, as many are, for locals.  In one corner were three guys.  The center fel-low, ensconced in a plush chair, was the focus of the full conversation.  It was 
Mouse at age 60+: small, now rotund, and peering through his thick lenses.  He 
motioned and he punctuated his speech with the unmistakable verve that char-
acterized him 30 years earlier. I stood briefly on the periphery as a fourth member 
of the group and listened.  I could easily have said, “Hey, Mouse!” and he would 
have replied, “Clanc, get your sorry %$#@&/ over here and sit down.  You haven’t 
heard THIS jump story…”   I didn’t push it.  I recognized the image and I felt its 
light, and that was enough.
A f t e r  We  L e a v e
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